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Chapter I

General Introduction

General introduction

THE FLAPPING FLIGHT OF BIRDS...

This thesis is about the flapping flight of birds. Bird flight has many impressive
characteristics that will be presented in the next paragraphs, and to date, flapping
flight is not fully understood. A more detailed understanding of the aerodynamic
principles will allow for developing and enhancing technological applications
that are likely to play an important role in the near future. The aim of this thesis
is to contribute to both the understanding of flapping flight and to promote the
implementation of flapping flight in technological applications.
Active flight – which uses one or multiple pairs of wings that are actively
moved to stay airborne (Azuma, 2007) – is among the most expensive forms
of locomotion in terms of energy expenditure per unit time (Blem, 2000). In
contrast, the cost of transport (COT), defined as the energetic cost of transporting
a unit of weight for a unit of distance, can be less for flying animals than for a
walker or runner of the same size (Tucker, 1970, see Figure 1.1). Flying is an
effective form of locomotion when range is important. Migrating birds give an
exceptionally impressive example of the performance of active aerial locomotion.
For instance, an individual bird of the Alpine swift was recently shown to stay
airborne continuously over a period of 6 months while migrating, roosting and
foraging (Liechti et al., 2013).
Birds, but also the other active flyers bats and insects, are capable of performing
amazing manoeuvres in slow and high-speed flight with a precision that is almost
beyond belief for us humans. It is likely that control and feedback systems play an
important role for these capabilities. These sophisticated control loops however
need powerful effectors (the wings) to enable such impressive flight characteristics
and abrupt manoeuvres: During manoeuvring and slow speed flapping flight,
very high aerodynamic forces need to be generated (Ellington, 1984a; Lentink
& Dickinson, 2009). The forces are proportional to area, force coefficients and
velocity squared. Wing area as well as flapping frequency are limited in birds and
the flight velocity is low, so the wings must benefit from high force coefficients
(Ellington, 1984a; Lentink & Dickinson, 2009). To enhance these coefficients
during slow speed flight and manoeuvring, a number of special adaptations is
required. Several of these adaptations have been found in insect flight already.
5
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Fig. 1.1: Minimum cost of transport (COT) for various objects. Flight potentially has
a lower COT than other forms of locomotion at the same bodyweight. Redrawn from
Tucker (1970).

The knowledge on insect aerodynamics has advanced enormously in the past
decades, and ’a whole new class of fluid dynamic uses’ (Somps & Luttges, 1985)
has been discovered. This advantage over the knowledge about bird and bat flight
is likely explained by the fact that many flight experiments can be done more
comfortably with invertebrates.
Unlike steadily translating wings, the effective angle of attack of a flapping
wing is a function of span and time (see Figure 1.2). The aerodynamics is called
unsteady if the flow additionally depends on the time history of the wing’s motion
– hence it cannot be modelled by ’a succession of static conditions’ (Ellington,
1984a). Several non-dimensional parameters can be employed for describing the
degree of unsteadiness. The most widely accepted parameters are the Strouhal
number (St = fA/Uf , where f = flapping frequency, A = peak-to-peak amplitude
of the wing tip, and Uf = flight velocity), the reduced frequency (k = 2πfc/Uf ,
f
where c = chord length) and the advance ratio (J = 2U
fA ). These parameters are
both a measure for the dynamic similarity of unsteady flow phenomena and for
the propulsive efficiency of flapping wing flight (Shyy et al., 2008). In flapping
wings with a constant A and c, the reduced frequency k is proportional to the
6
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Fig. 1.2: Velocities on a flapping wing in forward flight during downstroke. A: Velocities (blue arrows) and forces (green arrows) during the downstroke close to the
wing base. B: More towards the wing tip (at the same geometric angle of attack), the
flapping velocity and the resulting angle of attack increase, the aerodynamic force
is tilted forward.

Strouhal number St and inversely proportional to the advance ratio J (Hu et al.,
2010). When St and k increase, respectively J decreases, the influence of unsteady
aerodynamics becomes more important (Ellington, 1984a; Spedding, 1993). The
shift between steady and unsteady aerodynamics is a continuous process, but
when k > 0.3, unsteady effects are very likely to contribute substantially to the
aerodynamic force (Spedding, 1993).
Four prominent unsteady effects have been discovered in insect flight: The
clap and fling (Weis-Fogh, 1973) or clap and peel (Ellington, 1984b) mechanism
consists of a physical interaction of the wing pair(s) at the very beginning of the
downstroke (see Figure 1.3). The wings (almost) touch during the dorsal stroke
reversal; subsequently the leading-edges of the wing initiate the downstroke,
while the trailing edges are still in close contact to one another. Fluid is sucked
into to evolving gap as soon as the distance between the leading-edges increases.
The circulation of the wings (which is proportional to the lift force) builds up
instantly (Weis-Fogh, 1975). The mechanism was filmed on insects (Weis-Fogh,
1973, 1975) and birds (Nachtigall & Rothe, 1982) and the resulting flow pattern
7
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were visualized using robotic models (e. g. Maxworthy, 1979). The clap and fling
mechanism enhances the muscle mass-specific lift by about 25% (Marden, 1987)
and therefore enhances flight performance.

Fig. 1.3: Clap and fling mechanism. Left: The wings clap together at dorsal stroke
reversal. Middle: The leading-edges initiate the downstroke and air is sucked into
the gap. Right: Positive circulation is generated instantly. Redrawn from Weis-Fogh
(1973).

While measuring the forces generated by a tethered fruit fly, Dickinson (1994)
found clues for the existence of another unsteady aerodynamic mechanism. The
forces were not found to be maximal at mid-downstroke – as predicted by quasisteady theory because wing velocity peaks at mid-downstroke – but at the stroke
reversals when the wings are rotated along the spanwise axes. In measurements on
a scaled robotic model, Dickinson et al. (1999) confirmed these aerodynamic force
peaks at stroke reversals and attributed them to the Magnus effect – analogous
to a rotating cylinder in translational flow. This effect was termed ’rotational lift’.
Later, Walker (2002) stated that this comparison is somewhat misleading, as the
wing rotation induces a change of geometry of the incident flow which distorts
the boundary layer – very comparable to the well known effect of a pitched wing
in purely translational flow. The analogy to the Magnus effect is therefore not
necessary to explain the observed extra forces generated at stroke reversal via
wing rotation.
The lift of a flapping wing in hovering flight can be enhanced further when the
wing encounters its own wake. The flow generated by the preceding stroke can
increase the effective fluid velocity that is encountered by the wing. This enhances
the aerodynamic lift (wake capture, Dickinson, 1994; Dickinson et al., 1999).
8
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The aforementioned unsteady effects enhance the aerodynamic forces mainly
during stroke reversals. However, during the actual up- and downstroke, a leadingedge vortex (LEV) may enhance lift significantly. Such leading-edge vortices are
subject to particular attention in flapping flight research and known from aircraft
flight for quite some time: Conventional fixed wing aircraft suffer from the
loss of lift when the angle of attack increases above the stalling angle of attack.
Additionally, drag increases significantly as the flow separates from the wing
(Anderson, 2008). High angles of attack most often occur during slow flight,
e.g. at take-off and landing where the aircraft altitude is low and flow separation
respectively a loss of aerodynamic lift becomes a particularly dangerous problem.
Delaying or preventing stall in aircraft flight hence is an area of active research.
Stall can be a dynamic phenomenon. Figure 1.4 (adapted from Leishman,
2000) shows the instantaneous lift coefficient of a wing that is oscillating along
the spanwise axis. After exceeding the static stall angle of attack (1), the flow
starts to reverse in the upper boundary layer. The flow separates, beginning at the
leading-edge of the wing (2) and generating a leading-edge vortex (LEV). This
vortex subsequently grows in diameter and convects over the airfoil (3). As long as
the vortex stays over the wing, it provides additional lift. The flow then progresses
to a full leading-edge separation; lift decreases rapidly and drag increases (4). If
the angle of attack is low enough (eventually well below the static stall angle of
attack), the flow reattaches beginning at the leading-edge (5). The magnitude
of the dynamic lift coefficient in stages 2-3 might easily reach a multiple of the
maximal steady lift coefficient (e. g. Wu et al., 1991; Post, 2004). Stabilizing the
LEV in stages (2) and (3) respectively keeping it attached to wing’s surface would
provide higher force coefficients and lower the risk of an uncontrolled loss of lift.
The key to stabilizing a LEV is to limit the accumulation of vorticity to prevent
excessive vortex growth and subsequent vortex detachment (e. g. Bomphrey et al.,
2005). In fixed wing aircraft, this is achieved by including wing sweep. The
swept-back wings of delta wing aircraft generate a flow component parallel to
the leading-edge, which drains vorticity away from the LEV into the tip vortex
where it is finally shed in a controlled way (Barnard & Philpott, 1997). The flow
around the swept wing is hence highly three-dimensional, and LEVs can reliably
deliver high lift over a large range of angles of attack.
In animal flight, these robust lift enhancing flow features were first visualized
during the modelling of flapping insect wings (Maxworthy, 1979). The model was
used to analyze the ’clap and fling’ and the associated flow patterns as predicted by
9
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Fig. 1.4: The dynamic stall on a pitching airfoil. A leading-edge vortex is generated
before the flow detaches completely. See text for a description. Redrawn from
Leishman (2000).

Weis-Fogh (1975). During the fling of the wings, prominent LEVs developed. The
LEVs were connected to the tip, root and starting vortices of each wing, forming
two separate vortex rings (see Figure 1.5A). Ellington et al. (1996) and Willmott
et al. (1997) visualized leading-edge vortices on the wings of scaled robotic insects,
respectively on tethered hawkmoths using smoke rakes and stereo photography,
resulting in a clear visualization of the LEV during insect flapping flight. The
cylindrical, spiral vortex (see Figure 1.5B) grows with wing span and merges with
the tip vortex, akin to the LEVs on delta winged aircraft. Flow visualizations on a
mechanical flapping model of the hawkmoth wing revealed a strong axial flow
component (towards the wing tip) within the vortex core that was supposed to
be the main mechanism for vortex stabilization – again analogous to LEVs in
10
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delta aircraft. This spanwise flow component is assumed to be driven by pressure
gradients or centrifugal accelerations in the boundary layer (Ellington et al., 1996).
These findings were supported by a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) study
of the same setup (Liu et al., 1998). Peak axial flow was found at mid-downstroke
where the wing velocity and the pressure gradient are maximal. The prominent
role of spanwise flow in the vortex core for stabilization was however questioned in
later studies. At low Reynolds number (Re = Uc/ν, where U = local flow velocity,
c = chord length, ν = kinematic viscosity), the effect of fluid viscosity becomes
increasingly important, and the flow structure of a LEV might depend critically
on Re (Birch & Dickinson, 2001). At the very low Re of fruit flies, experiments
with robotic wings did not find a significant spanwise flow component in the
vortex core. Spanwise flow could only be detected behind the LEV on top of the
wing (see Figure 1.5C). And even the inhibition of potential spanwise flow using
wing fences did not remarkably alter the flow pattern. Birch & Dickinson (2001)
assume that the downward flow induced by tip vortices is responsible for LEV
stabilization. Such a downward flow (downwash) changes the direction of the
oncoming flow and reduces the effective angle of attack of the wing. The influence
of downwash is particularly significant on low aspect ratio wings during hovering
(Birch & Dickinson, 2001). Axial flow was also absent in the leading-edge vortices
of butterflies (Srygley & Thomas, 2002, see Figure 1.5D). Bomphrey et al. (2005)
again analyzed the flow around a tethered hawkmoth and did – unlike Ellington
et al. (1996) – not find an important spanwise flow component. Here, the LEV was
found to extend across the thorax with a cylindrical shape of relatively constant
diameter (see Figure 1.5E).
Experiments with revolving wing models have shown that stable leadingedge vortices also develop on steadily revolving wings (Usherwood & Ellington,
2002a,b, see Figure 1.6). They could therefore represent a ’steady unsteady aerodynamic phenomenon’ (Lehmann, 2004). Further support comes from Dickson
& Dickinson (2004): The maximum lift coefficient of a flapping or rotating wing
depends on the spanwise velocity profile that is experienced by the wing. Large
gradients – created either by a steadily revolving or by an ’unsteadily’ flapping
wing – enable the development of stable LEVs which increase the aerodynamic
force. In this perspective, unsteady aerodynamic mechanisms might not be required for the explanation of the force balance in hovering insects as long as
appropriate force coefficients are included in the calculations (Dickson & Dickinson, 2004). Most likely, the stability of leading-edge vortices on flapping wings
11
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Fig. 1.5: Leading-edge vortices on flapping wings. Different shapes have been found
on the wings of insects, sometimes with a significant spanwise flow component (red
arrows, see text for a description). Reproduced with permission from the Journal of
Experimental Biology (JEB, Bomphrey et al., 2005).

is the result of a combination of steady and unsteady contributions: A certain
amount of vorticity in the LEV can be compensated by the steady mechanism
of draining vorticity into the tip vortex. An additional amount of acceptable
vorticity accumulation is enabled by the unsteady motion of flapping wings: If the
time span of a wing beat is short enough, then the wing beat might end before too
much vorticity accumulated (Wang et al., 2004; Bomphrey et al., 2005). Hence,
stable and force enhancing LEVs might be enabled by both steady and unsteady
aerodynamic mechanisms.
The decision whether to call the phenomenon steady or unsteady could therefore be made depending on whether the vortex develops on a steadily rotating
wing, or during the unsteady motion of a flapping wing.
Until recently, the unsteady aerodynamic mechanisms described above were
thought to be limited to the very low Reynolds number flapping flight of insects.
Here, the flow is laminar due to the relatively greater importance of viscous forces.

12
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A

B

Fig. 1.6: Flow visualization of a steadily revolving wing at Re = 8071. White arrows
mark the spots where smoke is released from the wing. A: At very low angles of
attack, the flow stays fully attached to the wing. B: At higher angles of attack a stable
leading-edge vortex with axial flow is generated. Reproduced with permission from
the JEB (Usherwood & Ellington, 2002a).

Larger scale flapping wing flyers such as birds and bats were supposed to not
being able to benefit from the enhanced forces of leading-edge vortices. The
onset of turbulence on high Re wings was assumed to destroy the coherence of
LEVs and any potential benefit (Ellington, 2006). Additionally, the aerodynamic
mechanisms responsible for the generation of lift in the flapping flight of birds
have been assumed to be strictly quasi-steady in the past. The aerodynamics
of flapping bird flight were often compared to the aerodynamics of propellers
(e. g. McGahan, 1973; Norberg, 1990; Azuma, 2007). Videler et al. (2004) have
shown that this is not necessarily true and that leading-edge vortices in nature
are actually not limited to insect flight. Stable LEVs developed on the model of a
swift wing in gliding flight (see Figure 1.7). Later, Videler (2005) speculated that
they might also play an important role during flapping flight in birds (see Figure
1.8). An analysis of the wake of a hovering hummingbird further supported these
findings. Traces of previously shed LEVs were visualized in the flow field (Warrick
et al., 2005). However, the flight style and the Reynolds number of hummingbirds
is much more comparable to the flight of insects than to the flight of ’conventional’
birds (Warrick et al., 2005).
Further studies with a robotic wing mimicking the flapping flight of swiftlets
have analyzed the three-dimensional flow patterns and found that stable leadingedge vortices develop on the wing (Ros, 2007; Thielicke, 2007, see Figure 1.9
and 1.10). The ultimate proof for the existence of LEVs in vertebrate flight – the
visualization of leading-edge vortices directly on the wings of a freely flying bird
13
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Fig. 1.7: Leading-edge vortices
on a gliding swift. The flow
separation starts at the wrists,
where the leading-edge of the
wing begins to be very sharp. Reproduced with permission from
The American Association for the
Advancement of Science (AAAS,
Videler et al., 2004).

Fig. 1.8: Previous studies speculated that leading-edge vortices (drawn in yellow)
in nature’s flapping wing flyers might not be limited to insects only.

Top

Front

Perspective

Fig. 1.9: Leading-edge vortices on a flapping swiftlet model wing at mid-downstroke
(Re ≈ 8, 000). Top, front and perspective view on the wing (orange, dashed). Vortices
are represented by isosurfaces of the vorticity magnitude with two thresholds (red
and purple, Thielicke, 2007).
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Fig. 1.10: Hypothetical wake of a swiftlet in slow-speed flapping flight, based on
the 3D flow measurements in Thielicke (2007). The individual vortex rings (orange
= generated during upstroke; blue = generated during downstroke) consist of root
and tip vortices, starting and stopping vortices.

or bat – was however still missing. Most flow analyses of freely flying vertebrates
concentrated on the wake that is left behind (e. g. Kokshaysky, 1979; Spedding
et al., 1984; Rosén et al., 2004; Warrick et al., 2005; Wolf et al., 2013). These
analyses give valuable information about the footprint of the fluid interaction, but
provide little knowledge about the interaction itself and the involved aerodynamic
mechanisms. The flow visualization around the wings of a slowly flying small
bat was the first to prove the existence of LEVs in vertebrate flight. The average
lift during downstroke was increased by 40%, and the lift coefficient was found
to be much larger than the maximum in steady translation (Muijres et al., 2008,
see Figure 1.11). Experiments with a robotic goose have furthermore supported
the idea of lift enhancement via LEVs in bird flight (Hubel & Tropea, 2010, see
Figure 1.12). Only very recently, the first flow visualizations on the wings of birds
15
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Fig. 1.11: Leading-edge vortex on the wing of a small bat (Glossophaga soricina,
wing span = 0.24 m, weight = 0.01 kg) in slow flight at mid-downstroke. The
average flow velocity (0.1 m/s) was subtracted. A-D show cross sections normal to
the spanwise axis at different spanwise positions with velocity vectors (A-C) and
streamlines (D). The vorticity (shown in the background) peaks on top of the wing
close to the leading-edge, indicating the development of a leading-edge vortex.
Reproduced with permission from the AAAS (Muijres et al., 2008).

were performed: On the wings of slow flying passerines, a prominent leadingedge vortex was found during downstroke (Muijres et al., 2012c, see Figure 1.13).
The LEV enhances the average lift during downstroke by 49%, interestingly, the
diameter of the vortex decreases towards the wing tip, which differs from previous
results on the shape of LEVs. It might be wing twist that reduces the effective angle
of attack towards the wing tip, and therefore the diameter of the LEV (Muijres
et al., 2012c). Additional analyses of the flow around the wings of passerine birds
give further support for the importance of LEVs in the flapping flight of birds
(Chang et al., 2013).
However, some fundamental questions still remain unanswered. The wings
of birds are complex, airfoils and wing planform vary greatly with wing span –
and with species (e. g. Bilo, 1972; Withers, 1981; Liu et al., 2004). It is likely that
bird wings are optimized for a multitude of aerodynamic and non-aerodynamic
demands. It remains however unknown if and how wing design parameters
influence the development of unsteady flow phenomena, e.g. whether there are
parameters that inhibit or facilitate the development of leading-edge vortices in
flapping flight.

16
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B

A

Fig. 1.12: Leading-edge vortices on the wings of a robotic goose. 3D drawing, based
on 2D flow measurements normal to the spanwise axis. The LEV (orange) develops
during the downstroke, the diameter increases towards the wing tip. Dashed lines
indicate extrapolated approximations of the LEV shape. A: Flapping frequency (f) =
1.98 Hz, Uf = 3 m/s. B: f = 1.98 Hz, Uf = 6 m/s. Flow data from Hubel (2006).

LEV

tex
tip vor
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start vortex

Fig. 1.13: Leading-edge vortices on the wings of a slow-flying pied flycatcher
(Ficedula hypoleuca, wing span = 0.235 m, weight = 0.015 kg). Left: Particle image
velocimetry analysis (perpendicular to the spanwise axis) of the flow field during
downstroke. A leading-edge vortex appears on top of the wing (vorticity shown in
colour). Right: Schematic drawing, showing the reconstructed vortex system that
develops during the downstroke. Reproduced with permission from Biology Letters
(Muijres et al., 2012c).
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Fig. 1.14: Prospective flapping wing micro air vehicle (MAV) for exploration missions.

In the flapping flight of insects or ’insect-like flyers’ (hummingbirds), some aspects of wing geometry have been analyzed (Dickinson & Gotz, 1993; Usherwood
& Ellington, 2002a; Altshuler et al., 2004). A number of parameters significantly
influenced the forces generated by flapping or translating wings at low Re. It is
however not known in detail how the observed force differences are caused, and
if the findings from insect (-like) flight can be transferred to the flight of birds at
higher Re, whereas it is known from steady-state aerodynamics that the influence
of airfoil shape varies largely with Re (e. g. Okamoto et al., 1996; Shyy et al., 2008).
As previous studies focussed on force measurements only, it is necessary to analyze the effect of wing design parameters on the flow patterns of flapping wings
at bird-scale. Such a detailed knowledge will contribute to understand bird flight
and the vast diversity of wing shapes found in nature’s flapping wing flyers. The
knowledge can be transferred to technological applications – improving existing
technologies or even finding new areas of application (see Figure 1.14).
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... ANALYSIS AND APPLICATION

This thesis is organized in eight chapters. The first half of the thesis analyses the
flow field of several flapping, bird wing like models in order to understand the
impact of important wing design parameters. In the second half, the potential
advantages, as well as the implementation of flapping wings as propulsion system
in small unmanned aircraft are presented.
After the general introduction to flapping wing aerodynamics in Chapter I
(this chapter), the following questions will be addressed:
Chapter II: Digital particle image velocimetry

Q:

How can flow fields be captured and how accurate are these
measurements?

Flow fields need to be captured with high accuracy to gain insight into the complex
flow structures in the vicinity of flapping wings. Digital particle image velocimetry (DPIV) is a non-intrusive measurement technique that is very adequate for
mapping flows quantitatively. A custom tool for flow visualization (PIVlab) is
developed during the research described in this thesis. This tool is becoming
increasingly popular for scientific analyses of particle movements. The software
is tailored to the challenges that arise from highly three-dimensional (3D) flows.
Chapter II first gives an overview about the principles and challenges of DPIV.
The quality of the flow measurements is affected by computational details such as
image pre-conditioning, subpixel peak estimators, data validation, interpolation
and smoothing algorithms. The influence of important image properties is assessed by using synthetic particle images with precisely defined properties. The
results allow to evaluate the quality of DPIV measurements and to optimize the
setup of current and future experiments.
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Chapter III: The influence of wing morphology on the 3D flow pattern of a
flapping wing at bird scale

Q:

Which aerodynamic mechanisms generate lift in the slow speed
flapping flight of birds, and how do airfoil design parameters influence these mechanisms?

In the slow-speed flapping flight of birds, the wings experience high angles of
attack that are related to the ratio of flapping velocity and flight velocity. It is
expected that the importance of unsteady aerodynamics increases as this ratio increases. The contribution of steady and unsteady aerodynamic mechanisms to lift
is determined by analysing the strength of leading-edge vortices – if present. The
measurements are performed by analysing the three-dimensional, time resolved
flow field around several types of flapping wings in slow-speed flight. The wings
are modelled after a freely gliding pigeon, and simplified kinematics mimicking
the slow-speed flight of birds are applied. Several airfoil parameters are varied
and the effect on the 3D flow field in the direct vicinity of the wing is determined.
By comparing the flow fields of flapping wings with different airfoil geometries, it
is possible to identify the influence of design parameters on steady and unsteady
aerodynamic mechanisms. The results contribute to the understanding of flapping flight aerodynamics in general, and to the comprehension and anticipation
of the flow patterns of slow-speed flapping flight in birds in specific.
Chapter IV: The effects of wing twist in slow-speed flapping flight of birds:
Trading brute force against efficiency

Q:

Do the flapping wings of birds have to be twisted? Is energetic efficiency in conflict with the ability to generate large forces?

Wing twist along the spanwise axis can often be observed in insects, birds and
bats. However, it is does not seem to be the general rule. Wing twist was –
and still often is – assumed to be essential in flapping flight, especially in bird
flight. However, twist could just be an inevitable consequence of inertial and
aerodynamic loads during flapping. Experiments with flapping wings at very low
Re did not identify any aerodynamic advantage of wing twist. The unimportance
of wing twist was attributed to the prominent role of unsteady aerodynamics. Now
that the importance of unsteady aerodynamics in bird flight becomes more clear,
it is important to verify the role of wing twist in the flapping flight in birds. The
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analyses are performed with flapping wing models that are designed with different
amounts of spanwise twist. Aerodynamic forces and flow patterns are derived
from three-dimensional measurements of the fluid velocities. The results give
new ideas about the relevance of wing twist and its aerodynamic consequences
in the flapping flight of birds. Existing assumptions on the inevitable necessity of
twist need to be reconsidered.
Chapter V: Micro air vehicles – Linking aerodynamics with application

Q:

What are the benefits of flapping-wing locomotion and how can
this knowledge be applied?

The understanding of the aerodynamic phenomena in slow-speed flapping flight
in birds can be used to enhance existing technologies, or even to find new areas
of technological applications. Chapter V reviews advantages and drawbacks of
different concepts of micro air vehicles (MAVs). The chapter gives an overview
on the currently existing technologies – including the author’s award-winning
conventional MAVs. Rotary and fixed wing aircraft, hybrid MAVs and flapping
wing devices have very different characteristics. The mission profile respectively
the required tasks determine the suitability of a MAV concept. Flapping wing
devices offer a range of highly promising capabilities but still have higher demands
on the actuators and on the energy density of batteries.
Chapter VI: Reliable force predictions for a flapping-wing micro air vehicle:
A ’vortex-lift’ approach

Q:

Can the forces of a flapping-wing MAV in slow flight be reasonably
modelled by taking into account the extra forces enabled by LEVs?

The aerodynamic forces of a custom flapping wing MAV are modelled using a
blade element analysis. The input variables for this kind of analysis are lift and
drag coefficients, which are typically derived from steady-state wind tunnel measurements. As the wings of the MAV are operated with high flapping frequencies
in slow speed flight and as they were designed to twist only marginally during the
flapping cycle, the presence of lift-enhancing leading-edge vortices is very likely.
In delta-winged aircraft, the extra forces enabled by stably attached leading-edge
vortices can be modelled reasonably well. Using a blade-element analysis, it was
tested whether such a delta-wing theory can also be applied to flapping flight
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situations. The quality of the analysis is assessed by comparing the results to force
measurements directly at the MAV.
Chapter VII: Using bird flight modes to enhance overall flapping wing micro
air vehicle performance

Q:

What advantages result from applying the flight modes of birds to
MAVs?

Birds combine the advantages of both steady-state aerodynamics and unsteady
aerodynamic mechanisms. This combination results in an excellent aerodynamic
efficiency in gliding respectively cruising flight, and increased manoeuvrability
and slow flight capabilities. Incorporating such properties in MAVs is highly
desirable. A flapping wing MAV prototype that benefits from the large and reliable
forces enabled via LEVs in slow-speed flight mode is presented in this chapter.
In gliding flight mode, the MAV benefits from the efficiency of conventional
attached flow aerodynamics. The experiments show that flapping wing devices
have more aerodynamic possibilities to generate aerodynamic forces than rotary
or fixed wing aircraft. The implementation of different flight modes can therefore
greatly enhance the suitability of MAVs for the completion of complex missions.
Chapter VIII: Summary and conclusions.
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Digital Particle Image Velocimetry

Chapter II

This chapter is based on a manuscript submitted to the Journal of Open Research Software:
W. Thielicke and E.J. Stamhuis
PIVlab – Towards user-friendly, affordable and accurate digital particle image velocimetry
in MATLAB
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RATIONALE

Digital Particle Image Velocimetry (DPIV) is a common technique for non-intrusive,
quantitative and qualitative flow visualization that will be introduced in short in this
chapter. The chapter is intended to:
a provide a description of the material and methods used in this thesis
b give an evaluation of the accuracy of these methods
c supply background information for future studies and identify limitations

Description of the material and methods used in this study
One of the most important methods in this thesis is DPIV. At the beginning of the studies
summarized in this thesis, an adequate DPIV tool capable of automatic analysis of huge
amounts of data was not available in the lab. For the compilation of time-resolved, threedimensional datasets, automatic analyses are essential. A high degree of automation
can be achieved by tailoring a custom DPIV tool according to the specific needs of
the project. Existing DPIV tools are mostly ’black boxes’, which make it difficult to
understand the details of the analysis, to judge the quality of the results and to automate
the analyses. Developing a custom tool enables the automation of analyses, as well as the
understanding of the principles and the challenges of DPIV in detail. Working ’behind
the scenes’ does also allow tweaking the experimental setup and the analysis methods for
an optimal result. Literature was scanned, and the most promising and suitable principles
were incorporated in the DPIV tool PIVlab1 which was developed during the research
presented in this thesis. The descriptions of the methods in the succeeding research
chapters are kept as short as possible, following the conventional form. However, PIVlab
was developed virtually from scratch, and the choice of adequate methods is crucial for
getting reliable and repeatable results.

Evaluation of the accuracy of these methods
A number of research articles deals with the implementation and optimization of the
DPIV technique (e. g. Keane & Adrian, 1990; Adrian, 1991; Willert & Gharib, 1991; Buchhave, 1992; Stamhuis & Videler, 1995; Willert, 1996; Grant, 1997; Raffel et al., 2007). The
amount of literature dealing with this subject implies that already small differences in the
methods may alter the results. DPIV is sensitive to computational details such as image
1 available at http://PIVlab.blogspot.com
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pre-conditioning, different concepts of image correlation, subpixel peak estimators or
data interpolation. Therefore, previous results about DPIV accuracy do not necessarily
apply to the DPIV tool presented in this thesis. This chapter contains a section on the accuracy of PIVlab that analyses the influence of a selection of parameters. These accuracy
tests are essential to confirm the quality of the measurements and results.

Background information for future studies and identification of limitations
The DPIV tool developed for this project is open source, a rapidly increasing number of
studies uses PIVlab for analysing particle or pattern movements2 . All studies that use
PIVlab – including the thesis presented here – need an in-depth analysis of the underlying
principles and an evaluation of the measurement accuracy. Factors that potentially limit
the applicability also need to be determined. The latter is especially important, as PIVlab
is often used for analyses of particle movements in a very different context than it was
originally intended for (e. g. flow visualizations within animal cells, deformation of sand
and gravel). This chapter may therefore serve as a reference for all studies conducted
with PIVlab.
The order of content of this chapter follows the sequence of a typical DPIV experiment:
First, the physical setup is illustrated, followed by an illustration of the analysis of DPIV
image data. Finally the accuracy of DPIV measurements is evaluated, and further postprocessing techniques are presented and evaluated.

2 e. g. Leong et al. (2011); Booth-Gauthier et al. (2012); Jiang & Towhata (2012); Piro et al. (2012); Roy
et al. (2012); Ryerson & Schwenk (2012); Sanchez et al. (2012); Todaro et al. (2012); Cambau et al.
(2013); Chen et al. (2013); Datta et al. (2013); Eriksson et al. (2013); Miller et al. (2013); Panciroli &
Porfiri (2013); Senatore et al. (2013); Simmons et al. (2013); Sun & Hsiao (2013); Taddeucci et al.
(2013); Wang et al. (2013); Zhou et al. (2013); Bloch et al. (2014); Catarino et al. (2014); Di Domenica
et al. (2014); Hartmann et al. (2014); Heller et al. (2014); Jalalisendi et al. (2014); Maxwell et al.
(2014); Melnikov et al. (2014); Schlüßler et al. (2014); Shi et al. (2014); e Silva et al. (2014); Sipos
et al. (2014); Trojanowski et al. (2014); Wu et al. (2014); Cabrera et al. (2015)
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IMAGE ACQUISITION

In DPIV, the flow is visualized by illuminating a thin sheet of fluid containing reflective
and neutrally buoyant tracer particles. A digital image sensor is positioned parallel to the
illuminated sheet, capturing the movement of the particles (see Figure 2.1). In most DPIV
analyses, two images (A and B) of the illuminated plane are captured at t0 and t0 + Δt.
Velocities in the sheet can hence be derived from Δt and the distance that the particles
travelled from image A to B (particle displacement). In DPIV, the particle displacement
is calculated for groups of particles by evaluating the cross-correlation of many small
sub images (interrogation areas). The correlation yields the most probable displacement
for a group of particles travelling on a straight line between image A and image B (Raffel
et al., 2007).
particles
Fluids are in most cases homogeneous, and therefore velocities are hard to measure
directly via optical means. DPIV hence relies on small reflective particles that are added
to the fluid. These particles have to be of similar density as the fluid, in order to have
the same inertia and buoyancy as the fluid under test. When doing measurements in
water, finding suitable particles is often not problematic, whereas measurements in air
require more attention because of the low density of this fluid (Stamhuis, 2006; Raffel
et al., 2007). In a continuously accelerating element of fluid, the velocity lag Us between

Particle pattern

Camera
Laser

Fig. 2.1: Principle of DPIV: A laser sheet illuminates the particles contained in the
fluid. A high-speed camera records the displacement of the particle pattern.
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particle velocity Up and fluid velocity U can, according to Stokes drag law, be expressed
as (Raffel et al., 2007):
ρp − ρ
Us = Up − U = dp2
(2.1)
a
18μ
where dp = particle diameter; ρp = particle density; ρ = fluid density; μ = fluid dynamic
viscosity; a = acceleration
Minimizing the difference between fluid and particle velocity can therefore be achieved
by reducing particle size, reducing the difference in density, increasing dynamic viscosity
of the fluid or minimizing acceleration. The latter two factors can hardly be influenced
without substantially changing the experimental conditions. Matching particle and fluid
density is number one choice in liquids but often not possible for gaseous fluids (Raffel
et al., 2007). Minimizing particle size is the most convenient solution, but decreases the
amount of reflected light and therefore the signal to noise ratio of the captured images
(Melling, 1997). Finding a suitable particle size is hence a tradeoff between a number
of demands. The measurements in this thesis are conducted in water at 20◦ C using
polyamide particles with a diameter of about 57 μm and a density of 1140 kg/m3 , which
is very close to the density of water, hence Us is expected to be negligible.
illumination and camera
Lasers are typically preferred for illumination in DPIV studies (Adrian, 1991). Most lasers
deliver very high power, parallel light, which can easily be transformed to a thin sheet
using one or more cylindrical lenses (Stamhuis, 2006). A wide variety of laser types that
use different laser materials and energy pump sources is available on the market. Due
to a very compact size and the high efficiency, diode pumped solid state lasers (DPSS)
got more and more attention in the DPIV community (Raffel et al., 2007). Today’s most
important DPSS lasers are Neodym-Yttrium-Aluminium-Garnet (Nd:YAG) lasers. After
frequency doubling, the beam that finally leaves the laser head has a wavelength of 532 nm.
DPSS lasers can be operated in pulsed mode or in constant wave (CW) mode. Pulsed
lasers achieve very high power peaks during very short pulses and make it possible to
reduce the effective exposure time of the camera. Usually, CW lasers require a longer
exposure to meet the light intensity requirements, which can lead to excessive motion
blur. This can become problematic for the quality of the cross-correlation (Nobach &
Honkanen, 2005). The advantage of using CW lasers is a less complicated setup, as
there is no need to synchronize the high-speed camera with the laser pulses. The DPIV
experiments in this thesis are conducted using a 5W CW Nd:YAG DPSS laser (Snoc
electronics co., LTD, Guangdong, China) emitting light with a wavelength of 532 nm.
The laser sheet is conditioned using two spherical lenses for adjusting the beam diameter,
and a cylindrical lens to generate the sheet.
In high speed / time-resolved DPIV systems, cameras with CMOS imaging sensors
became state of the art, due to the exceptional read-out rate of these sensors (Tian, 2000).
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Silicon imaging devices can usually detect wavelengths between 340 – 1100 nm (Gilblom
& Yoo, 2004), the highest quantum efficiency for the camera used in this thesis (A504k,
Basler AG, Ahrensburg, Germany) is between 500 and 550 nm (Micron Technology,
2004). Using a Nd:YAG DPSS laser for DPIV therefore guarantees a close to optimal
light detection.
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IMAGE PRE-PROCESSING

In DPIV, it is generally desirable to reduce the amount of erroneous velocity estimates
to ensure the highest measurement quality possible. One common approach is the
enhancement of images before the actual image correlation takes place (Raffel et al., 2007;
Shavit et al., 2007). This chapter presents a selected number of promising pre-processing
techniques that are implemented in PIVlab (see Figure 2.2 for examples).
histogram equalization
Contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE) was introduced by Pizer et al.
(1987) for increasing the readability of image data in medical imaging. In the general
histogram equalization, the most frequent intensities of the image histogram are spread
out to the full range of the data (from 0 to 255 in 8-bit images). The advantage of CLAHE
is that it does not operate on the histogram of the full image, but on small regions (tiles)
of the image. This is important, because in DPIV, a uniform exposure of the whole
image can often not be guaranteed (Westerweel, 1993), due to the Gaussian intensity
distribution of the laser beam. In CLAHE, the contrast of every tile is optimized by
histogram equalization, so that the resulting distribution matches a flat shaped histogram
ranging from 0 to 255. Regions with low exposure and regions with high exposure are
therefore optimized independently. After the histogram equalization, all neighbouring
tiles are combined using a bilinear interpolation, resulting in an image without visible
boundaries between the tiles. CLAHE significantly improves the probability of detecting
valid vectors in experimental images by 4.7 ± 3.2%. This improvement can be observed
for a wide range of DPIV tools and correlation algorithms (Shavit et al., 2007).
intensity highpass
Inhomogeneous lighting, e. g. caused by reflections from objects or inhomogeneous seeding, strongly affects the correlation signal (Raffel et al., 2007). This kind of low frequency
background information can be removed by applying a high-pass filter which mostly
conserves the high frequency information from the particle illumination (Gonzalez &
Wintz, 1987). Such a high-pass is calculated by applying a low-pass filter to the image
(blurring the image), and subtracting the result from the original image. The high-pass
filter emphasizes the particle information in the image, and suppresses any low frequency
information in the images (including all low frequency displacement information).
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Original

CLAHE

High-pass

Intensity capping

Fig. 2.2: The effect of several pre-processing techniques, see text for a description.

intensity capping
DPIV analyses the displacement of groups of tracer particles contained in one interrogation window statistically. The method assumes that all particles within the window
have the same motion. This will not be the case in reality, as perfectly uniform flow does
hardly exist. Bright particles or bright spots within the area will contribute statistically
more to the correlation signal, which may bias the result in non-uniform flows (Shavit
et al., 2007). The intensity capping filter proposed by Shavit et al. (2007) circumvents
this problem. An upper limit of the greyscale intensity is selected, and all pixels that
exceed the threshold are replaced by this upper limit. Therefore, unlike CLAHE, only
a small amount of the pixel intensity information is adjusted, limiting the potential
negative impact of image modifications (Shavit et al., 2007). Intensity capping improves
the probability of detecting valid vectors in experimental images by 5.2 ± 2.5%, and is
supposed to outperform CLAHE under certain experimental circumstances (Shavit et al.,
2007). Combining the intensity capping filter with the CLAHE filter does additionally
increase the probability of valid vector detection in PIVlab. For both the CLAHE and
the intensity capping technique (used separately or in combination), no significant effect
on the trueness and precision of DPIV measurements could be determined.
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IMAGE EVALUATION

The most sensitive part of a DPIV analysis is the cross-correlation. This part also significantly impacts the accuracy of DPIV. Small sub images (interrogation areas) of an image
pair are cross-correlated to derive the most probable particle displacement in the interrogation areas. In essence, the cross-correlation is a statistical pattern matching technique
that tries to find the particle pattern from interrogation area A back in interrogation area
B. This statistical technique is implemented with the discrete cross-correlation function
(Huang et al., 1997):
C(m, n) =


i

A(i, j)B(i − m, j − n)

(2.2)

j

where A and B are corresponding interrogation areas from image A and image B.
The discrete cross-correlation function hence measures the agreement of interrogation
area A and interrogation area B for a given shift (Raffel et al., 2007). The location of the
intensity peak in the resulting correlation matrix C gives the most probable displacement
of the particles from A to B (Huang et al., 1997).
There are two common approaches to solve equation 2.2. The most straightforward
approach is to compute the correlation matrix in the spatial domain (see Figure 2.3
for a graphical representation of this correlation). This approach is either called direct
cross-correlation (DCC, e. g. Okamoto et al., 2000), particle image pattern matching
(PIPM, e. g. Huang et al., 1997), or convolution filtering (e. g. Stamhuis, 2006).
Another approach is to compute the correlation matrix in the frequency domain
(discrete Fourier transform, DFT). The DFT is calculated using a fast Fourier transform
(FFT, e. g. Soria, 1996). Both approaches have advantages as well as some drawbacks;
these will be presented in short in the next sections. More details on the mathematical
background of cross-correlation can be found in e. g. Keane & Adrian (1992) and Raffel
et al. (2007).
direct cross-correlation (dcc)
The direct cross-correlation computes the correlation matrix in the spatial domain. In
DCC, the interrogation areas A and B can have two different sizes (Stamhuis, 2006).
When B is chosen twice as large as A, a particle displacement of up to half the size of
A will not result in any loss of information and provide a reliable correlation matrix
with low background noise (see Figure 2.3, top middle and Figure 2.4, top). DCC has
been shown to create more accurate results than a standard DFT approach. Both the
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Shift x = -4, y = 4

Shift x = -2, y = 2

Shift x = 0, y = 0

Shift x = -1, y = -1

Correlation matrix

Shift x = 1, y = -2

Fig. 2.3: Calculation of the correlation matrix using DCC as it is performed in
MATLAB. Interrogation area A (size 4·4 pixels) is correlated with interrogation area
B (size 8·8 pixels) and yields the correlation matrix (size 9·9 pixels). Adapted from
Raffel et al. (2007).

systematic error and the random error of the calculation decrease substantially using
DCC (Huang et al., 1997, also see the results on accuracy in the following sections). The
disadvantage of DCC is the increased computational cost with respect to a standard DFT
approach, especially with large interrogation areas (Soria, 1996; Huang et al., 1997; Raffel
et al., 2007, see Figure 2.5A). However, recent advances in computer technology make it
possible to conduct the calculations in parallel on Graphics Processing Units (GPUs),
which dramatically increases the speed of the calculations (e. g. Tarashima et al., 2010),
and potentially makes the DCC approach a fast and very suitable choice.
discrete fourier transform (dft) and advanced dft techniques
The potential drawback of DCC - the computational cost - can be resolved by calculating
the correlation matrix in the frequency domain (Raffel et al., 2007) using FFT (see Figure
2.5A). This approach uses interrogation areas of identical size; therefore every particle
displacement induces some loss of information, which can be noticed by the increasing
amount of background noise in the correlation matrix (see Figure 2.4, bottom). This
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DCC

DFT
Displacement:
0 px

10 px

20 px

30 px

40 px

Fig. 2.4: Correlation matrices of the DCC (top) and the DFT approach (bottom),
interrogation area A is 64·64 pixels for both DCC and DFT. Area B is 128·128 pixels in
DCC and 64·64 pixels in DFT. In DCC, the background noise does not increase up to
a displacement of 32 pixels. In DFT, background noise immediately increases if the
displacement is larger than 0 pixels. A displacement of more than 32 pixels will flip
the correlation peak to the opposite side of the correlation matrix, and thus makes
correct measurements impossible.

background noise complicates the detection of the intensity peak and decreases accuracy.
Another problem is the fact that FFT by definition assumes that the input datasets
(interrogation areas) are periodic, hence that they repeat themselves in all directions
(Raffel et al., 2007). As soon as the displacement of the particles is larger than half the
size of interrogation area, the intensity peak in the correlation matrix is folded back
into the matrix and will appear on the opposite side of the matrix (Raffel et al., 2007,
see Figure 2.4, bottom right). Therefore, the displacement of the particles obligatory
has to be smaller than half the size of the interrogation area. It is advised to reduce the
displacement further more to about one quarter of the interrogation area, in order to
keep the background noise in the correlation matrix low (Keane & Adrian, 1990). This
can be achieved either by increasing the size of the interrogation windows, by decreasing
Δt or by reducing the image magnification of the camera. This disadvantage can be offset
by implementing ’repair routines’ (Stamhuis, 2006), e. g. by running several passes of
the DFT on the same dataset. Westerweel et al. (1997) have shown that the use of several
DFT passes significantly increases the signal to noise ratio. In their modification of the
standard DFT, the integer result of the first analysis pass is used to offset the interrogation
area in the following passes. The loss of information due to particle displacement is hence
minimized. Scarano & Riethmuller (1999) further enhanced this approach and proposed
to refine the interrogation grid with every pass: The first pass uses large interrogation
areas and can therefore accept large particle displacements. In the following passes, the
area is reduced and displaced at the same time. This yields a high spatial resolution in
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Fig. 2.5: A: Calculation speed of DCC in comparison with DFT (both calculations
performed in Matlab). For the FFT calculations, FFTW is used (’Fastest Fourier
Transform in the West’, Frigo & Johnson, 2005) which accepts inputs of arbitrary
size, but is slow for sizes that are prime or which have large prime factors (note
the peaks in the graph). Generally, the DFT approach is much faster. B: Principle
of the window deformation technique. Left: After the first interrogation pass,
displacement information is present at nine positions inside the interrogation area.
This information is interpolated to derive the displacement of every pixel of the
interrogation area. Subsequently, interrogation area B is deformed, followed by
several additional interrogation passes.

the final vector map, together with a high dynamic velocity range and it increases the
signal to noise ratio.
So far, it was assumed that the particles within the interrogation area have a uniform
motion. This is hardly the case in real flows; the particle patterns will additionally be
sheared and rotated. Non uniform particle motion within the interrogation area will
broaden the intensity peak in the correlation matrix and deteriorate the result. Several methods that account for the transformation of the interrogation areas have been
proposed (e. g. Huang et al., 1993b; Jambunathan et al., 1995; Scarano & Riethmuller,
2000). These methods can be termed ’multiple pass, grid refinement, window deformation technique’, and in PIVlab the following procedure is implemented: The analysis
is started with a regular DFT analysis. The first pass yields displacement information
at the centre of each interrogation area. When the areas overlap one another by e. g.
50%, there is additional displacement information at the borders and corners of each
interrogation area (nine positions in total, see Figure 2.5B, left). This information is used
to calculate displacement information at every pixel of the interrogation areas via bilinear
interpolation. Next, interrogation area B is deformed according to this displacement
information (see Figure 2.5B, right) using either bilinear interpolation (faster) or spline
interpolation (higher precision, but slower). The next interrogation pass correlates the
original interrogation area A with the deformed area B. The remaining displacement
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information of each pass is accumulated. After a few passes, the deformed interrogation
area B will look almost identical to the original area A, and the displacement has been
determined with high accuracy. Between the passes, but not after the final pass, the
velocity information is smoothed and validated and missing information is interpolated.
Data validation can be relatively strict, as any deteriorating effect of interpolation and
smoothing will be corrected in the correlation of the following pass.
peak finding
The choice of the peak finding technique is - similar to the choice of the cross-correlation
technique - another important factor for the accuracy of DPIV. The integer displacement
of two interrogation areas can be determined straightforward from the location of the
intensity peak of the correlation matrix. The location can be refined with subpixel
precision using a range of methods (e. g. Lourenco & Krothapalli, 1995; Roesgen, 2003;
Raffel et al., 2007). Several of the existing subpixel estimation techniques were tested in
PIVlab, the two most promising methods in terms of accuracy, speed and universality
were implemented. When the integer peak location in the correlation matrix is known, a
Gaussian function can be fitted to the intensity distribution (see Figure 2.6). It is sufficient
to use only the directly adjacent vertical and horizontal pixels (two times a 3-point fit
= 2 · 3-point fit) and to evaluate the x and y axis separately. A Gaussian function is
an appropriate candidate for the fit, as the individual particle images closely match a
Gaussian intensity distribution, and the cross-correlation of two Gaussian distributions
again yield a correlation matrix with a Gaussian distribution (Lourenco & Krothapalli,
1995). The peak of the fitted function is used to determine the particle displacement
with subpixel precision. This kind of subpixel estimator works very well in practice (e. g.
Forliti et al., 2000) and is the standard in DPIV processing (Nobach & Honkanen, 2005).
If the particle displacement within an interrogation area is exposed to shear or rotation
or if the images suffer from excessive motion blur, the displacement peak may have an
elliptical shape (Raffel et al., 2007). In this case, the Gaussian 2 · 3-point subpixel function
can cause bias error. This can be avoided by fitting a two-dimensional Gaussian function
(9-point fit) as proposed by Nobach & Honkanen (2005). However, the application
of the window deformation technique introduced earlier in this chapter reduces shear
and rotation within the interrogation area. Therefore, the added value of using a twodimensional Gaussian function is more pronounced in non-deforming methods, such as
DCC and single pass DFT. In PIVlab, both the 2 · 3-point and the 9-point Gaussian fit
are implemented.
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Fig. 2.6: Principle of the Gaussian 2·3-point fit: Subpixel precision is achieved
by fitting a one-dimensional Gaussian function (solid line) to the integer intensity
distribution of the correlation matrix (dots) for both axes independently (only one
axis is shown here).
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EVALUATION OF THE ACCURACY

The quality of a measurement is determined by the magnitude of error included in the
measurement. In DPIV, two main sources of error exist: The bias error (εbias ) and the
random error (εrms ) both contribute to the total error of a measurement (Raffel et al.,
2007). The bias error determines the trueness of displacement estimates. Trueness is
defined as the agreement between the mean result of a large series of measurements and
the true displacement (Menditto et al., 2007). The random error determines the precision
of the displacement estimate. Precision is a measure for the spread of displacement
estimates (Menditto et al., 2007). It may well be that a measurement is very precise,
but the mean value of the measurements is not correct because trueness is low (see
Figure 2.7, top right). Together, trueness and precision determine the accuracy of a
DPIV system. For the determination of the bias and the random error, large numbers of
measurements (Monte Carlo simulation) have to be performed for getting statistically
relevant results. Additionally, the precise difference between displacement estimates
and the true displacement has to be known. The most convenient way to satisfy these
requirements is to use synthetic particle images. The synthetic images were generated
in PIVlab under known conditions following Raffel et al. (2007): The particles have a
Gaussian intensity profile with known diameter. A known amount of particles is placed
at random positions within the simulated laser sheet having a Gaussian intensity profile.
Simulation parameters may be varied to study their effect on accuracy. The bias error is
calculated following:
n
1 
εbias =
dmeas,i − d
(2.3)
n
i=1
where dmeas is the displacement measured by a specific DPIV algorithm, d is the true
displacement given by the particle image generator.
The random error is determined as:


n
1 
εrms = 
(dmeas − dmeas,i )2
n
i=1

(2.4)

where dmeas is the mean measured displacement (see Figure 2.8 for an example). Here,
the accuracy of a selection of DPIV algorithms with respect to several experimental
situations is presented (see Table 2.1). All simulations were performed with a sample size
of n  9.3 · 105 .
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Fig. 2.7: Definition of trueness, precision and accuracy for DPIV systems.

Bias error is caused by the peak-locking effect which exists in most cross-correlation
algorithms. The error is mostly produced by fitting a smooth curve through the integer
intensity distribution of the correlation matrix during peak finding (Chen & Katz, 2005).
The bias error is a function of the displacement; the magnitude depends mainly on the
correlation algorithm, the subpixel estimation technique and on the particle diameter.
The calculated subpixel displacement is biased towards integer values and the effect
becomes worse for small particle image diameters. Particle image diameters below 3
pixels result in a very narrow intensity peak in the correlation matrix, which can not
sufficiently be approximated by a Gaussian fit. This can clearly be observed in Figure 2.9:
Here, all of the DPIV algorithms tested have a significant lack of accuracy because all rely
on the same 2 · 3-point subpixel estimator that is not suitable for very small particle image
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Fig. 2.8: Calculation of the bias error εbias and the random error εrms from the true
displacements d and the measured displacements dmeas in a 2 · 2 grid (⇒ n = 4).
This example also shows how the graphs that result from the accuracy tests can be
read.

diameters. The error decreases substantially for particle image diameters of 3 pixels (see
Figure 2.10) and for 5 pixels (see Figure 2.11). The basic DFT algorithm has the poorest
performance.
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DPIV Technique
Subpixel estimator
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’DFT 1’
50
DFT
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linear
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’DFT multi lin’

Tab. 2.1: DPIV algorithms under test
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Fig. 2.9: Bias error and random error for particle images with a diameter of 1 pixel.

particle diameter
The DPIV experiments presented in this thesis use particles with a diameter of 57 μm.
These particles appear in the final images with a mean diameter of 3.8 ± 1.6 pixels
(n = 1.8 · 106 ). The particle size in DPIV experiments generally varies (Huang et al.,
1997), and influences the accuracy of the analyses. Guezennec & Kiritsis (1990) found
that the accuracy decreases with particle size for particles with an image diameter larger
than 2 pixels. More detailed studies identified the existence of an optimal particle image
diameter of about 1.5 pixels (Raffel et al., 2007). The influence of the particle image
diameter on the accuracy of the analysis depends on the DPIV algorithm used; therefore
the effect of particle image diameter has to be studied in PIVlab. The results (see Figure
2.12B) show that the random error has a local minimum at a diameter of about 1.8 to 2
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DFT multi lin
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RMS error [pixel]
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0
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1
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2.5 3
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Fig. 2.10: Bias error and random error for particle images with a diameter of 3 pixels.
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Fig. 2.11: Bias error and random error for particle images with a diameter of 5 pixels.
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Fig. 2.12: A: Example of the particle image diameters tested. B: The effect of particle
image diameter on the random error (particle displacement = 3.5 pixels).

pixels for basic DCC and DFT (see Figure 2.12A for an example of the range of diameters
tested). The minimum random error is shifted towards slightly larger particle image
diameters for window deformation techniques (see Figure 2.12B). Here, the window
deformation algorithms also have a significantly smaller random error than the basic
DCC and DFT approach (note the logarithmic scaling of the y-axis). The particle image
diameter used in this thesis (note the dashed line in Figure 2.12B) is confirmed to be in the
optimal range of the window deformation algorithms for highly accurate measurements.

particle density
The density of particles within an interrogation area is important for the quality of an
analysis. Keane & Adrian (1992) report that a valid vector detection probability of more
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Fig. 2.13: Example of the particle densities tested. The yellow grid represents the
interrogation areas of 16·16 pixels.
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Fig. 2.14: The effect of particle density on the rate of unsuccessful correlations and
on the random error (particle image diameter = 3 pixels, displacement = 3.5 pixels).

than 95% can be achieved, if the particle density is larger than 5 particles per interrogation
area. Furthermore, the random error is reported to decrease substantially with increasing
particle density (Huang et al., 1997). The results that are reported in the current chapter
indicate that this is not always the case (see Figure 2.13 for an example of the densities
tested). Particle densities below 3 particles per interrogation area decrease the amount of
successful correlations (defined as a correlation with a clear peak and with a displacement
estimate that deviates less than 1 pixel from the true displacement), and increase the
random error (see Figure 2.14). All DPIV algorithms can accept up to about 20 particles
per interrogation area before the amount of unsuccessful correlations increases. The
maximum amount of unsuccessful correlations within the range of particle densities
tested is however very small ( 1%). The mean particle density in the DPIV experiments
presented in this thesis is 5.80 ± 0.48 particles per interrogation area (n = 7.4 · 103 ). The
selected particle density is within the optimal range (note the grey line in Figure 2.14).
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Gaussian white noise variance = 0 Gaussian white noise variance = 0.1

Fig. 2.15: Example of the noise levels tested.

sensor noise
It is known that image noise influences DPIV analyses (e. g. Guezennec & Kiritsis, 1990;
Huang et al., 1997; Raffel et al., 2007). The noise in DPIV images is caused during the
conversion of photons into electric current within the image sensor. Under challenging
lighting conditions, CMOS image sensors suffer from temporal noise. This is caused by
the thermal noise of the highly integrated circuitry in the image sensor (Tian, 2000).
For the analysis of the effect of noise on the rate of successful correlations and on the
random error, the noise is approximated by simulating Gaussian white noise (see Figure
2.15 for an example of the range of noise tested). Window deformation and the basic
DCC algorithms can deal with large amounts of noise before correlations fail (see Figure
2.16). The basic DFT algorithm fails earlier and also shows a higher random error than
the window deformation algorithms. The amount of image sensor noise in the DPIV
experiments presented in this thesis can hardly be quantified; visual inspection of the
images implies a noise level with a variance somewhere below 0.01, which will hardly
degrade the analyses.
particle pair loss
This thesis includes measurements of the aerodynamics of flapping wings that typically
generate highly three-dimensional flows (e. g. David et al., 2012). Velocity components
normal to the laser sheet induce a loss of information, as some particle pairs leave
the measurement volume and therefore reduce the correlation between two successive
images. This reduces the probability of valid displacement estimates (Raffel et al., 2007).
The effect of out-of-plane motion was simulated by removing random particles from
a synthetic image pair and introducing the same amount of new particles at random
positions. The analysis allows to estimate the sensitivity of different DPIV algorithms to
out-of-plane motion. The basic DFT approach is relatively sensitive to particle pair loss
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Fig. 2.16: The effect of Gaussian white noise on the rate of unsuccessful correlations
and on the random error (particle image diameter = 3 pixels, displacement =
3.5 pixels).
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Fig. 2.17: The effect of out-of-plane motion on the rate of unsuccessful correlations
and on the random error (particle image diameter = 3 pixels, displacement =
3.5 pixels).

(see Figure 2.17). When 10% of the particles are replaced, some unsuccessful correlations
can already be observed. Window deformation algorithms are more robust, and also
show a slightly smaller random error. The result confirms the adequacy of window
deformation algorithms when analyzing highly three-dimensional flow phenomena.
motion blur
In the DPIV studies on flapping wings (see chapters III and IV), the most limiting factors
were the amount of light delivered from the laser and the light sensitivity of the camera. To
capture enough light for reliable DPIV analyses, the exposure time of the camera had to be
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Point−spread function length = 0 px Point−spread function length = 15 px

Fig. 2.18: Example of the level of motion blur tested.

set to a relatively high value. The particles moved during the exposure, hence the images
show a certain amount of motion blur, and it is likely, that such blurred particle images
influence the quality of DPIV analyses: Motion blur distorts the shape of the correlation
peaks, and this hampers the estimation of subpixel accurate displacements (Nobach &
Honkanen, 2005). The effect of motion blur was simulated by convolving the images
with a one-dimensional filter of the desired length with equally distributed weights (see
Figure 2.18 for an example of the effect of motion blur). Window deformation algorithms
are significantly less affected by the presence of motion blur than basic DFT and DCC
algorithms (see Figure 2.19A). The amount of motion blur in the experimental images is
estimated to correspond to a point-spread function length of 4.9 pixels (exposure time =
1500 μs; mean flow velocity = 3250 pixels/s, the average displacement during exposure is
therefore 1.5 · 10−3 s · 3250 px/s ≈ 4.9 px, see dashed line in Figure 2.19A). Although
motion blur does slightly degrade the precision of a measurement, window deformation
is a suitable choice for limiting the negative impact.
processing speed
As mentioned in short earlier in this chapter, a DFT is computationally more efficient
than a direct computation of the correlation matrix using DCC. However, the use of
’repair routines’ introduces significant additional computational load and makes the
advanced DFT slower than the DCC (see Figure 2.19B). This disadvantage is however
offset by the large increase in accuracy and robustness of window deformation techniques,
as has been shown in this chapter.
shear
In the introduction about window deformation techniques, the deteriorating effect of
shear within the interrogation area was already noted. Window deformation limits the
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Fig. 2.19: A: The effect of motion blur on the random error (particle image diameter =
3 pixels, displacement = 3.5 pixels). B: Normalized processing time of the algorithms
tested in this chapter.
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Fig. 2.20: Example of the magnitude of shear tested.

negative impact of shear on the accuracy (Huang et al., 1993a; Fincham & Delerce, 2000).
Shear was simulated by applying a triangle wave displacement to the synthetic particle
images (see Figure 2.20 for an example of the effect). The simulation shows, that the basic
DFT is sensitive to shear as the bias error increases substantially (see Figure 2.21). The
window deformation technique using a bilinear interpolation for deforming the images
largely increases the accuracy. DCC is much less prone to shear than DFT. The highest
accuracy in terms of bias and random error is achieved by the DFT window deformation
technique that uses spline interpolation.
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Fig. 2.21: The effect of shear on the bias error and the random error (particle image
diameter = 3 pixels, triangle wave displacement).

experimental images
In the accuracy tests in the preceding sections, only one parameter was varied at a time.
This procedure enables to determine the sensitivity of DPIV algorithms with respect to
different parameters, and to optimize the experimental setup accordingly. In real DPIV
experiments, the images will always suffer from a combination of all the properties under
test: The effects of noise, particle density, particle diameter, out-of-plane motion, blur
and shear will all coincide in these experiments. Analyses of experimental images show,
that the window deformation techniques are much more robust under highly challenging
conditions (see Figure 2.22). The analyses of the experimental images of a flapping
wing show that DCC suffers from 13.4 ± 9.6 times more missing correlations under
challenging conditions (n = 176, see Figure 2.23). Therefore, it is advantageous to use
window deformation algorithms whenever the experimental conditions are suboptimal
and a short processing time is not the main interest.
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Fig. 2.22: Comparison of the velocity map calculated using DCC (left) and window
deformation (right) under challenging experimental conditions. Large vectors are
outliers. The window deformation technique reduces the amount of erroneous
correlations.
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Fig. 2.23: Preliminary analyses of DPIV images with very low lighting of a flapping
wing. The amount of unsuccessful correlations is considerably lower when using
window deformation (the periodic peaks result from some reflections of the flapping
wing entering the field of view).
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POST-PROCESSING

data validation
Although the advanced cross-correlation algorithms provide very robust velocity estimates within the interrogation areas, bad lighting conditions, strong three-dimensional
flow or reflections from objects within the light sheet still cause a certain amount of
erroneous correlations. Post processing of DPIV data is generally required to obtain
reliable results (Nogueira et al., 1997). The dataset of three-dimensional flow studies, like
the ones presented in this thesis, readily contains more than 2.5 · 108 UVW vectors. In
these experiments, the flapping wing obscures many interrogation areas and sometimes
reflects the light of the laser. The number of erroneous vectors (outliers) will therefore
be considerable, even when using the most advanced image correlation techniques. It
is hence necessary to find methods of (semi-) automatic data validation in order to
effectively suppress erroneous data. A very basic method to filter outliers is to choose
thresholds for acceptable velocities (e. g. via graphical selection, see Figure 2.24). This
method has to be used with caution, as it is based on the experience of the experimenter,
and therefore has very subjective properties. In the example shown in Figure 2.24, the

1
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Fig. 2.24: Scatter plot of u and v velocities in the DPIV analysis of a van Kármán
wake. Data inside the green rectangle in the centre is supposed to be valid, vectors
outside of the rectangle are supposed to be outliers (0.42% of the total data in this
example).
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choice of the velocity thresholds is based on assumptions on realistic flow velocities in
the test section. Velocity thresholds can also be determined semi automatically. Each
velocity component can be compared with a lower threshold and an upper threshold
(tlower and tupper ):
tlower = u − n ∗ σu
(2.5)
tupper = u + n ∗ σu

(2.6)

where u = mean velocity; σu = standard deviation of u.
The user defined constant n determines the strictness of this filter. Consequently,
velocities that are not in between these thresholds will be rejected. This simple filter
works very well in practice, as it adapts to some extent to the nature of the flow: In very
turbulent flow, the standard deviation will be high, and the filter is less strict. In laminar
flow situations, the standard deviation is likely to be small, and the filter will tend to
reject vectors that deviate little from the mean velocity.
The data validation techniques described above both require an experienced experimenter - a prerequisite that is unfortunately not always available. A more universal
outlier detection method that automatically adapts to local flow situations was proposed
by Westerweel & Scarano (2005): The normalized median test (or local median filter),
evaluates the velocity fluctuation with respect to the median in a 3 · 3 neighbourhood
around a central vector. The median of this fluctuation is then used as normalization for a
more classical median test. The universality of this test was demonstrated by Westerweel
& Scarano (2005) for a range of different situations. PIVlab features all three of these
validation techniques, as the total quality of vector validation can be improved by the
combination of several techniques.
data interpolation
After the removal of outliers, missing vectors should be replaced by interpolated data
(Nogueira et al., 1997). The interpolation is recommended in all cases, even when it is
desired not to modify the original dataset: Missing vectors become increasingly problematic when derivatives are calculated. Single missing vectors may leave large gaps in the
dataset due to the numerical nature of the derivative calculation (e. g. forward difference
or central differentiation scheme). Common interpolation techniques all rely on the
data surrounding the missing vector(s) to fill the gap. One common technique is the
3 · 3 neighbourhood (3 · 3 mean) interpolation. A two-dimensional linear interpolation
is another alternative. Stamhuis & Videler (1995) propose to use a two-dimensional
spline interpolation to derive missing vectors. PIVlab uses a boundary value solver for
interpolation, which was originally developed for reconstructing images with missing
information. The approach provides an interpolation that is generally fairly smooth, and
over larger regions with missing data, it will tend towards the average of the boundary
velocities, which prevents overshooting (D’Errico, 2012). The performance of the most
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u velocity, original data

u velocity, 25% of data removed

u velocity, interpolated data

Fig. 2.25: Procedure for testing several interpolation techniques. Left: Original
velocity data. Middle: Data is removed at random positions. Right: Gaps are filled
with interpolation and compared to the original velocity data.

popular interpolation techniques and the boundary value solver are tested: A number of
real and synthetic image pairs are analyzed using standard DPIV (see Figure 2.25, left).
An increasing amount of random vectors (0% to 15%) is removed from the resulting
vector matrix (see Figure 2.25, middle). The missing data is interpolated using one of the
interpolators (see Figure 2.25, right), and finally, the mean absolute difference between the
original data and the interpolated data is determined. This whole procedure is repeated
1000 times for each image pair and each level of missing data to get statistically relevant
results.
The most basic interpolation scheme – the 3 · 3 mean neighbourhood interpolation
– performs worst (see Figure 2.26). A two-dimensional spline interpolation gives very
good results if the amount of missing data is below 5%. But if the amount of missing data
increases, and hence the probability and size of connected missing data ’islands’ increases,
the spline interpolation performs worse than the boundary value solver, because splines
with too few nodes easily overshoot. Between 1% and 5% of data may typically be missing
in high quality DPIV data under rather optimal conditions (Raffel et al., 2007). According
to the results (see Figure 2.26), a two-dimensional spline interpolation might therefore be
perfectly adequate. But when analyzing biogenic flows, optimal conditions are sometimes
hard to achieve: The seeding and the intensity of the laser light must be reduced in order
not to harm any organisms generating the flow (Stamhuis, 2006). Challenging conditions
will increase the amount of missing data; the boundary value solver is hence the more
universal interpolator.
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Fig. 2.26: Performance of popular interpolators. The boundary value solver performs
best under the presence of larger amounts (> 10%) of missing data.

data smoothing
As has been shown, the cross-correlation of DPIV data is never perfectly precise. A
certain amount of measurement noise will be inevitable (Raffel et al., 2007). Noise
is often not problematic when integral quantities – such as integrals of velocities to
derive the circulation of a vortex – are desired (see Figure 2.27A, bottom). But when
differentials, e. g. vorticity / shear / strain / vortex locators are used to describe a flow
field, measurement noise quickly becomes a dominating quantity (Nogueira et al., 1997,
see Figure 2.27A, middle). Noise can be effectively reduced by applying data smoothing.
Raffel et al. (2007) propose to perform a convolution of the data with a 2 · 2 or 3 · 3
kernel with equal weights. Another common and effective method to smooth DPIV
data is median filtering. More advanced smoothing algorithms are based on a penalized
least squares method (’Smoothn’, Garcia, 2010). The performance of the smoothing
algorithms is tested using DPIV data of synthetic particle images. Two Hamel-Oseen
vortices are placed in random locations in a 1024 · 1024 pixel image. The artificial flow field
hence consists of regions with very high velocity gradients (in the vicinity of the vortex
cores), and regions with almost constant velocity. The synthetic images are analyzed,
followed by the application of one of the three smoothing algorithms (3·3 mean; 3·3
median; ’Smoothn’). Finally, the mean absolute difference and the maximum absolute
difference between the true velocities and the calculated velocities are determined. The
test is run with 250 synthetic image pairs for each smoothing algorithm. An exemplary
DPIV analysis of such an image pair is shown in Figure 2.27B.
Data smoothing – no matter what algorithm is used – always decreases the amount of
noise introduced by the DPIV algorithm and hence increases the quality of the velocity
estimation (see Figure 2.28). The application of the ’Smoothn’ algorithm reduces the
difference between analysis and true velocities. It was therefore decided to implement
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Fig. 2.27: A: The effect of measurement noise. Top: Original signal, sine wave
with random noise. Middle: Derived signal, noise dominates. Bottom: Integrated
signal, noise is reduced drastically. All data normalized. B: Exemplary DPIV result
for smoothing algorithm validation. Synthetic image (1024 · 1024 pixels), containing
two randomly positioned vortex cores with a maximum particle displacement of 10
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Fig. 2.28: Validation of smoothing algorithms. Left: Maximum absolute difference
between the calculated velocities and the true velocities in percent of the maximum
true velocity. Right: Mean absolute difference. n = 250
this algorithm in PIVlab in order to offer an option to further improve the quality of the
velocity estimation.
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FURTHER DATA PROCESSING

Many DPIV studies reveal relatively complex flow patterns. Such a complexity is hard
to describe purely with vector maps, therefore it is necessary to further process and
distil the results. This section will give a brief overview of common derivatives and their
relevance. The derivative most often used to describe a flow field is vorticity (for the
mathematical background, see e. g. Stamhuis & Videler, 1995). Vorticity is often used
to visualize vortices. Theoretically, in the core of a vortex (solid body rotation), the
magnitude of vorticity is larger than zero, outside the vortex core (irrotational region),
vorticity equals zero. Care has to be taken when using it as exclusive criterion for the
presence of vortices, as vorticity is also sensitive to shear. Better suited for vortex detection
is the discriminant for complex eigenvalues (vortex locator / DCEV, see e. g. Stamhuis
& Videler, 1995). Further derivatives useful to describe a flow pattern are divergence (a
measure for out-of-plane flow in two-dimensional studies in incompressible fluids, e. g.
Stamhuis & Nauwelaerts, 2005), shear rate and strain rate (see e. g. Stamhuis & Videler,
1995).
The dominant flow patterns (e. g. vortices) are often superimposed by other fluid
motions. When the superimposed flow has a constant velocity, the average flow is usually
subtracted to get a better view on vortices. If the velocity of the superimposed flow is not
constant and if it varies locally, it can be useful to high-pass the vector field to produce a
comprehensive visualization. This will remove low frequency flow patterns, and highlight
local velocity gradients (see Figure 2.29A and B). Qualitative flow visualizations can
also benefit from the application of line integral convolution (LIC). The approach was
introduced by Cabral & Leedom (1993); it is based on a curvilinear filtering that locally
blurs random noise textures. The filter is capable of rendering detail on very complex
vector fields. This kind of visualization (see Figure 2.29C) is in principle comparable to
releasing streamlines at every grid point of the vector field. One widespread criterion
for a vortex is that streamlines follow a circular pattern around the core (Robinson et al.,
1989), therefore LIC can also be used to assist the identification of vortices, velocity
sources and sinks.
DPIV creates a spatially resolved vector map displaying the velocities detected in a
two-dimensional cross-section through a flow field. As mentioned earlier, the complex
nature of some flow patterns can be better visualized using derived parameters. Another
approach to reduce complexity is to extract data from the two-dimensional velocity map
using a one-dimensional path, or to focus on integral quantities (Raffel et al., 2007). Onedimensional data extraction can provide insight into the velocity and vorticity profile
of vortex rings (see Figure 2.30A-C), and test whether the morphology of the vortex
ring complies with theory (e. g. Spedding et al., 1984). Furthermore, by determining the
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A

C

B

Fig. 2.29: A: Pair of counter rotating vortices in shear flow, coloured with vorticity.
The vectors do not follow the circular path generally assumed for vortices. B:
High-passed vector field. Vectors display the local relative velocity, and reveal two
recirculating regions in the flow. C: Example for line integral convolution: Wake of
an undulating flat plate (flow from right to left), LIC coloured with the v velocity
component. Flow data by courtesy of René Sonntag.

circulation of a vortex, it is possible to apply the Kutta–Joukowski theorem to derive fluid
dynamic forces (e. g. Henningsson & Hedenstroem, 2011). The circulation (dimension
m2 /s) can be measured either by integrating the tangential velocity along a closed loop
around the vortex core, or by integrating vorticity over the area of the vortex core,
depending on the experimental circumstances. The choice of the integration path or the
integration area is crucial (Raffel et al., 2007), and sometimes intricate. The selection of
the optimal integration path can be simplified by calculating tangent velocity integrals
for series of circles with increasing diameter around the centre of a vortical structure
(see red circles in Figure 2.30A). When plotting the circulation over the diameter of
the circles, an asymptotic convergence towards the actual circulation of the vortex can
be observed (Willert & Gharib, 1991, see Figure 2.30D). The same procedure can also
be performed with the area integral of vorticity to derive the actual circulation. These
features are implemented in PIVlab and greatly simplify the determination of circulation
and the application of the Kutta-Joukowski theorem.
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Fig. 2.30: A: Pair of counter-rotating vortices; coloured with vorticity. B: Normal
velocity component along path x. C: Vorticity along path x. D: Circulation of one
vortex plotted over circle radius.
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SUMMARY

This chapter introduced the methods and principles that are required to derive accurate
velocity information from two-dimensional cross-sections through a fluid. It has been
shown that the choice of pre-processing, correlation and post-processing techniques
influences the accuracy and the quality of these measurements. DFT with window
deformation outperforms the basic DCC and DFT correlation, especially under challenging conditions. The additional computational load is compensated by the increased
robustness and accuracy of the algorithm. Under optimal conditions, the bias error of
the window deformation DPIV algorithms presented here is smaller than 0.005 pixels
and the random error is below 0.02 pixels. When the average displacement in a DPIV
study is around 6 pixels, the displacement error goes below 0.42%. Note that the final
interrogation area that was selected in all the accuracy tests is only 16 · 16 pixels and using
larger interrogation areas will further increase the accuracy (Raffel et al., 2007).
Several filtering techniques can be used to reject erroneous vectors and gaps in the
dataset can best be interpolated using a boundary value solver. The remaining noise in the
velocity map is efficiently reduced by the application of a penalized least squares smoothing technique. Finally, a selection of related data processing procedures is presented, that
reduce the intricacy of complex vector maps.
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ABSTRACT

The effect of airfoil design parameters, such as airfoil thickness and camber are well
understood in steady-state aerodynamics. But this knowledge cannot be readily applied
to the flapping flight in insects and birds: Flow visualizations and computational analyses
of flapping flight have identified several unsteady effects that contribute substantially
to the generation of aerodynamic force. In flapping flight, high angles of attack and
partly separated flow are common features. Therefore, it is expected that airfoil design
parameters affect unsteady wing aerodynamics differently. Existing studies focussed
on force measurements, which don’t provide sufficient insight into the dominant flow
features.
To analyze the influence of wing morphology in slow-speed bird flight, the timeresolved, three-dimensional flow field around different flapping wing models in translational motion at a Reynolds number of 22.000 < Re < 26.000 was studied. The effect of
several Strouhal numbers (0.2 < St < 0.4), camber and thickness on the flow morphology
and on the circulation was analyzed.
A strong leading-edge vortex was found on all wing types at high St. The vortex is
stronger on thin wings and enhances the total circulation. Airfoil camber decreases
the strength of the leading-edge vortex, but increases the total bound circulation at the
same time, due to an increase of the ’conventional’ bound circulation of the wing. The
measurements show that wing design in the slow-speed flight of birds is important and
affects the ratio of ’conventional’ bound circulation and the additional circulation enabled
by leading-edge vortices.
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INTRODUCTION

The wing morphology parameters thickness and camber have received much attention
ever since the first aircraft were designed (e. g. Lilienthal, 1889). Therefore, a substantial
knowledge about the influence of wing morphology under steady flow conditions exists.
Wing camber increases lift and the maximal lift-to-drag ratio (L/D) for wings operating
both at low and at high Reynolds numbers (Re, Shyy et al., 2008). The aerodynamic
effect of wing thickness and leading-edge radius, however, strongly depends on Re. High
Re are mostly relevant for manned aviation. Here, a relatively thick wing is advantageous,
since the range of acceptable angles of attack (α) becomes wider, and flow separation due
to an unfavourable chordwise pressure gradient on the wing occurs much later than on a
thin wing (Shyy et al., 2008). In contrast, low Re flyers like insects, birds and bats require
thin wings to operate efficiently. At low Re, thin wings create more lift (Kunz, 2003) and
less drag (Okamoto et al., 1996), which leads to a better L/D and increases performance.
As recent studies have shown, the aerodynamic situation during bird flight deviates
from the steady flow conditions that are generally assumed for airplane wings. Unsteady
effects during flapping flight are more important than thought so far. Lift-enhancing flow
features have been found on the flapping wings of a hovering hummingbird (Warrick
et al., 2005), a robotic goose (Hubel & Tropea, 2010), and during the slow-speed flight of
a passerine (Muijres et al., 2012c; Chang et al., 2013).
The aerodynamic mechanisms that increase forces in the slow-speed flapping flight
of birds might be similar to the mechanisms studied in detail in insect flight: Insects
generate aerodynamic forces by flapping their wings with high aerodynamic angles of
attack (Ellington, 1984b). Several aerodynamic effects, such as clap-and-fling, rotational
lift and wake capture, increase the forces generated by the wings. The most prominent
flow feature found in insect and bird flight is the leading-edge vortex (LEV, e. g. Ellington
et al., 1996). A LEV is a region of recirculating fluid which is closely attached to the top
of the wing; it increases the total bound circulation and the force coefficients. This vortex
is largely responsible for the increased performance of flapping wings at relatively low Re
(e. g. Bomphrey et al., 2005). In contrast, in a purely two-dimensional flow, a leading-edge
vortex would grow quickly and detach from the wing, initiating large scale van Kármánlike vortex shedding, hence a full detachment of the flow (e. g. Dickinson & Gotz, 1993).
But in the three-dimensional context of flapping wings, a spanwise pressure gradient
is assumed to transport vorticity away from the LEV towards the wing tip, inhibiting
excessive vortex growth and vortex shedding (e. g. Ellington et al., 1996; Usherwood
& Ellington, 2002a). Additionally, vortex stability is increased by the relatively short
duration of a down- respectively upstroke: Large effective angles of attack occur only for
a limited time which reduces the amount of vorticity accumulation and therefore the
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size of the vortex (Wang et al., 2004; Bomphrey et al., 2005). Due to the partly detached
nature of this robust high-lift flow system, it is uncertain, whether the knowledge about
wing morphology under steady flow conditions is also valid for flapping wings.
Some research on the influence of wing camber, wing thickness and leading-edge
radius in wings with unsteady motion has already been completed. Dickinson & Gotz
(1993) performed force measurements of a wing that accelerates rapidly from rest at very
low Re (80 < Re < 200). Cambering of the airfoil did not increase the performance of the
wing. Later studies used revolving wings to analyse the influence of wing morphology.
These studies mimicked hovering flight and concentrated on force measurements at 5,000
< Re < 10,000. At Re = 8,000, wing camber and leading-edge detail did not noticeably
influence the forces created by revolving wings (Usherwood & Ellington, 2002a). At very
similar Re, but in a different study, wing models with sharp leading-edges or wing camber
were shown to have higher lift coefficients than wings without these features (Altshuler
et al., 2004). Hence, the influence of wing morphology with flapping wings at low Re
seems to be inconclusive, and not strictly in agreement with the findings from steady
flow experiments. However, these studies focussed on the net output forces created by
the wings and did not consider the flow morphology. Additionally, experiments with
flapping and translating wings at higher Re, which are more relevant for the slow-speed
flapping flight of birds, were not yet carried out.
The present study focusses on the four-dimensional (three-dimensional + time) flow
pattern for a range of flapping frequencies. The flow around several flapping wing models
is visualized using digital particle image velocimetry (DPIV) in water. One of the goals of
the study is to test the validity of the results from low Re insect flight for the slow speed
flapping flight of birds at higher Re. The study will also illustrate the potential role of
spanwise flow for LEV stabilization. The influence of airfoil camber and thickness on the
flow patterns and the consequences for the bound spanwise circulation (defined as the
circulation around the spanwise axis) will be analyzed.
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MATERIAL AND METHODS

In practice, the flow around flapping and translating wing models will be visualized in
water at appropriate Reynolds number and flapping frequency. By combining series of
two-dimensional velocity information gathered with (DPIV), a full three-dimensional
representation of the flow is created. These data allow investigating the time-resolved 3D
flow patterns and consequent forces respectively circulation and the influence of wing
morphology.
wing modelling
The wing models are based on airfoil data of a pigeon (Columba livia domestica). Bachmann (2010) provides information on the planform of the wing and on the maximum
thickness of the airfoil, and Biesel et al. (1985) measured the position of maximum thickness, maximum camber and the position of maximum camber on a freely gliding pigeon.
The reported airfoil parameters from 10 to 60% of wingspan were averaged and applied
to the airfoil at the wing root. The airfoil thickness was subsequently linearly reduced
towards the wingtip, as indicated by the airfoil data of real birds. The parameters were
used to generate airfoil coordinates (NACA 4-digit, modified series) for a 3D model
wing. The planform of the model wing, including the aspect ratio and the chord distribution over span, was simplified from the data given in Bachmann (2010). The wings
were designed in Rhinoceros 3.0 (Robert McNeel & Associates, Seattle, USA). A 3D
printer (ZPrinter™ Z310, layer thickness 0.1 mm, resolution 300 x 450 dpi, Z Corporation,
Burlington, USA) was used to create positive moulds that were casted with silicone
(ELASTOSIL® M 4630, Wacker Chemie AG, München, Germany). The final wing models
were created using transparent epoxy (Epoxy casting resin waterclear, Poxy-Systems® by
R&G, Waldenbuch, Germany, density 1.09 g/cm3 , refractive index 1.53).

Tab. 3.1: Geometry of the standard model wing.

Parameter

Wing base

Mid-span

Wing tip

Chord [mm]
Max. thickness [% of chord]
Max. thickness position [% of chord]
Max. camber [% of chord]
Max. camber position [% of chord]
Nose radius [1] (1 = same as original airfoil, 0 = sharp)

50
10
17
5
37
1

50
7
17
5
37
0.5

25
4
17
5
37
0.1
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25 mm

mid

12 mm

60 mm

120 mm

tip

Fig. 3.1: Wing model (type ’s’). Wing length =
120 mm, position of spanwise joint = 30% of
chord length. The mean chord length of the
wing is 43.75 mm.

root
hinges
50 mm
15 mm

c-

c+

s

t-

t+

Fig. 3.2: The five wing models that were tested. From left to right: Low camber, high
camber, standard, low thickness, high thickness.

In addition to the standard model wing (type ’s’, see Table 3.1), which was based on a
pigeon wing (see Figure 3.1), four other wing models were tested in the current study (see
Figure 3.2). In each wing model, a single airfoil parameter was altered: Wing ’c+’ (high
camber) is identical to type ’s’, except for the camber, which was increased by a factor
of two for all wing sections. Wing ’c-’ (low camber) has the same base-airfoil with zero
camber. In wing ’t+’ (high thickness) the maximum thickness was increased to 15%, and
in wing ’t-’ (low thickness), the thickness was decreased as much as technically possible
(3%).
flow tank and kinematics
All measurements were performed in a flow tank. For the same Reynolds and Strouhal
number, the flow velocity as well as the flapping frequencies can be reduced, which sim-
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Flow

Fig. 3.3: Definition of the geometric angle of attack (αgeo ) and the excursion
angle (Φ). The geometric angle of attack is defined as the angle between the
free flow and the wing chord. The excursion angle is the angle between the
horizontal and the wing.
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Fig. 3.4: Kinematics of the wing. Grey line: Wing excursion Φ. The wing excursion
follows a sinusoidal curve with a peak-to-peak amplitude of 64◦ . Solid lines:
Geometric angle of attack. During upstroke, the geometric angle of attack is
adjusted so that the effective angle of attack equals zero at 75%-span of the wing
(feathering). During downstroke, the geometric angle of attack is fixed to 0 ± 1◦ .
Dashed lines: Effective angle of attack at the wing tip at the corresponding St.
Grey vertical lines indicate the time steps where 3D flow velocity information was
acquired.
plifies the experimental setup. A recirculating flow tank with a test section of 50·25·25 cm
was used. The flow was conditioned and laminarized upstream of the test section by
several stages of honeycomb flow straighteners. A constant flow velocity (Uf ) of 0.46 m/s
was applied for all measurements. Both the excursion angle (Φ) and the geometric angle
of attack (αgeo ) of the wing (see Figure 3.3) were controlled throughout the wing beat
cycle (see Figure 3.4), using a custom flapping device with two degrees of freedom (for
more details, see Chapter IV).
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The Reynolds number is calculated as
Re = vtip c/ν

(3.1)

where c = mean chord of the wing, ν = kinematic viscosity of the fluid and the mean
wing tip velocity

vtip =

(2Φbf)2 + Uf2

(3.2)

where b = wing span, f = flapping frequency.
In the experiments, Uf is constant and only the flapping frequency is altered to meet the
target Strouhal number. As a result, the Reynolds number is in the range of 2.2 · 104 <
Re < 2.6 · 104 in the current study.
The dimensionless Strouhal number relates the product of vortex shedding frequency
and wake height (indicated by the wing tip amplitude, Taylor et al., 2003) to the velocity
of the free stream, and is calculated as
St = fA/Uf

(3.3)

where A = peak-to-peak amplitude of the wing.
Strouhal numbers of 0.2, 0.3 and 0.4 were tested, which coincide with the relatively
narrow range of St reported for flying animals in forward flight (Taylor et al., 2003). This
range of St corresponds to a reduced frequency (k = 2πfc/Uf ) of 0.19 < k < 0.38.
flow field recording and analysis
Due to the highly three-dimensional flow on flapping wings, all three velocity components
of the fluid in a volume of 160 · 160 · 160 mm around the flapping wing were acquired
using DPIV. A high-speed camera (A504k, Basler AG, Ahrensburg, Germany, effective
resolution = 1024 · 1024 pixels) was used together with a 5 W constant wave diode pumped
solid state laser emitting light with a wave length of 532 nm (Snoc electronics co., Ltd,
Guangdong, China). The laser beam was conditioned using cylindrical and spherical
lenses to form a light sheet with a thickness of 1.5 mm. The camera was equipped with a
50 mm lens (Nikkor, f/1.2, Nikon, Tokyo, Japan) and the sensor plane was parallel to the
laser sheet. The water was seeded with neutrally buoyant particles (diameter = 57 μm,
polyamide, Intelligent Laser Applications GmbH, Jülich, Germany).
A custom DPIV tool developed for this study (PIVlab 1.31, BSD license, see Chapter II)
was used to analyze the image data. The cross-correlation was performed in three passes
with decreasing window size (iterative multi-grid window deformation technique, Raffel
et al., 2007, final window size = 34·34 pixels with 50% overlap), yielding 59·59 vectors per
image. The DPIV data was validated in two successive steps. First, a window velocity
filter (global histogram operator, Raffel et al., 2007) was applied to remove vectors with
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Fig. 3.5: DPIV setup. The camera and the laser sheet scan through the water tunnel
in the xy (left) respectively xz (right) plane. Blue arrows indicate the translation of
the 2D traversing system along the z-axis (left) and along the y-axis (right).

implausible data. Subsequently, a relatively tolerant standard deviation test was applied,
rejecting vectors with a magnitude greater than eight standard deviations of the mean
vector magnitude. In total, 0.18% of the vectors in the time-resolved test volume were
rejected. The velocity field was smoothed to reduce DPIV-inherent noise and missing data
was interpolated in a single step using a robust penalized least squares method (Garcia,
2010). A stack of 59 parallel DPIV slices through the test volume was captured from two
perpendicular directions (see Figure 3.5). This procedure results in a 3D Cartesian grid
with 59·59·59 nodes and the full UVW velocity information at each point. The spacing
between the points is 2.656 mm in all three dimensions, in total 205,379 UVW vectors
are captured in the test volume for each time step, each Strouhal number and each wing
type.
In total, 35 time steps were captured during one beat cycle of the wing; 10 steps during
the upstroke and 25 steps during the downstroke. The exposure of the camera was
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synchronized to the excursion of the wing; at each time step a double image with Δt
= 2 ms was captured. The highly periodic quality of the flow pattern made it possible
to record data for a given stroke phase at separated wing beats. Preliminary tests have
shown that the flow field was already fully developed after one beat cycle; hence the data
capture was launched after two completed beat cycles. Five consecutive full beat cycles
were captured for every DPIV slice, hence all data reported in this study is the mean ±
s.d. of five samples.
The image distortion introduced by the variable depth of the water column between
camera and laser sheet was accounted for by transforming the velocity maps accordingly.
Some regions in the DPIV images are occupied by the wing. These regions appear
as bright areas in the images and have to be excluded from the flow analyses to prevent
self-correlation. Masks for these regions were created by averaging all images from
the same stroke phase. As the particles are distributed randomly, but the wing always
occupies the same area, image portions occupied by the wing can easily be detected. The
images were then prepared for thresholding by applying a 7·7 pixel median filter. The
resulting binary mask was subsequently post-processed to minimize the influence of
reflection caused by the wing and applied before the DPIV analysis.
Qualitative analyses of the fluid dynamics require a reliable visualization technique
that identifies vortical structures in three-dimensional flow. One common visualization technique uses the magnitude of the vorticity tensor to identify vortical structures.
Vorticity magnitude is also sensitive to shear, which makes it difficult to discriminate
between vortices and shear layers (Poelma et al., 2006). A suitable candidate for vortex
visualization is the Q-criterion (e. g. Hunt et al., 1988; Dubief & Delcayre, 2000; Poelma
et al., 2006):
1
(3.4)
Q = (|Ω|2 − |S|2 )
2
where Ω = vorticity tensor, S = rate-of-strain tensor (Haller, 2005)
As Dubief & Delcayre (2000) note, Q expresses the balance between local rotation
rate (vorticity magnitude) and local strain rate. Regions where the vorticity magnitude
exceeds the strain rate show a positive Q value and highlight vortex core structures (Lu
& Shen, 2008). Particularly in the direct vicinity of a wall or a wing, the Q-criterion is
supposed to perform better in terms of vortex visualization than vorticity magnitude
by itself (Lu & Shen, 2008). To further support the correct identification of vortices, it
was checked whether the flow follows a circular pattern either by releasing streamlines
(Robinson et al., 1989), or using line integral convolution (LIC, Cabral & Leedom, 1993).
dpiv uncertainty
Digital particle image velocimetry measures the displacement of groups of particles
within a certain time period Δt. The uncertainty of DPIV analyses therefore consists
of two main sources of error: Uncertainty of Δt between the double images (timing
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uncertainty), and the uncertainty of the displacement estimation. The timing error of
the custom synchronizer (mainly governed by the frequency stability of the oscillator
that is used for the microcontroller) is maximally 0.005% (Datasheet PXO, Shenzhen
South Star Electronics Co., Ltd.). The displacement error of the DPIV algorithm was
estimated with a Monte-Carlo simulation (e. g. Raffel et al., 2007) using synthetic particle
images with properties that replicate the experimental situation. The simulation showed
that the systematic (bias) error is maximally 0.025 pixels and the residual (rms) error is
below 0.01 pixels. Along with a mean displacement of 6 pixels per image pair as in the
experiments of the present study, this gives an displacement uncertainty in the range of
0.59%.
circulation estimates
To quantify the differences between the flow patterns resulting from different St and wing
morphologies, the bound circulation was derived from the flow field. The circulation is
proportional to the lift that is generated by a wing (Kutta-Joukowski theorem). This theorem has been applied to two-dimensional (e. g. Anderson, 2007) and three-dimensional
(e. g. Birch et al., 2004) steady flow conditions, yielding very good lift estimates. Although
strictly appropriate only for steady flow conditions, the proportionality of circulation
and lift is also reasonably maintained in highly unsteady flows (Unal et al., 1997). The
advantage over direct measurements with force transducers that determine the net force
generated by a wing, is the ability to derive the temporal and spatial development of
circulation, yielding much more detail. Two methods were tested to derive the spanwise
circulation (circulation around the spanwise axis) Γz : A loop integral of the tangent
velocity and an area integral of the vorticity (see Equation 3.5).


Γz =
vt dSvort =
ωz dAvort
(3.5)
Svort

Avort

where Svort = circular path around the vortex core, vt = tangential velocity, Avort = area
of the vortex core, ωz = spanwise vorticity
Several integration domains (different areas and paths) were tested. The resulting
circulation estimate was remarkably consistent (see Fig. 3.6 for an example). Increasing
or decreasing the diameter of the circular path (Svort ) decreased the circulation estimate.
The vertical elongation of Avort showed only very little influence on the circulation
estimate. For practical reasons, an area integral of vorticity was used to derive Γz . The
integration plane was set to be perpendicular to the spanwise axis of the wing throughout
the whole flapping cycle. Spanwise circulation ranging from 2% to 116% of the wing span
was included in the measurements.
The strength of leading-edge vortices can be quantified by measuring the circulation
of the LEV. The position and area of the LEV core was determined using the Q-criterion
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Fig. 3.6: A: Spanwise circulation of a flapping wing at mid-downstroke, measured
with two different methods. Blue line: Loop integral of tangent velocity. Green
line: Area integral of spanwise vorticity. Both methods give very comparable results.
B: Position of the integration domains (green = area integral, blue = loop integral)
within the test area (grey).

as a threshold (Q > 1200). Subsequently, spanwise vorticity in that area was integrated to
derive the LEV circulation.
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RESULTS

In the first section of the results, a description of the flow field of the ’standard wing’ will
be given. The effect of Strouhal number on the flow patterns and on the LEV will be
presented. In the next section, the influence of wing morphology will be shown, with a
focus on the flow field and consequences for the bound circulation and for the LEV.
presence of levs on the ’standard wing’
The wing creates leading-edge vortices during the downstroke at all St tested. The 3D
flow visualization shows that size and temporal development of LEV strongly depend
on the Strouhal number (see Figure 3.8). When all other parameters are constant, the
Strouhal number is a measure for the local effective angle of attack (see Figure 3.4). This
parameter largely influences the flow patterns created by the wing as will be shown in
the following sections.
At the very beginning of the downstroke (t = 0.56 T ), there is no LEV visible for St
= 0.2; a weak LEV appears for St = 0.3; and a very large LEV is present at St = 0.4 (see
Figure 3.8, vortices confirmed with Q-criterion / broad vorticity peak / streamlines, see
example in Figure 3.7).
According to Helmholtz’s second theorem, a discrete starting vortex is expected to be
shed from the wing’s trailing edge at the onset of the downstroke. This vortex becomes
visible for the intermediate Strouhal number only: A vortex loop system is formed by
the leading-edge vortex, the tip vortex and the starting vortex. At St = 0.2, a discrete
starting vortex is not visible. If the Q-criterion threshold is set ten times more sensitive,
Vorticity Z
150
100
50
0
−50
−100
−150

Fig. 3.7: ’Standard wing’, cross section at 50% span at mid-downstroke. Close to the
leading-edge on top of the wing, a region with elevated vorticity and streamlines /
LIC that spiral into a focus become visible.
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a continuous vortex sheet of weak spanwise vortices becomes visible, indicating the
release of a series of weak starting vortices from the trailing edge. A discrete starting
vortex is also not visible at St = 0.4. Lowering the threshold again reveals, similar to
the measurements at St = 0.2, that several weaker spanwise vortices instead of a single
strong vortex are being shed from the wing’s trailing edge.
The flow field continues to evolve with distinct differences between St. At the lowest
St, the LEV is relatively small throughout the downstroke, and stays closely attached
to the upper side of wing until it is gradually shed at the very end of the downstroke
(see Figure 3.8). At St = 0.3, the vortex keeps being attached to the wing likewise, but
at the last third of the downstroke, the outer part of the LEV moves away from the top
of the wing, indicating that vortex stability starts to decrease. Nonetheless, no larger
eddy structures are shed from the wing before the end of the downstroke. At the highest
Strouhal number (St = 0.4), vortex stability is no longer maintained. A first vortex tube
is already created during the wing rotation along the spanwise axis (pronation) before
the actual downstroke starts. This vortex is immediately shed from the wing, forming a
double horseshoe vortex in the wake (see Figure 3.8). A new LEV develops when the wing
begins with the actual downstroke, but it moves substantially away from the top of the
wing. Vortical flow structures in the wake dominate the flow field at St = 0.4 throughout
the whole downstroke, clearly indicating large scale flow separation and unstable LEVs
(see Figure 3.8).
More detail on the development of the LEV is given in Figure 3.9, which shows
measurements of the cross-sectional area of the LEV at 2/3 span over the wingbeat cycle:
As already indicated by the 3D flow visualization in Figure 3.8, the cross-sectional area
of the LEV increases substantially with St. At St = 0.2, the area of the LEV peaks at
about mid-downstroke, where the local flow velocity and the effective angle of attack
are maximal. At intermediate St, the peak is delayed until about 85% of the wingbeat
cycle. After this peak, the LEV diameter decreases relatively quickly. At St = 0.4, a
vortex already develops during pronation, hence before the actual downstroke starts.
The following double peak demonstrates LEV separation and reformation, as described
earlier.

Spanwise flow in the ’standard wing’
Previous studies of flapping wings came to varying conclusions about the occurrence
and importance of spanwise flow for LEV stability in flapping or revolving wings. The
spanwise flow component of the wing models was analysed throughout the flapping
cycle at a number of positions in the present study, including the core of the leadingedge vortex. Exemplary analyses are shown in Figure 3.10. No prominent spanwise
flow component that is limited to the core of the LEV was found. However, there is
evidence for a region with an elevated positive spanwise flow component behind and
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Fig. 3.8: The 3D flow field of the ’standard wing’ at different time steps during the
downstroke. Left: Strouhal number = 0.2, middle St = 0.3, right: St = 0.4. Q-criterion,
threshold = 1200, color coded with spanwise vorticity, and texturized with line
integral convolution (LIC).
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Fig. 3.9: Area of the LEV at 2/3 span over wing beat cycle. The area of the LEV is
determined in a plane that is always perpendicular to the wing, where Q  1200.
The size of the LEV increases with St.
below the LEV (see Figure 3.10). These regions of spanwise flow also extend slightly into
the vortex core, but seem to originate from behind the LEV. The velocity of spanwise
flow increases with St and reaches maximum values of 80% of the free stream velocity.
No further indications of a strong axial flow inside the vortex core could be detected in
the volumetric dataset or in the raw image data.

Distribution of spanwise circulation in the ’standard wing’
The circulation of the wing is a result of the local angle of attack and the local flow
velocity; therefore it depends greatly on spanwise position and on wingbeat cycle (see
Figure 3.11 for an example). During the upstroke, the geometric angle of attack of the wing
is adjusted to make the wing feather through the fluid. The wing base hence has a positive,
and the wing tip has a slightly negative effective angle of attack (see contour lines in
Figure 3.11). Therefore, during the upstroke, only the inner part of the wing creates weak
positive circulation. Most of the circulation is created during downstroke, as expected:
Positive circulation is present on the whole wing. The magnitude of circulation is mostly
proportional to the magnitude of the effective angle of attack (see Figure 3.11). Close to
the wing tip, the effective angle of attack will actually be reduced in practice, due to the
influence of the tip vortex on finite wings (’induced downwash’). Additionally, the main
axis of circulation gradually changes from the z-axis (spanwise) to the x-axis (chordwise),
leaving the xy-measurement plane. Hence, the peak of spanwise circulation is located
at about 80% span at mid-downstroke. These measurements of spanwise circulation
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Fig. 3.10: Spanwise flow component of the ’standard wing’. Left: XY-plane at 2/3
of the span at mid-downstroke. Right: XZ-plane directly on top of the wing at
mid-downstroke. The LEV and other vortical structures are outlined in white. The
wing translates from right to left. A strong spanwise flow component inside the LEV
could not be detected. Instead, a large region with elevated spanwise flow velocities
is located behind the LEV on top of the wing.
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Fig. 3.11: Local spanwise circulation and the effective angle of attack of the ’standard
wing’ at St = 0.3. Patches: Total spanwise circulation, every patch represents the
average of five measurements. Contours: Effective angle of attack derived from
kinematics.

are performed for all wing types and will be evaluated and compared in the following
sections.
the influence of wing morphology

Qualitative flow patterns
As expected from the existing knowledge on the influence of wing morphology, the
range of morphological wing parameters that were tested did not radically change the
fundamental flow patterns compared to the ’standard wing’. The vortex system of the
wing stays consistent in principle; however several differences concerning the downwash
and the LEV stability and size are remarkable (see Figure 3.12 and 3.13). The most striking
differences will first be described on a qualitative basis; more quantitative results will be
given later in this section.
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Modifications of wing thickness do not influence the distribution of downwash remarkably (see Figure 3.12). Downwash is mostly concentrated at the wing tip, where
the effective angle of attack and the flow velocities are maximal. Still, wing thickness
affects the shape and stability of the LEV (see Figure 3.13). At the lowest St, the thick
wing creates a smaller LEV than the thin wing. This is less obvious for the intermediate
St, however, the LEV on the thin wing seems to move slightly further away from the
wing at the tip, indicating the onset of large scale flow separation. At St = 0.4, remarkable
differences in the wake can be identified. Here, the thin wing creates two horse-shoe
vortices at the trailing edge, indicating an unstable LEV that has been shed from the wing
before. These vortices do not appear as explicitly in the wake of the thick wing.
Wing camber influences the qualitative flow patterns even more. Generally, the highly
cambered wing has a different downwash distribution along span than the non-cambered
wing: At the wing base, the highly cambered wing has higher downwash velocities
than the other wing types. In the non-cambered wing, downwash is more concentrated
towards the wing tip (see Figure 3.12). Additionally, camber influences the shape and
size of vortices in the 3D flow field. At the lowest St, a LEV hardly appears on the highly
cambered wing, in contrast to the non-cambered wing, which creates a relatively large
LEV. The same trend reappears at the intermediate St; the LEV of the highly cambered
wing stays closely attached to the wing surface, whereas the LEV of the non-cambered
wing is quite distorted at the tip and moves away from the wing. The effect of wing
camber at the highest St greatly resembles the effect of wing thickness: In the wake of the
non-cambered wing, distinct horse-shoe vortices appear, again indicating an unstable
LEV. These vortices cannot be found in the wake of the highly cambered wing.
In summary, the qualitative visualization of the flow field reveals the following effects:
A reduced wing thickness increases the size of the LEV, but decreases the stability at St =
0.4. Increasing wing camber decreases the size of the LEV and increases vortex stability.

Leading-edge vortex in detail
The influence of wing morphology on the formation of a LEV was further quantified by
measuring the circulation of the LEV core at 2/3 wingspan at mid-downstroke. Wing
morphology and Strouhal number both influence the local circulation of the LEV (see
Figure 3.14). The circulation of the LEV increases in all wing types significantly with St
(Lord Test, α = 0.05, Kesel et al., 1999), indicating that the size of the LEV relates positively
to the effective angle of attack and the resulting flow velocity. Wing morphology does
additionally affect the strength of the LEV, as indicated earlier by the 3D visualization of
the flow field. The LEV created by the thin wing is significantly stronger than the LEV
on the thick wing for all except the highest St (see Figure 3.14). On average, the LEV
produced by the thick wing is by 16 ± 12% weaker. The effect of wing thickness is however
not as pronounced as the effect of wing camber. In all cases, the highly cambered wing
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Fig. 3.12: The qualitative influence of wing morphology at 78% of the wing beat
cycle. Downwash isosurfaces (Uy > 0.33 · Uf ). Smaller downwash velocities do not
appear in this illustration.
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St = 0.2

Fig. 3.13: The qualitative influence of wing morphology at 78% of the wing beat
cycle. Vortices (Q > 1200). Weaker vortices do not appear in this illustration.
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Fig. 3.14: Circulation of the LEV (dark colors) compared to the total circulation
(light colors) for different St and different wing morphologies at 2/3 span and
mid-downstroke. The effect of wing camber is more pronounced than the effect of
wing thickness. The relative importance of the LEV increases with St. The circulation
of the LEV was determined by integrating vorticity at the leading-edge region in the
xy-plane, where Q > 1200.

creates a significantly weaker LEV than the non-cambered wing. This effect does only
vary little with St. The highly cambered wing creates a LEV that is on average 30 ± 7%
weaker than the LEV created by the non-cambered wing. Wing morphology does not
only influence the strength of the LEV, but also the total bound circulation at 2/3 span, as
can be seen in Figure 3.14 (bars in light colours). The thin wing has a higher total bound
circulation than the thick wing, which agrees well with the increase in the strength of the
LEV. In contrast, the non-cambered wing has a lower total bound circulation, although
the LEV was shown to be stronger. This will be explained in the discussion.
It is interesting to relate the circulation concentrated in the LEV core to the total
bound circulation of the same wing section. Such a ratio is indicative for the relative
importance of the LEV to create lift. The fraction of total circulation concentrated in
the LEV increases with St from 37 ± 9% to 60 ± 11% to 72 ± 8% when averaged over all
wing types (see Figure 3.14). These numbers confirm that the Strouhal number is largely
responsible for the relative contribution of the LEV to the total lift.
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Total bound circulation during downstroke
Further quantitative insights into the influence of wing morphology were obtained by
measuring the average spanwise circulation (Γ z ) of the whole wing during downstroke.
Γ z increases significantly with St (see Figure 3.15). The slope of this increase does not
depend on wing morphology; all wing types show a very similar trend. Within the
range of St that was tested; Γ z increases almost by a factor of two. Wing morphology
has a significant effect on the magnitude of Γ z . Increasing wing camber increases Γ z
(+19.1 ± 8.5% with respect to the ’standard wing’, averaged over all St), whereas reducing
wing camber to zero largely reduces spanwise circulation (−19.4 ± 4.6% with respect to the
’standard wing’). It is interesting to note that modifications of wing camber have a more
pronounced influence than modifications of wing thickness: The spanwise circulation on
the thin wing with the sharp leading-edge is only slightly higher than on the ’standard
wing’ (+5.8 ± 2.9%). The thick wing creates less circulation than the ’standard wing’
(−7.6 ± 0.4%).
Insights into the reasons for the increased Γ z of the highly cambered wing can be
provided when visualizing the sectional Γz over wing span (see Figure 3.16). In this
figure, Γz was normalized, so that the area under the curves always equals unity, and
relative differences are emphasized. The sectional circulation is supposed to increase
with span due to the positive gradient in the angle of attack and flow velocity. This trend
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Fig. 3.16: Spanwise circulation over wing span, averaged over the duration of the
downstroke and normalized with the mean Γz during downstroke. Left: St = 0.2.
Middle: St = 0.3. Right: St = 0.4.
is clearly visible only for the non-cambered wing (see Figure 3.16). The normalization
of the sectional Γz reveals that for the highly cambered wing, the inner 50% of the wing
contribute relatively more to the generation of force. In contrast, in the non-cambered
wing, Γz peaks at about 75% of span, clearly indicating that the generation of force is
more concentrated toward the outer third of the wing. Wing camber hence increases
the spanwise circulation near the wing base where the effective angle of attack is small
(see Figure 3.16), but decreases the circulation at the outer 50% of span. It was shown in
Figure 3.14 that this is caused by the weaker LEV on the highly cambered wing.
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DISCUSSION

flow patterns of the ’standard wing’
The three-dimensional, time resolved visualization of the flow around the ’standard wing’
reveals that LEVs are generated at all St that were tested. Stable leading-edge vortices are
created at a Strouhal number of 0.2 and 0.3, several unstable LEVs dominate the flow
field at St = 0.4. Previous studies mainly concentrated on the low Reynolds number
flight of insects. The current study demonstrates that stable LEVs can also occur during
the flapping flight of birds at higher Re, greatly increasing the maximum attainable
circulation and thereby force. Both the structure and the temporal development of these
vortices are very comparable to three-dimensional LEVs described for insect flight (e. g.
Ellington et al., 1996; Liu et al., 1998; Birch et al., 2004).
The comparability of the lift mechanisms used by birds and insects is further demonstrated by recent studies focussing on the flapping flight of birds (e. g. Hubel & Tropea,
2010; Muijres et al., 2012c; Chang et al., 2013). A robotic goose was tested under very
similar conditions (Re = 28, 000; St = 0.17) and it was shown that LEVs develop on
the wings during downstroke (Hubel & Tropea, 2010). The wing was equipped with an
airfoil where wing thickness and camber are very similar to the ’standard wing’. However,
the LEVs that developed on the wings of the robotic goose were reported to be unstable
after mid-downstroke, which is different from the results of the present study. Although
the aspect ratio of the wings differs slightly between the studies, this does probably
hardly influence the flow stability (Usherwood & Ellington, 2002b). A more plausible
explanation might be the difference in the effective angle of attack. Due to the similarity
of the Strouhal number of both studies, the induced angle of attack is expected to be
very similar too. In the experiments of the present study, a geometric angle of attack of
0 ± 1◦ was chosen. The study of Hubel & Tropea (2010) used a geometric angle of attack of
+8◦ , leading to a much higher effective angle of attack right at the beginning of the downstroke (the effective angle of attack at the beginning of the downstroke amounts already
38% of the maximal effective angle of attack that will be attained at mid-downstroke
at mid-span). As Bomphrey et al. (2005) summarizes from practical and theoretical
experiments, a LEV on a flapping wing is not shed if the duration of the downstroke
is short enough to prevent excessive vorticity accumulation in the LEV. But when the
geometric and effective angle of attack is large right from the beginning of a downstroke,
it is likely that too much vorticity is integrated into the LEV over time, and the size of
the LEV exceeds the critical limit, initiating vortex shedding as in the study of Hubel &
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Tropea (2010). Therefore, the Strouhal number per se is not a good predictor for LEV
stability if other factors – such as the geometric angle of attack – are not constant.
It has been shown that stable LEVs develop at St = 0.2 and St = 0.3 without the need
for a spanwise flow component inside the LEV core. This flow component in the core
was assumed to be essential in flapping flight (e. g. Ellington et al., 1996; Willmott et al.,
1997). Now, a number of indications question the necessity of spanwise flow, as several
stable LEVs in the absence of a strong spanwise flow component in the LEV core were
discovered (Birch & Dickinson, 2001; Srygley & Thomas, 2002; Thomas et al., 2004;
Bomphrey et al., 2005). However, a volume with elevated spanwise flow velocities behind
the LEV, as demonstrated in the present study, is common in flapping flight (e. g. Birch
et al., 2004; Poelma et al., 2006). The proximity of this region to the LEV might contribute
in draining vorticity into the wing tip vortex (Poelma et al., 2006). Spanwise flow in
flapping wings is supposed to be driven by ’centrifugal’ acceleration in the boundary
layer respectively a spanwise pressure gradient that is caused by a gradient in velocity
and angle of attack along the wing (e. g. Ellington et al., 1996). Although there is a large
gradient in the effective angle of attack along the wing on a flapping and translating
system, the gradient in velocity is small (see Figure 3.17). This is different from a revolving
wing or a flapping wing in hovering condition, where both parameters would increase
about linearly with wing span. But when flapping at a relatively low Strouhal number, the
presence of the free flow velocity decreases the relative velocity gradient along the wing.
Due to the lack of a significant velocity gradient, a sufficient pressure gradient along
the wing that would drive spanwise flow does not develop. This lack of a pronounced
velocity gradient might also limit the peak spanwise velocities measured behind the
LEV. A similar conclusion is likewise drawn by Lehmann (2004) to explain the lack of
spanwise flow in the flapping flight of some insects.
The contribution of the LEV to enhance aerodynamic lift seems to be generally very
important on flapping wings. In the tobacco hawkmoth, the LEV is reported to contribute
with 13 to 65% to total lift (Bomphrey et al., 2005). In a robotic model hawkmoth, the LEV
contributes at least 65% (van den Berg & Ellington, 1997). At higher Reynolds numbers,
the importance does not diminish; hummingbirds gain 15% of lift through the LEV
(Warrick et al., 2005), and a passerine about 49% (Muijres et al., 2012c). The measurements
of spanwise circulation that are given in the present study show a comparable range
of contribution of the LEV to the total lift of 37% to 72%, increasing with Strouhal
number. The circulation generated by the wings increases even when the LEV becomes
progressively more unstable at St = 0.4, which agrees with measurements of LEVs that
keep on augmenting aerodynamic forces on flapping wings even when they burst (Lentink
& Dickinson, 2009). The results about the importance of LEVs in the ’standard wing’
underline the fact that LEVs, even at higher Re, contribute substantially to the circulation,
which is proportional to the lift, and they have to be considered as powerful high lift
device in slow-speed avian flight.
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the influence of wing morphology
Wing morphology does significantly influence the aerodynamics of flapping wings. The
net effect of wing camber and wing thickness on flapping wings is comparable to the
effect in low Re steady-state aerodynamics as presented in the introduction. Still, the
observed net effects seem to originate from several different mechanisms in flapping
wings.

Thickness
Changing the thickness of an airfoil has two geometric consequences: Obviously, wing
thickness defines the maximum section thickness of an airfoil. Furthermore, wing
thickness also determines the maximum leading-edge radius. The effect of maximum
section thickness has been analyzed by Kunz (2003) in steady-state 2D computations
at low Reynolds numbers: When set to a positive effective angle of attack, a thick wing
develops a much thicker upper surface boundary layer at low Re. The low flow velocity
behind the position of maximum thickness causes the airfoils to effectively ’decamber’
(Kunz, 2003). This explains the poor performance of thick wing sections at low Re under
steady-state conditions. But it is questionable, whether these results can be applied to
flapping wings, where the fluid is mostly separated behind the position of maximum
thickness. The present study has shown that the thick wing generates less circulation
than the thin wing, but it is likely that it is not an effect of the maximum thickness, but
of the nose radius respectively the leading-edge sharpness.
Most of the knowledge about the effect of sharp leading-edges originates from manned
aviation, e. g. delta wings that were tested at Reynolds numbers several orders of magni-
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tude greater. However, the influence of leading-edge radius depends strongly on Re (Shyy
et al., 2008): Under steady-state conditions, at Re > 106 , a wing with a large leading-edge
radius can accept a much wider range of angles of attack than a thin wing before flow
separation occurs (Shyy et al., 2008). But as the Reynolds number decreases, the more
similar the range of acceptable angles of attack becomes and hence the less important
leading-edge radius becomes, until the range of acceptable angles of attack is finally equal
at Re = 104 (Shyy et al., 2008). The decreasing importance of leading-edge radius at
low Re is also supported by two-dimensional computational studies of rapidly pitching
airfoils with varying leading-edge radius (Ramesh et al., 2012). Additional support comes
from Usherwood & Ellington (2002a). Their study has shown that leading-edge radius
does not significantly influence the amount of lift generated by revolving wings at low
Re. But as the study focussed on the measurements of forces only, the reason for this
observation could not be determined. At Re = 10.000 and St = 0.16, but on a purely
plunging wing, Rival et al. (2014) have shown that the leading-edge geometry (sharp
vs. blunt) influences the diameter of the LEV. On sharp-edged wings, slightly larger
LEVs developed due to an earlier onset of the LEV growth. The measurements of the
time-resolved, three-dimensional flow field in the present study have shown that the
somewhat increased total bound circulation that has been observed on thin flapping
wings can be attributed to the increase of the LEV circulation. Thickness was modified
quite dramatically (3% to 15%), nevertheless, the effect on LEV circulation (thin wing: 1%
to 10% stronger LEV than the standard wing) and also on total circulation (thin wing:
3% to 8% higher circulation than the standard wing) is not as pronounced as expected. It
is hence questionable, if the presence of sharp leading-edges should be regarded as the
most important wing design parameter responsible for the development of LEVs.
In the light of these results, it can be concluded that leading-edge radius has an effect
and that a sharp leading-edge increases the total circulation, but the effect is much
less pronounced than at higher Re. Further three-dimensional flow visualizations with
flapping wings at Re > 105 would provide even more insight into the role of the leadingedge radius at low and high Re.

Camber
The modification of wing camber has a much more pronounced effect on the circulation.
Two consequences that result from the modification of wing camber were identified:
First, the strength of the LEV increases significantly by 33 to 61% when wing camber is
decreased (highly cambered wing vs. non-cambered wing). Wing camber also has a large
effect on LEV strength at the highest Strouhal number, in contrast to wing thickness
(see Figure 3.14). Second, wing camber has a pronounced effect on the mean circulation
during downstroke (highly cambered vs. non-cambered wing: 28 to 67% increase in
circulation). This effect is very much comparable to the effect of wing camber in steady-
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flow conditions, where an increase in camber also increases lift (Okamoto et al., 1996).
The distinct effect of camber is surprising, as the role of camber in (partly) separated
flow conditions – such as under the presence of a LEV – was questioned in previous
studies that focussed on force measurements (Dickinson & Gotz, 1993; Usherwood &
Ellington, 2002a). In the present study, it was shown that the circulation-enhancing
effect of wing camber is concentrated towards the inner 50% of the wing (see Figure 3.16),
where the effective angle of attack is relatively small, but the flow velocity is still high,
due to the free flow velocity (see Figure 3.17). On a purely revolving, cambered wing
as in the study of Usherwood & Ellington (2002a) however, the inner 50% of the wing
experience much lower flow velocities due to the absence of wing translation. Hence
the lift-enhancing effect of camber will be much less pronounced. The present study
has shown that wing camber also limits the strength of a LEV, and therefore any gain
in lift that could be achieved by additional LEV circulation. It is therefore plausible,
that on a revolving wing with low flow velocities at the wing base, these two effects
balance out, and no significant difference in net force can be measured. A revolving wing
mimics the aerodynamic situation at mid-downstroke in hovering flight, this situation is
aerodynamically different from the slow-speed flapping flight tested in the present study
and explains the different conclusions about the effect of camber. The role of camber
was also questioned on wings tested under rapid linear acceleration from rest at low Re
(Dickinson & Gotz, 1993). The application of camber increases the conventional bound
circulation, and decreases the circulation of the LEV – as explained earlier. It might be
that the purely translating cambered wing tested by Dickinson & Gotz (1993) creates the
same force as the non-cambered wing, because these two effects on circulation balance
out. Additionally, their wing was not cambered gradually, but a flat plate was equipped
with a sharp bend at 32% of wing chord. Smooth pressure gradients might not develop
on such a wing (their importance will be discussed in the next section), inhibiting the
separation-delaying effect of wing camber.
The approach presented in the current study – measuring the 3D flow field around a
flapping wing – is qualified to analyse the effect of wing camber in detail. Mapping the
full flow field is necessary, as the effect of wing camber depends on spanwise position
and increases conventional circulation while decreasing the LEV circulation at the same
time. Force measurements are not capable of distinguishing these effects.

Pressure distribution
An explanation for the effect of wing camber and wing thickness on the strength of the
LEV can be given when looking at the chordwise distribution of pressure coefficients.
The pressure distribution along the topside of an airfoil largely determines the occurrence
of flow separation (Kunz, 2003; Anderson, 2007). If the pressure coefficient rapidly
increases behind the leading-edge of a wing, an adverse pressure gradient is generated.
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Fig. 3.18: Gradient of the pressure coefficient at the upper surface of different wing
types tested over chord x/c. 2D steady-state approximation with XFOIL, Re = 20.000,
geometric angle of attack = 8◦ .

As soon as this gradient becomes too large, the kinetic energy of the fluid will not suffice
to keep the fluid following the contour of the airfoil. The flow detaches at the leadingedge forming a LEV that is stable or will be shed, depending on the circumstances. The
approximate pressure gradient for the different wings types under steady-state conditions
was modelled with a foil-analysis program (XFOIL v6.94, see Figure 3.18). It is shown that
the non-cambered wing and the thin wing create such an unfavourable positive pressure
gradient (the pressure increases in the flow direction) already at the leading-edge. This
adverse pressure gradient is caused by the fluid not being gradually deflected at the
leading-edge. The change in direction is abrupt, creating a large positive gradient at
the leading-edge which promotes flow separation (Anderson, 2007) and explains the
occurrence of large LEVs on the non-cambered wing and on the thin wing. The highly
cambered wing however shows the most favourable pressure distribution to suppress
flow separation (lowest adverse pressure gradient). This is in good agreement with the
results from this study, although the pressure simulation is based on 2D steady-state
aerodynamics at relatively low geometric angle of attack.
implications for bird wings
Wing geometry and wing kinematics of the flapping wing model are much less detailed
than their natural counterpart. The uncomplicated design of the experiment makes it
possible to draw general conclusions from the effect of wing morphology under the
presence of LEVs in slow-speed flapping flight. This is important, since LEVs have been
recently shown to play a key role in slow flight in birds (Muijres et al., 2012c; Chang
et al., 2013), and more knowledge about the effect of wing morphology is desirable.
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Controlled slow-speed flight is daily practice in birds, and it is one of the features of
bird flight that impresses most. In slow-speed flight, the wings experience relatively
low flow velocities. Lift is proportional to the product of flapping frequency squared,
stroke amplitude squared and force coefficients. At the same time, the maximum stroke
angle, as well as the maximum flapping frequency of birds is limited due to anatomical
or physiological constraints. Therefore, high force coefficients would clearly be beneficial
(Lentink & Dickinson, 2009). Force coefficients can be maximized by increasing the
total circulation of a flapping wing, e. g. by generating LEVs. The thickness of bird wings
can easily go below 2.5% for the outer 33% of a wing (Friedel & Kähler, 2012). Thin
and light wings will reduce inertia, and therefore reduce the inertial power necessary
to accelerate the wings (Usherwood, 2009). But maybe equally important, they will
provide higher and more reliable aerodynamic forces by facilitating the development of
LEVs. The present study has also shown that wing camber determines the size of LEVs
on flapping wings. Camber can be controlled by birds (Bilo, 1972) and e. g. a lanner
falcon in free cruising flight considerably alters camber throughout the wing beat cycle
(Friedel & Kähler, 2012). Birds may therefore use a combination of thin wings together
with variable camber and wing twist to control the strength or occurrence of LEVs and
therefore adapt the force coefficients and to direct the forces according to the current
needs. It is likely, that the inner part of the wing (arm wing) and the outer part (hand
wing) take different roles in force generation. This has been hypothesized earlier for
gliding flight (Videler et al., 2004), and the results from the present study strongly support
the idea and deliver additional evidence also for slow-speed flapping flight: The hand
wing has a low thickness and low camber (e. g. Biesel et al., 1985; Videler et al., 2004;
Videler, 2005) and experiences high angles of attack – features that the present study
has shown to facilitate the formation of leading-edge vortices. The arm wing however
seems to be optimized for fully attached flow aerodynamics: Here, the effective angle of
attack and the ’local’ Strouhal number are lower, the wing is cambered and has a round
leading-edge – these factors hinder the development of LEVs. In between the hand and
the arm wing, there are several small feathers protruding from the leading-edge (the
alula), that could contribute to separating these two regions where different aerodynamic
mechanisms dominate during slow-speed flapping flight.
The results on the effects of airfoil parameters can also contribute to understand
the wing design of bats. The thin, sharp-edged membrane wing of bats (Muijres et al.,
2008) consists – in analogy to birds – of an arm and a hand wing (Norberg, 1990). The
membrane of the arm wing (Plagiopatagium) has a higher extensibility than the other
flight membranes, and is supposed to have higher camber during flight than the hand
wing (Swartz et al., 1996). It therefore appears likely that bat wings are optimized for
generating LEVs on the hand wing (as shown by Muijres et al., 2008) and maintaining
’conventional’ attached flow aerodynamics on the highly cambered arm wing – similar to
what we hypothesize for birds.
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Slow-speed flapping flight is only one flight mode that birds master. In normal cruising
flight, it is likely that aerodynamic efficiency is maximized. That excludes the generation
of large LEVs, because prominent LEVs are considered to decrease the aerodynamic
efficiency due to a large increase in drag (e. g. Lentink & Dickinson, 2009).
It can be concluded that birds rely on a wide range of aerodynamic mechanisms in
flapping flight (analogue to the conclusions for the flight of insects from Srygley &
Thomas, 2002); including aerodynamically efficient mechanisms in cruising flight and
force enhancing LEVs in slow-speed flapping flight.
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ABSTRACT

Aircraft propellers are usually twisted, allowing the propeller blades to operate at a more
or less constant effective angle of attack over the full span. Twist enables the full blade to
operate at the angle of attack with the maximum lift to drag ratio, which enhances the
propulsive efficiency. Wing twist is sometimes also assumed to be essential in flapping
flight, especially in bird flight. For small insects, it has however been shown that wing
twist has very little effect on the forces generated by a flapping wing. The unimportance of
twist was attributed to the prominent role of unsteady aerodynamic mechanisms. These
were recently also shown to play an important role in bird flight. It has therefore become
necessary to verify whether wing twist is essential in the flapping flight of birds.
The aim of the study is to compare the efficiency and the aerodynamic forces of twisted
and non twisted wings that mimick the slow-speed flapping flight of birds. The analyses
were performed with bird-like wing models that are equipped with different amounts
of spanwise twist (0◦ , 10◦ , 40◦ ). The flow was mapped in three-dimensions around the
wings using digital particle image velocimetry. The spanwise circulation and the induced
drag as well as the lift to drag ratio and the span efficiency were determined from this
data.
The results show the development of leading-edge vortices (LEVs) on the non twisted
wing at all flapping frequencies, and on the moderately twisted wing at the highest
frequency. LEVs did not develop on the highly twisted wing. Twisted wings were shown
to generate significantly lower aerodynamic forces than wings without twist. However,
twisted wings are more efficient. Efficiency and the magnitude of aerodynamic forces are
competing parameters. Wing twist is hence beneficial only in the cases where efficiency is
important – e. g. in cruising flight. Take-off, landing and manoeuvring however require
large and robust aerodynamic forces to be generated. This can be achieved by flapping the
wings with only a small amount of twist which promotes the development of leading-edge
vortices and increases the aerodynamic forces substantially. The additional force comes
at the cost of efficiency, but it enables birds to perform extreme manoeuvres, increasing
their overall fitness.
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Wing twist is the torsion of a wing parallel to the spanwise axis, leading to a variation
of the geometric angle of attack along span (see Figure 4.1). The propeller blades of
fixed-wing aircraft are typically twisted, decreasing the angle of attack at the tip of the
blade and therefore compensating for the increasing circumferential velocities along
the wing blade (Anderson, 2008). Twist allows the entire propeller blade to operate at a
more or less constant effective angle of attack – close to the angle with the maximum
lift to drag ratio (L/D, Walker et al., 2009). The individual propeller blade elements
will hence produce the least amount of drag for a given amount of lift. This means that
on a propeller, the torque is minimized for a given thrust. Hence the ratio of thrust
producing power to the mechanical power required to drive the propeller (propulsive
efficiency, Anderson, 2008) is increased by the application of twist. But not much can
be said about the magnitude of thrust producing power. In this context, the optimally
efficient propeller has a uniform inflow (and outflow) velocity over the whole propeller
disk, and each blade element operates at the effective angle of attack where profile drag
losses are minimal (Gessow, 1948). These optimal effective angles of attack (in terms of
L/D) are typically in between 3 and 8 degrees for conventional airfoils, depending on the
Reynolds number (Re) and on the specific airfoil properties (Shyy et al., 2008).
Flapping wings are common in nature, and the aerodynamics of revolving propellers
and flapping wings has some analogies. In fact, a revolving propeller approximates the
aerodynamic situation of a flapping wing during the phase of the up- and downstroke
in hovering flight (Usherwood & Ellington, 2002a). The analogy between revolving
and flapping wings is often used to explain why the wings of flapping-wing flyers have
to be twisted in the same tradition as aircraft propellers: At the wing tips, the lift of a

spanwise

Fig. 4.1: Wing twist at mid-downstroke in an insect. Wing twist is the torsion of a
wing along the spanwise axis, leading to a variation of the geometric angle of attack
over wing span. Left: Perspective view. Right: Frontal view.
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non-twisted, flapping wing is supposed to diminish due to stall because the effective
angle of attack becomes too large (e. g. Herzog, 1968; Nachtigall, 1985). Stall can be
suppressed by applying wing twist, and twist is supposed to enable the wings of birds,
bats or insects to operate at their ’optimum’ (McGahan, 1973; Norberg, 1990) or ’most
effective’ (Thomas & Hedenstroem, 1998) angle of attack, in analogy to aircraft propellers.
It enables to maintain an ’appropriate’ (Alexander, 2004), ’favourable’ (Hubel, 2006) or
’reasonable’ (Azuma, 2007) effective angle of attack at each wing section. In the flapping
flight of insects, the analogy between flapping wings and twisted propellers has been
questioned already, because the optimum, respectively the most effective angle of attack
is not known for insects (Usherwood & Ellington, 2002a). Aerodynamic efficiency might
be one important factor in natural flapping wing propulsion: Efficiency can be maximized
by adjusting the effective angle of attack towards the optimal L/D using twisted wings
(e. g. Young et al., 2009; Walker et al., 2009). Measurements and simulations of model
wings mimicking hovering insect flight at low Re have, however, shown that wing twist
does not measurably influence the overall L/D of the wings (Usherwood & Ellington,
2002a; Du & Sun, 2008). In the flight of insects, it is likely that the generation of sufficient
lifting force is more important than maximizing aerodynamic efficiency (Usherwood &
Ellington, 2002a). Lifting forces can be maximized by operating wings at high effective
angles of attack and generating stable leading-edge vortices (LEVs): LEVs enhance the
aerodynamic force coefficients substantially, but are generally not associated with a high
aerodynamic efficiency due to a significant increase of the drag component (e. g. Isogai
et al., 1999). LEVs are supposed to occur also in the flight of birds (Videler et al., 2004;
Warrick et al., 2005; Hubel & Tropea, 2010; Thielicke et al., 2011; Muijres et al., 2012c;
Chang et al., 2013, see Chapter III). Especially in slow-speed flight situations, during
manoeuvring, take-off and landing, the enhanced force coefficients are required to enable
the generation of sufficient lifting forces under several physiological, anatomical and
aerodynamic constraints (Lentink & Dickinson, 2009). In these situations, it is very likely
that the aerodynamic efficiency becomes of secondary interest – similar to insect flight.
Studies on the effect of wing twist on the flow pattern in the slow speed flapping flight of
birds have not yet been carried out. Therefore, the aim of this study is to analyse the effect
of wing twist at Reynolds numbers and Strouhal numbers mimicking the slow-speed
flight of birds. The focus of the present study is on the three-dimensional flow patterns
that are generated on and behind wings at several flapping frequencies and with different
amounts of twist. Furthermore, the aerodynamic efficiency and the circulation that can
be attained with twisted and non-twisted wings is analysed and the biological relevance
of the findings for the slow-speed flapping flight in birds is discussed.
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wing modelling
Physical wing models with different amounts of twist are used to study the flow field
in a water tunnel using digital particle image velocimetry (DPIV). The airfoil geometry
data used for modelling the wings were derived from measurements of a pigeon in free
gliding flight (Biesel et al., 1985) and three-dimensional measurements of dissected wings
(Bachmann, 2010, for more details, see Chapter III). The data were used to generate
NACA 4-digit-modified-series airfoils (e. g. Ladson et al., 1996) for the wing models.
The wings are equipped with a constant camber of 5% at 37% of the chord. Maximum
thickness is located at 17% of the chord, the maximum thickness decreases linearly from
10% (wing base) to 4% (wing tip). Additionally, the nose radius was modified with wing
span (base: 1; mid-wing: 0.5; wing tip: 0.1; where 1 denotes the radius equal to the original
nose radius, and 0 denotes a sharp leading-edge), as indicated by the airfoil geometry
data of the pigeon (Biesel et al., 1985; Bachmann, 2010). The single wing aspect ratio
(AR = b/c, where wing span b = 120 mm and mean chord c = 43.75 mm) of the models
is 2.74. The wings are mounted on a 3 mm steel rod, located at 30% of the chord. The wing
base is located 12 mm away from the two-degrees-of-freedom (2-DOF) joint, increasing
the effective wing span to 132 mm (see Figure 4.2). Three wing models with different
amounts of linear twist along the span were designed: The non twisted wing has 0◦ twist,
the moderately twisted wing is equipped with 10◦ of twist, and the highly twisted wing is
equipped with 40◦ twist (see Figure 4.3).
The wings are equipped with a fixed amount of wing twist and do not adapt to changes
in local velocities throughout the wing beat cycle. The results presented here can be seen
as a first step and additional experiments with adaptive wing twist may have to follow in
future studies. The models were printed with a high resolution 3D printer (ZPrinter® Z310,
layer thickness 0.1 mm, resolution 300 · 450 dpi, Z Corporation, Burlington, USA) and
the final wing models were casted with transparent epoxy resin (Epoxy casting resin
waterclear, Poxy-Systems® by R&G, Waldenbuch, Germany, refractive index 1.53). Due
to the refractive index being reasonably similar to water, flow measurements can be
performed in the direct vicinity of the flapping wings without shadows.
flow tank and kinematics
All measurement were performed in a recirculating water tunnel with transparent walls
(test section = 250 · 250 · 500 mm, for more details see Chapter III), allowing to visualize
the flow from different views. The flow velocity was constant for all measurements
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Fig. 4.2: Flapping robot. Servomotor 1 drives the wing by means of an eccentric,
servomotor 2 controls the geometric angle of attack.
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Fig. 4.3: A: Planform of the wing models. B: non-twisted wing. C: moderately (10◦ )
twisted wing. D: highly (40◦ ) twisted wing.
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(Uf = 0.46 m/s). The wing was driven by a flapping mechanism that consists of two
mechanically and electronically coupled servomotors (see Figure 4.2). The excursion
angle of the wing and the geometric angle of attack were controlled throughout the
wing beat cycle and synchronized trigger signals were sent to the high speed camera.
The wing moves sinusoidally in a stroke plane set to 90◦ with respect to the oncoming
flow. The beat cycle starts with the upstroke, where the interaction of the wing with the
fluid was minimized by adjusting the geometric angle of attack in order to minimize the
mean effective angle of attack of the wing (see Figure 4.4 for the definition of angles and
velocities on a flapping wing). The downstroke was performed with a constant geometric
angle of attack (αgeo ) of 0◦ ± 1◦ at the wing base.
The Strouhal number St = fA/Uf determines the ratio between the flapping velocity,
which is induced by the wing flapping at the frequency f with the amplitude A, and the
forward velocity Uf . Three different Strouhal numbers (St = 0.2; 0.3; 0.4) are analysed,
which are typically found in the flapping flight of birds (Taylor et al., 2003).
Wing twist alters the geometric angle of attack with wing span, and therefore adjusts
the effective angle of attack (αeff ). The effective angle of attack for the different wing
types and St during downstroke was determined using:
αeff (t, r) = αgeo (t, r) − αin (t, r)

(4.1)

where t = time; r = radius of a wing element; αin = inflow angle, calculated as:
αin (t, r) = atan(

rω(t)
)
Uf

(4.2)

where ω = angular velocity of the wing.
The Reynolds number (Re = vtip c/ν, where ν is the kinematic viscosity) varied
slightly with St, and is in the range 2.2·104 < Re < 2.6·104 .
flow field recording and analysis
The flow was visualized using polyamide tracer particles with 57 μm diameter (density =
1016 kg/m3 , Intelligent Laser Applications GmbH, Jülich, Germany) and a 5 W constant
wave DPSS laser (Snoc electronics co., Ltd, Guangdong, China). Spherical and cylindrical
lenses were used to create a laser sheet with a thickness of about 1.5 mm. The flow was
filmed using a high speed camera (A504k, Basler AG, Ahrensburg, Germany) set to a
resolution of 1024·1024 pixels. Camera exposure was synchronized to the wing excursion
with an optomechanical trigger that initiated the exposure of the first image. The second
image of the DPIV image pair was triggered with a custom delay system after exactly
2 ms, which gave a mean particle displacement of 6 pixels. The particle density in the
images was 5.80 ± 0.48 particles per interrogation area (n = 7.4·103 ), and the particle
image diameter was 3.8 ± 1.6 pixels (n = 1.8·106 ) – conditions that are in the optimal
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Fig. 4.4: Definition of the velocity components and angles on a flapping wing at
mid-downstroke.

range for PIV analyses (see Chapter II). The contrast in the images was enhanced prior
to analysis using contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE, Pizer et al.,
1987).
In most cases, the wing model appeared in the camera images. The position of the
wing was extracted from all recordings to create a three-dimensional mask (see examples
in Figure 4.5) that was applied to the images before the analysis in order to prevent selfcorrelation (for more details, see Chapter III). A custom DPIV tool (PIVlab v1.31) was
used to derive velocities from the images. The tool uses an iterative multi-grid window
deformation cross-correlation technique. Three passes with decreasing windows sizes
(final window size = 34·34 pixels, with 50% overlap) were sufficient to generate precise
velocity maps in the two-dimensional test section (size = 160·160 mm, yielding 59·59
vectors, vector spacing = 2.656 mm). The displacement map was validated and missing
data were interpolated (for more details see Chapter III).
Five successive downstrokes were recorded. PIV slices were captured from two directions (see Figure 4.6), 59 positions with a distance of 2.656 mm were captured for each
the vertical and the horizontal planes. Data acquisition at different planes was enabled
without the need for re-calibration by displacing the camera and the laser sheet at the
same time (for more details see Chapter III). Due to the highly periodic nature of the
flow, the planes could be captured at separate stroke cycles. The combination of the
velocity data gives a three-dimensional representation of the flow in a test volume of
160·160·160 mm around the wing. The resulting Cartesian grid (59·59·59 points) contains
the full three-dimensional velocity information at each point.
Vortices were visualized with iso-surfaces of the positive second invariant Q of the
velocity gradient tensor, a scalar quantity that reliably detects vortical regions without
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Fig. 4.5: Wing positions as they were extracted from the PIV recordings to generate
3D masks. Yellow: Data from the xz plane. Blue: Data from xy plane.
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Fig. 4.6: Several cross-sections through the test volume were captured from two
directions. A: 59 sections in the xz plane capture u and w velocity components. B:
59 sections in the xy plane capture u and v velocity components. Data from both
directions were combined, yielding a three-dimensional representation of the flow
field. The black arrow indicates the direction of the oncoming flow, the red arrow
indicates the stroke plane.
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being prone to shear (e. g. Hunt et al., 1988, for more details see Chapter III). Vortices are
present if streamlines or a texture generated via line integral convolution (LIC, Cabral
& Leedom, 1993, which is functionally equivalent) circle around a focus when viewed
from a frame of reference moving with the vortex (Robinson et al., 1989). The focus must
coincide with a broad peak in vorticity and Q. This vortex is defined as leading-edge
vortex, if it is located on top of the wing and close to the leading-edge and if a region
with reversed flow exists on top of the wing.
The circulation along the spanwise axis of the wings was calculated by integrating
spanwise vorticity in the xy-plane for each wing section. The results were very consistent
compared to an alternative approach, the integral of tangential velocity along a loop
around the wing in the xy-plane (for more details see Chapter III). The approach of
Birch et al. (2004) to derive sectional lift is followed, which is based on the circulation
theorem. This theorem is normally appropriate only for steady flow conditions in twodimensional flows, but has been shown to give reliable results for similarly unsteady flows
at comparable Re (Unal et al., 1997). The sectional circulatory lift at mid-downstroke

Lcirc
is calculated from the product of fluid density, free flow velocity and local spanwise
circulation:

Lcirc
(z) = ρUf Γ (z)
(4.3)
where ρ = density, z = spanwise position, Γ (z) = spanwise circulation at mid-downstroke.

Integrating Lcirc
over wing span gives the total circulatory lift (Lcirc ). As only spanwise circulation is included in this lift estimate, the real lift of the wings will be underestimated (Birch et al., 2004; Poelma et al., 2006). Due to the identical planform,
airfoils, kinematics and experimental conditions of the wing types that are tested, the
relative errors are expected to be constant. Hence, the results are nondimensionalized
with respect to Lcirc of the ’standard experiment’: the non twisted wing at St = 0.3. The
induced drag (drag due to lift, Anderson, 2007) was estimated by assuming a momentum
balance upstream and downstream of the flapping wing (e. g. McAlister et al., 1995; Giles
& Cummings, 1999):

1
2
2
2
2
Dind = ρ ((vdown
+ wdown
) − (vup
+ wup
))dA
(4.4)
2 A
where vup respectively wup represent the vertical respectively spanwise velocities upstream of the wing and vdown respectively wdown represent the velocities downstream
of the wing in the yz-plane.
The results (again nondimensionalized with respect to the non twisted wing at St
= 0.3) were used to calculate the ratio of circulatory lift to induced drag (Lcirc /Dind ).
Due to the nondimensionalization, the non twisted wing has a Lcirc /Dind of unity. This
ratio can be interpreted as a relative measure for aerodynamic efficiency, analogous to
the L/D of fixed wings. Note that profile drag and additional sources of lift are ignored in
Lcirc /Dind .
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Another common measure for aerodynamic efficiency, that has also been applied to
flapping flight of insects (e. g. Bomphrey et al., 2006), bats (Muijres et al., 2011, 2012b)
and birds (Muijres et al., 2012b), is the span efficiency (ei , for details, see Bomphrey et al.,
2006; Henningsson & Bomphrey, 2011):
b/2
√
2
4 ( −b/2 vdown (z) b2 − 4z2 dz)
ei =

√
πb2 b/2 v2
(z) b2 − 4z2 dz
−b/2

(4.5)

down

where b = wing span.
The span efficiency relates the ideal induced power required to generate a certain
amount of lift to the real induced power that is required. The ’ideal wing’ (with an
elliptic distribution of circulation and a uniform downwash behind the wing) requires
the minimum possible induced power (Bomphrey et al., 2006), and has a span efficiency
of unity. Any deviation from the uniform downwash will increase the induced power,
and therefore decrease span efficiency.
Statistical tests for the equality of means are conducted following the recommendations
in Lozän & Kausch (1998) and Kesel et al. (1999) with a significance level of 5%. A Lilliefors
test is used for testing normal distribution.
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RESULTS

The effective angle of attack of the three different wings during downstroke was determined for the three Strouhal numbers tested using basic trigonometry. In most cases, the
theoretical effective angle of attack peaks at the wing tip at mid-downstroke (see Figure
4.7). The non twisted wing experiences the highest effective angles of attack and also the
highest gradients. In the twisted wings, the peak effective angles of attack are reduced by
10◦ respectively 40◦ . Wing twist ’overcompensates’ the inflow angle in the highly twisted
wing at a Strouhal number of 0.2, resulting in a negative effective angle of attack at the
wing tip (see Figure 4.7).
The 3D flow field is captured by recording 2D slices from two different directions.
These slices cannot be captured at the same time, which is a potential source of error if
the flow is not perfectly periodic. However, taking a phase average of five frames does
not substantially alter qualitatively or quantitatively, but it does slightly reduce noise (see
Figure 4.8). Therefore, all the following measurements and figures are the mean ± s.d. of
five measurements.
First, two-dimensional cross-sections are checked for the existence of vortices. The
cross-sections in the xy-plane at 2/3 span reveal the existence of leading-edge vortices
on some of the wings (see Figure 4.9). Both the magnitude of vorticity (see colour map)
and the induced flow velocities (see vector scale) increase with St and decrease with
twist. The non twisted wing creates LEVs at all St: At St = 0.2, the LEV is small and
very close to the wing surface, but increases in size at St = 0.3. At St = 0.4, the LEV has
grown remarkably and shifts away from the wing substantially, indicating large scale
flow separation. The moderately twisted wing generates a LEV only at St = 0.4. At this
Strouhal number, the centre of the vortex is located on top of the wing, indicating a region
no twist
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Fig. 4.7: Effective angle of attack as a function of wing span at mid-downstroke.
Both wing twist and St determine the spanwise distribution of the effective angle
of attack.
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Fig. 4.8: The effect of phase averaging. The fundamental flow patterns are not
affected, but measurement noise slightly decreases. Non twisted wing, St = 0.3, 66%
span, mid-downstroke.
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Fig. 4.9: 2D cross-section at 2/3 span at mid-downstroke. The magnitude of vorticity,
as well as the flow velocities increase with St and decrease with wing twist. Spanwise
vorticity is shown in colour. The texture is generated using line integral convolution.
The inflow velocity is subtracted from the vector map.

of recirculating flow. At lower St, there is no recirculating flow on top of the moderately
twisted wing. The highly twisted wing does not create leading-edge vortices at any St
and the interaction with the fluid is generally very small. A significant circulation of fluid
around the wing is hardly generated when St  0.3.
The three-dimensional analyses provide further insight into the detailed nature of
the flow field: Visualizations of the Q-criterion reveal the shape of the vortex system
(see Figure 4.10). In the non twisted wing, the LEV increases in size towards the wing
tip and merges with the tip vortex. At St = 0.4, the LEV becomes relatively unstable,
which is indicated by several vortical structures that separate from the wing. It appears
that a LEV is also present on the moderately twisted wing at St = 0.3. But the 2D results
presented earlier (see Figure 4.9) have shown that this is not the case, as this vortex
fails some of the criteria for a LEV (no recirculating fluid on top of the wing). At St =
0.4 however, the moderately twisted wing creates a stable LEV. The highly twisted wing
seems to generate only very weak vortices that do hardly appear in the visualization with
the selected threshold for the Q-criterion. The tip vortex – which is a good indicator for
the generation of lift on finite wings – is too weak to appear in the visualization except
for the highest Strouhal number.
The strong influence of St and twist on the flow patterns is also demonstrated in the
visualization of the 3D downwash distribution (see Figure 4.11): In most cases, significant
downwash is generated over a large part of the span (the visualization shows isosurfaces
for downwash velocities > 0.2 · Uf ). Peak downwash velocities are located close to the
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Fig. 4.10: Three-dimensional visualization of the flow at mid-downstroke. Isosurfaces of the Q-criterion (Q > 1200). Leading-edge vortices appear on the non
twisted wing, and on the moderately twisted wing if St = 0.4. The highly twisted
wing generates much weaker vortices that hardly appear in the visualization.

inner boundary of the tip vortex. The volume of fluid that is imparted with a significant
downwash velocity component becomes smaller in the twisted wings due to the small
effective angle of attack. As already shown in the visualization of the Q-criterion, the
highly twisted wing has the least amount of interaction with the fluid. Only at the highest
St, a large volume with downwash velocities > 0.2 · Uf becomes visible. In summary,
the volume of fluid with considerable downwash increases with St, and decreases when
wing twist is applied.
Spanwise flow in the core of the leading-edge vortex is a feature described in several
studies that analyse or simulate flapping wings. Significant spanwise flow in the core
of the leading-edge vortices can not be found. Instead, some weak positive (from base
to tip) spanwise flow on top of the wing and behind the LEV is found (see Figure 4.12).
In many cases, there is a positive spanwise flow component close to the wing tip which
is caused by the rotation of the tip vortex. A negative spanwise flow component (from
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St = 0.3

St = 0.4
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no twist

St = 0.2

Fig. 4.11: Downwash at mid-downstroke for the different wings and St tested. The
threshold for the iso-surfaces is 0.2 · Uf . The downwash is considerably reduced in
the twisted wings.

tip to base) is generated on the top side of the tip vortex. This negative spanwise flow
component sometimes extends over the outer half of the wing.
The lift generated by bound vortices (’conventional’ bound vortex and leading-edge
vortex) is determined by the total bound circulation of the wing. All wing types create a
positive circulation at mid-downstroke at all St under test (see Figure 4.13). This might
be surprising, as the wing with 40◦ twist is operating at a slightly negative effective angle
of attack at St = 0.2 (see Figure 4.7). However, the zero-lift angle of attack for the tested
wing is about -3◦ , which explains the generation of positive circulation at slightly negative
effective angles of attack. The circulation increases considerably towards the wing tip in
most cases (see Figure 4.13). Circulation also increases with St, but decreases strongly
when twist is applied. An elliptic distribution of circulation over span is desirable to
minimize the induced drag for steadily translating, fixed wings. The circulation of the
flapping wings departs remarkably from the theoretically optimal elliptic distribution in
most cases. Only the highly twisted wing at St  0.3 shows a distribution of circulation
that is comparable to the elliptic distribution (see Figure 4.13). In Figure 4.14, the relative
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St = 0.3

St = 0.4

40° twist

10° twist

no twist

St = 0.2

Fig. 4.12: Spanwise flow of the different wing types at all St tested at middownstroke. Red: Flow from tip to base exceeding 0.1 · Uf . Green: Flow from base to
tip exceeding 0.2 · Uf . Regions with elevated positive and negative spanwise flow
components are mainly linked to the rotation of the tip vortex. Only a weak flow
from base to tip is present on top of the wings that generate leading-edge vortices.

difference of measured versus elliptic distribution of circulation is plotted over span. Any
deviation from zero indicates a deviation from the elliptic distribution. The smallest
deviation is found in the highly twisted wing where also the gradient in the effective
angle of attack is weakest (see Figure 4.7). Here, the relative deviation from the elliptic
distribution increases slightly with St. Both the non twisted and the moderately twisted
wing have a comparable relative deviation from the elliptic distribution of circulation
(see Figure 4.14). Because the relative difference is comparable, the absolute difference
increases with St and decreases with wing twist.
Deviations from the elliptic distribution of circulation will increase the induced drag
of the flapping wing. The induced drag was calculated from the yz planes at several x
positions using Equation 4.4. In preliminary calculations, Dind was found to be maximal
at mid downstroke at the trailing edge of the wing.
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Fig. 4.13: Spanwise circulation along span at mid-downstroke for the different wing
types and St tested. The circulation increases with St. Wing twist leads to a decline
of circulation. The deviation from an elliptic distribution is in some cases remarkable.
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Fig. 4.14: Relative deviation of the measured circulation from an elliptic distribution
of circulation with equal mean circulation. Expressed as a fraction of the mean
circulation. The highly twisted wing shows the smallest deviation, whereas the non
twisted and the moderately twisted wing both show a similar performance.

In all wings, the nondimensionalized Lcirc and Dind increase with St. But there
are considerable differences between the lift and drag created by wings with different
amounts of wing twist (see Figure 4.15). The non twisted wing generates the highest forces,
followed by the moderately twisted wing. The offset between the lift forces generated by
different wing types is very constant. This is not the case for the drag forces. Here, the
non twisted wing generates an exceptionally high drag at increasing St. The lowest lift
and drag are generated by the highly twisted wing (see Figure 4.15): Compared to the
non twisted wing, the highly twisted wing generates between 27.1 - 49.4% of circulatory
lift and between 6.3 - 19.7% of induced drag.
Plotting the nondimensionalized data over the mean effective angle of attack (αeff ) at
mid-downstroke shows that Lcirc and Dind can be modelled with Lcirc = sin(αeff )cos(αeff )
respectively Dind = sin2 (αeff ) (Dickson & Dickinson, 2004, see Figure 4.16). The agreement between the experimental data and the calculated fit is reasonable and does not
depend on the amount of twist of the wing.
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Fig. 4.15: Nondimensionalized lift and drag. Both increase with St. Wing twist
reduces lift by a factor of up to 2.5 and drag by a factor of up to 6.7. Due to the
nondimensionalization, the non twisted wing at St = 0.3 has a Lcirc respectively
Dind of unity. All means are significantly different (α = 0.05).
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Fig. 4.16: Nondimensionalized lift and drag vs. the mean effective angle of attack
at mid-downstroke. A: Normalized Lcirc . B: Normalized Dind . Red = no twist, green
= moderate twist, blue = high twist. Due to the nondimensionalization, the non
twisted wing at St = 0.3 has a Lcirc respectively Dind of unity. Solid lines represent
least-squares fits: Lcirc = sin(αeff )cos(αeff )n + l0
n = 1.895; l0 = 0.1751; R2 = 0.89;
Dind = sin2 (αeff )n + d0
n = 4.828; d0 = -0.01765; R2 = 0.93
n accounts for the nondimensionalization, and l0 respectively d0 account for the
non-zero force at zero degrees effective angle of attack of the wings.
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Fig. 4.17: Lcirc /Dind for the different
wing types. The highest ratio is achieved
with highly twisted wings at low St. Any
increase in the effective angle of attack
via twist or St reduces Lcirc /Dind . All
means are significantly different (α = 0.05).
Due to the nondimensionalization, the non
twisted wing at St = 0.3 has a Lcirc /Dind
of unity.
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Fig. 4.18: Lcirc /Dind vs. effective angle
of attack at mid-downstroke. Data from all
twist angles and St is pooled. The solid line
represents a least squares fit of the function
Lcirc /Dind = 1/tan(αeff + k) · n
k = 0.1502; n = 0.8733; R2 = 0.9813
n accounts for the nondimensionalization.
k accounts for the fact that Lcirc /Dind is
positive for negative effective angles of attack (due to the zero-lift angle being smaller
than zero), and 1/tan(0) not being defined.

The dissimilar relation of lift respectively drag to St and wing twist and has a strong
influence on Lcirc /Dind (see Figure 4.17): The highly twisted wing has the highest
Lcirc /Dind when compared to the other wing types at the same Strouhal number. The
ratio increases with twist. Additionally, there is also a strong dependence on St. An
increase in St leads to a decrease of Lcirc /Dind (see Figure 4.17). The mean effective
angle of attack αeff on the wing at mid-downstroke is positively related to St and negatively related to wing twist (see Figure 4.7). Figure 4.18 shows the relation between
Lcirc /Dind and αeff including all St. Lcirc /Dind decreases substantially when αeff at
mid-downstroke increases. This trend can reasonably be modelled using
Lcirc /Dind = cos(αeff )/sin(αeff ) = 1/tan(αeff ) (see Figure 4.18).
The superior aerodynamic efficiency of wings that are operating at low St and that
are equipped with twist has been demonstrated by the measurements of the circulation
distribution and by Lcirc /Dind . Further support for the increasing efficiency is derived
from the distribution of downwash velocities along span: The optimal wing with an
elliptic distribution of circulation will induce a constant downwash velocity along the
span (Anderson, 2008). Any deviation from uniformity decreases efficiency. Such a
uniform downwash distribution can only be observed for the highly twisted wing at St
 0.3 (see Figure 4.19). This is in good agreement with the nearly elliptic distribution of
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Fig. 4.19: Downwash distribution over span at mid-downstroke directly behind
the trailing edge.The highly twisted wing creates the most uniform downwash,
followed by the moderately twisted wing. The non twisted wing displays the most
unfavourable downwash distribution with the highest gradients from base to tip.
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Fig. 4.20: Span efficiency of the wings at
mid-downstroke. Span efficiency is generally high, and confirms the trend that
was found in Lcirc /Dind . Non-significant
differences (n.s.) are highlighted (α = 0.05).
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spanwise circulation (see Figure 4.13 & 4.14). Both the non twisted and the moderately
twisted wing deviate largely from the uniform downwash distribution (see Figure 4.19).
The deviation grows considerably with St, and the non twisted wing always generates
the most unfavourable downwash distribution. Due to large scale flow separation at St =
0.4 (see Figure 4.10), a double peak in the downwash velocity can be observed. These
qualitative insights on the downwash distribution can be further specified by comparing
span efficiency. Due to some noise in the flow velocities directly behind the trailing edge
of the wing (caused by the rolling-up of the boundary layer), the results are less clear than
the results of Lcirc /Dind (which are based on integral quantities), but show very similar
trends (see Figure 4.20): The span efficiency increases when the wings are progressively
twisted. The highly twisted wing has a span efficiency that is very close to unity. There is
no clear trend for the dependency of span efficiency vs. St.
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DISCUSSION

flow patterns
Wing twist and Strouhal number considerably influence the flow patterns generated by
flapping wings. Vortex growth is related to the rate of change in circulation, which is in
turn determined by the effective angle of attack (Nudds et al., 2004). The effective angle
of attack is related to the Strouhal number which expresses the ratio of Uf and flapping
velocity. Wing twist is the ’counterpart’ to St: It lowers both the gradient along span as
well as the magnitude of the effective angle of attack. Leading-edge vortices develop if
the effective angle of attack is exceeding a certain threshold. Vorticity accumulates in a
LEV over time, supposed that there is no effective vorticity drain (Bomphrey et al., 2005).
Previous studies (e. g. Ellington et al., 1996; Willmott et al., 1997; van den Berg & Ellington,
1997) found high spanwise flow components in the LEV which are supposed to drain
vorticity away from the wing into the tip vortex and to play a key role in LEV stability.
In the present study, the LEVs are stable throughout the duration of the downstroke in
most cases, significant spanwise flow in the vortex core itself does not develop, regardless
of wing twist. Weak spanwise flow was found only behind the LEV on top of the wing.
Here, the fluid is presumably accelerated radially by ’centrifugal pumping’ (Lentink
& Dickinson, 2009). The absence of an effective vorticity drain most likely limits the
maximum acceptable rate of vorticity accumulation, which is demonstrated by the large
scale flow separation in the non-twisted wing at the highest Strouhal number. We have
speculated earlier, that the low velocity gradient over the span of a flapping wing in
translation hinders the development of a significant pressure gradient that could drive
spanwise flow (see Chapter III). The additional application of wing twist reduces the
gradient in angle of attack along wing span even more and further reduces the pressure
gradients. It therefore appears plausible that spanwise flow is minimal on twisted wings
in translational flow. Wing twist also reduces the effective angle of attack, greatly lowering
the rate of vorticity accumulation in the LEV. An effective vorticity drain is therefore not
essential for vortex stability.
circulation and force
The application of wing twist greatly reduces the amount of total bound circulation
(proportional to lift) on the wing. In a study on revolving wings at lower Re (Re =
8000, Usherwood & Ellington, 2002a), it was shown that the presence of wing twist does
not result in different polar diagrams (lift plotted over drag). Altering the amount of
wing twist had the same effect as altering the geometric angle of attack of the wing base
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(Usherwood & Ellington, 2002a). Thus, lift was shown to be proportional to the effective
angle of attack of the wing, no matter what the twist angle was. Unlike the study from
Usherwood & Ellington (2002a), the geometric angle of attack at mid-downstroke was
not altered in the present study. Instead, the effective angle of attack was altered using two
different means: Strouhal number and wing twist. Wings that are flapping at comparable
effective angles of attack should generate comparable forces according to the results from
Usherwood & Ellington (2002a) on revolving wings: In the present study, the effective
angle of attack of the moderately twisted wing at St = 0.3 is very similar to the effective
angle of attack of the non twisted wing at St = 0.2 at mid-downstroke (see Figure 4.7).
Furthermore, the effective angle of attack of the moderately twisted wing at St = 0.4
and the non twisted wing at St = 0.3 are very comparable (see Figure 4.7). Despite these
similarities, the measurements show that the forces are slightly different (see Figure 4.15).
One very likely reason for these different forces is the different size of the LEVs (see
Figures 4.9 & 4.10). As mentioned earlier, one parameter that determines the size of a
LEV is the time span over which vorticity may accumulate in the vortex. Higher flapping
frequencies result in less time for vorticity accumulation and explain the slightly different
size of the LEV despite comparable effective angles of attack. Therefore, the results of the
present study are in agreement with Usherwood & Ellington (2002a): Also in flapping
wings at higher Re, the effective angle of attack is the main parameter responsible for the
magnitude of aerodynamic forces, together with the duration of the downstroke. Wing
twist per se is of minor importance for the aerodynamic forces. Further support for this
conclusion comes from the trigonometric relation of αeff and Lcirc respectively Dind ,
that holds for all wing types under test (see Figure 4.16). This relation has been found
previously in studies on hovering insects (Dickinson et al., 1999; Usherwood & Ellington,
2002a) and also in a study that included forward flight of insects at very low Re (Dickson
& Dickinson, 2004). The present study shows that the trigonometric relation may also
be applied to flapping wings at higher Re.
Lcirc increases even if the local effective angle of attack exceeds the stall angle of
steadily translating wings (between 8◦ and 15◦ , Anderson, 2007). There is no sudden
change in forces with the onset of leading-edge vortices. The non-twisted wing has the
potential to create much larger lift and drag – simply due to the larger effective angle of
attack. Lcirc and Dind however scale differently, the drag component increases relatively
more than the lift component, and this will influence the efficiency.
efficiency
Two measures for quantifying efficiency are used. In addition to the mechanical flight
efficiency (related to Lcirc /Dind ), the efficiency of lift generation was measured (related
to the span efficiency respectively the distribution of circulation). These two independent
parameters (Muijres et al., 2012b) both increase substantially with wing twist. The more
than 4-fold difference in Lcirc /Dind between twisted and non-twisted wings (see Figure
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4.17) is most likely an overestimation, as other (constant) sources for drag were ignored –
these will attenuate the relative differences. It is known that the generation of aerodynamic
forces under the presence of leading-edge vortices reduces the mechanical flight efficiency
(e. g. Lentink & Dickinson, 2009), and that operating a flapping wing at an αeff just below
the limit of leading-edge separation enhances efficiency (Culbreth et al., 2011). A LEV
increases the total aerodynamic force and the gain in lift is accompanied by increased
drag due to the loss of the leading-edge-suction force (Polhamus, 1966). Delta-wing
aircraft at high Re, but also revolving wings with different amounts of twist at very low
Re that generate lift via the LEV, were shown to have a L/D that is inversely proportional
to tan(α) (Polhamus, 1971; Usherwood & Ellington, 2002a; Altshuler et al., 2004). As
the results of the present study show, this relation also holds for flapping wings at higher
Re mimicking the slow speed flight of birds. In the flapping wings that were tested, any
force enhancement that is caused by an increase in effective angle of attack comes at the
cost of reduced efficiency. This is not fundamentally different from a finite wing in purely
steady conditions (see Figure 4.21). Here, the peak of the maximum force is found at
α ≈ 16◦ , just before the wing stalls. The highest efficiency (in terms of L/D) is found
at smaller angles of attack however (note that in Figure 4.21B, the drag at zero degrees
angle of attack was subtracted from the drag measurements. In reality, the optimum
L/D will shift towards slightly higher α). Efficiency and maximum aerodynamic force
hence are competing parameters also under steady flow conditions: Airplanes cannot
fly at the maximum L/D in situations that require large forces, like take-off and landing,
because efficiency and force coefficients cannot be maximized simultaneously (Anderson
& Eberhardt, 2001; Anderson, 2008). In flapping wings, the peak total force coefficient is
generated at very high effective angles of attack, because the wing does not stall in the
conventional sense. Maximum efficiency and maximum total force are therefore found at
very opposed effective angles of attack, and seem to be even more competing parameters
than in steady flow conditions.
The efficiency of lift generation was further analysed with two closely coupled measures
– the spanwise distribution of circulation and the spanwise distribution of downwash.
The latter was used to calculate the span efficiency – a measure for the efficiency of lift
generation (Muijres et al., 2012b). The best agreement between elliptic distribution of
circulation and the measured circulation was found in the highly twisted wing at low St –
a situation where the interaction with the fluid is small and only little lift is generated.
Spanwise circulation is positively related to the effective angle of attack (Nudds et al., 2004)
and velocity. Both parameters increase with span on a non twisted, flapping wing and
potentially yield a distribution of circulation that deviates from the elliptic distribution.
To compensate for the increasing effective angle of attack along span, a wing could be
equipped with twist, eventually making the effective angle of attack constant along the
wing. Even with such a constant effective angle of attack, the velocity gradient along
span will still yield a distribution of circulation that is not elliptic. If other parameters are
constant, this could only be compensated for by further decreasing the effective angle of
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Fig. 4.21: A: Total aerodynamic force Ftot = (Lcirc
+ Dind
)0.5 (blue) and Lcirc /Dind
vs. the mean effective angle of attack. All twist angles and St are pooled. The
total force increases with αeff and the efficiency decreases with αeff . B: Total
aerodynamic force Ftot = (L2 + D2 )0.5 and L/(D − d0 ) of the non twisted wing
under fully steady conditions, as measured in a wind tunnel. L/(D − d0 ) follows
a similar trend as in the measurements of the flapping wings. The increase of Ftot
stops at 16◦ (stall). Each parameter is normalized with respect to its maximum value
in the measurement.

attack with span by additional twist. This is the case in the highly twisted wing at the
lowest Strouhal number: The effective angle of attack at the wing tip is smaller than at
the base – it compensates for the higher flow velocities at the wing tip. Subsequently, the
distribution of circulation is elliptic, but the circulation and the resulting lift are almost
negligible, as lift scales with αeff . From this perspective, it appears questionable whether
an elliptic distribution of circulation can be desirable on a flapping wing if it is supposed
to generate significant lift. The results of the downwash distribution and span efficiency
support these conclusions. Span efficiency increases with wing twist, as the gradient
in effective angle of attack diminishes and the downwash distribution becomes more
even as a consequence. Despite the large variation of twist and St that was tested in the
present study, the range of span efficiencies appears to be relatively small: The lowest
span efficiency is 83.6 ± 0.8% and the highest span efficiency is 98.6 ± 0.4%. This is
comparable to the span efficiencies reported for the flapping flight of several bird species
(86% to 95%, Muijres et al., 2012b), indicating that the effective angle of attack in birds
might vary similarly as in the present study. It has to be kept in mind that span efficiency
is inherently sensitive to noise in the downwash measurements and any irregularities in
the downwash distribution. A comparison of the result with other measurements that
were taken under different circumstances and with different methods should therefore
only be made with caution. The measurements of the present study however support the
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idea that twisted wings have the potential to generate lift more efficiently – in addition to
the increase in efficiency caused by the higher Lcirc /Dind .
twist in nature’s flapping wing flyers
Desert locusts are supposed to benefit from the efficiency of attached flow aerodynamics
at the cost of reduced peak aerodynamic forces by using twisted wings (Young et al., 2009).
These organisms are highly migratory, and they might not need the extra forces associated
with LEVs that appear at elevated αeff , as they are supposed to be less manoeuvrable
than other insect species (Bomphrey, 2012). Eventually, the ability of desert locusts
to accelerate very rapidly from rest to the minimum flight speed via jumping (Katz &
Gosline, 1993) renders the requirement of generating large forces at low flight velocities
less important, and allows to use wing twist to increase efficiency. Butterflies are another
example where wing twist enhances aerodynamic efficiency, but also reduces peak lift
forces during the downstroke (Zheng et al., 2013b).
In the cruising flight of birds, peak lift forces are most likely not of primary importance.
Here, energetic efficiency is likely to play a major role due to the high energetic costs and
the long duration of cruising flight periods (e. g. Norberg, 1990). Birds can afford to avoid
the high drag that would come with the development of leading-edge vortices (Nudds
et al., 2004; Park et al., 2012): The application of wing twist helps to find the optimum
balance between aerodynamic efficiency and the required aerodynamic forces during
cruising. Cruising flight with a close-to-optimal L/D therefore seems to be possible.
Furthermore, the gradients in velocity and αeff over wing span are inherently weaker
in cruising flight than in slow speed flight. Airfoil shape, wing planform and twist can
compensate for some of the gradients in circulation over wing span (e. g. Anderson,
2008). Bird wings are cambered at the wing base and more flat close to the tip (e. g.
Nachtigall & Wieser, 1966; Liu et al., 2004). Wing camber increases lift with attached flow
aerodynamics (e. g. Okamoto et al., 1996, Chapter III of this thesis), and the spanwise
distribution of camber in combination with twist could be a strategy to increase the span
efficiency in cruising flight.
The story looks however different in slow speed flight, during manoeuvring, take-off
and landing: The selection pressure to avoid being killed by predators is very high in
birds: The ability to take-off rapidly and to manoeuvre quickly will decrease the chance
of a bird to be killed (e. g. Lima & Dill, 1990; Swaddle & Lockwood, 1998; van den Hout
et al., 2010). In predator escape, rapid accelerations require large forces to be generated by
the wings. Aerodynamic efficiency does not seem to be an important target of selection
in these situations (Curet et al., 2013). According to the results of the present study, wing
twist is very disadvantageous when such large forces are required. Furthermore, the
ability to fly very slowly just before landing will reduce the chance of injury or wing
damage. Keeping the wings perfectly intact is important, as the flight performance during
take-off, manoeuvring and escape reactions decreases substantially with damaged wings
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(e. g. Tucker, 1991; Swaddle & Witter, 1997; Chai et al., 1999). As stroke amplitude and
flapping frequency in birds are constrained (Lentink & Dickinson, 2009), slow flight
requires high lift coefficients. These can best be achieved by operating the wings at high
angles of attack. Stall does not seem to be a primary issue on flapping or revolving wings
(Usherwood & Ellington, 2002b; Thielicke et al., 2011; Ozen & Rockwell, 2012, Chapter
III of this thesis), and lift continues to increase until very high effective angles of attack
under the presence of leading-edge vortices. LEVs increase lift and drag at the same time
and enable manoeuvres that are essential for bird flight. Despite the implication of the
word, the increase in drag does not always need to be disadvantageous. Lift and drag
both contribute to the total aerodynamic force. If the stroke plane is set correctly, all of
the total aerodynamic force can be used to offset weight. This has been shown previously
for the flapping flight of dragonflies: Drag can be used to support three quarters of the
weight, and potentially, the required power for flight can be reduced by a factor of two
(Wang, 2004). As the results of the present study have shown, this might for a good
part also be applicable to the slow-speed flapping flight of birds, as the aerodynamic
mechanisms of insects and birds are not fundamentally different.
Wing twist can however be observed on some birds in slow speed flight (e. g. Rosén
et al., 2004). Recently, two studies managed to visualize the flow directly around the
flapping wings of slowly flying birds (Muijres et al., 2012c; Chang et al., 2013). Prominent
LEVs were found, and it seems that wing twist in slow-speed flight is not used to avoid
the development of LEVs, but rather to modulate their size and stability and to direct
the resultant force. Maybe, the application of wing twist is generally not used to decrease
αeff at the wing tip, but to increase αeff at the inner part of the wing. This would result
in high angles of attack and high aerodynamic forces over the full wing – however at the
cost of efficiency. Further flow visualizations of the fluid directly around the wings of
birds flying at several speeds are highly desirable to validate the results and to get further
valuable information on the control of flow separation in birds.
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CONCLUSIONS

Wing twist was assumed to be essential in the flapping flight of birds in order to keep the
effective angle of attack sufficiently low. It was shown that this is not strictly necessary,
and that reducing the effective angle of attack at the wing tip reduces the aerodynamic
force – in analogy to the flapping flight of insects. It is likely, that such a reduction in the
peak aerodynamic force is undesirable in many situations in avian flight. In slow flight
however, the purpose of wing twist might not be the reduction of the effective angle of
attack at the wing tip, but the increase of αeff at the wing base, making the whole wing
operate at high effective angles of attack. The mechanical flight efficiency (related to
Lcirc /Dind ) as well as the efficiency of lift generation (related to span efficiency) degrade
when αeff is increased – similar to a wing in purely steady conditions. But even if the
aerodynamic efficiency significantly drops, the overall fitness of a bird is supposed to
increase due to the ability to generate larger forces.
The ability to modify the force coefficients of the wings via wing twist and the resulting
changes in αeff will largely enhance the flight envelope, making flapping wing locomotion
very attractive. From the engineering point of view, the cruising flight of flapping-wing
vertebrates might be of secondary interest, because existing fixed wing airplanes already
outperform birds in terms of the energetic cost of transporting a unit of weight over a
unit of distance (cost-of-transport, Tucker, 1970). In contrast, the manoeuvrability and
versatility of avian flapping flight is yet totally unmatched by any technical application
and it is an important source of inspiration for researchers and engineers today and in
the future.
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Micro Air Vehicles –
Linking Aerodynamics With Application

Micro air vehicles

RATIONALE

The previous chapters dealt with the analysis of avian flapping flight. The current chapter
brings the research conducted on flapping flight into a perspective of existing and future
technical applications. It will give an overview about the principles and techniques of
unmanned aerial vehicles and present the advantages, drawbacks and the potential of
the existing techniques.
The chapter is primarily based on a literature review, together with a few notions
originating from the author’s personal experience in designing successful unmanned
aerial vehicles.
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INTRODUCTION

Birds and bats greatly inspired the first flying machines (e. g. Lilienthal, 1889). The design
of today’s manned aircraft has mostly lost the close link to the natural model organisms,
mainly due to the huge discrepancy between the requirements and specifications of
large aircraft and birds respectively bats and insects. A new demand for small and
manoeuvrable unmanned aerial vehicles puts animal flight back into focus, as birds, bats
and insects have evolved under constraints and requirements that are very relevant to
these small aircraft (e. g. Ellington, 1999; Liu et al., 2004). Many properties of nature’s
flyers are highly promising for an implementation in small aerial vehicles.
Micro air vehicles1 (MAVs) belong to the group of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs,
see Figure 5.1) that include fully autonomous aircraft, remotely operated aircraft (ROAs)
and remotely piloted vehicles (RPVs, Nonami, 2007). In 1996 to 2000, the American
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) initiated a MAV programme with
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Fig. 5.1: Comparison of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs, red), micro air vehicles
(MAVs, orange) and other flyers.
1 Note that the term ’Micro air vehicle’ is much more accepted in the scientific community than
’Micro aerial vehicle’. Conversely, ’Unmanned aerial vehicle’ is more common than ’Unmanned
air vehicle’. Although aware of the inconsistency, the author will stick to the more widespread
appellations.
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Tab. 5.1: Examples for current non-military applications for UAVs. Based on Sarris
(2001) and Okrent (2004).

Mission group

Examples

Scientific
Emergency
Documentation
Communications
Industrial

Terrain mapping, Atmospheric surveys, ...
Avalanche control, Search and rescue, ...
Law enforcement, Crop monitoring, ...
GPS augmentation, Communication relays, ...
Crop spraying, Power / pipe line monitoring, ...

the goal to push the development of very small, unmanned aerial vehicles. The original
restrictions include a size limit of 0.15 m and a maximum take-off weight of 0.1 kg (Singh
et al., 2005). No reason for the choice of these limits is given; they serve as an arbitrary
boundary giving a clear design goal (e. g. Shyy et al., 1999a). The denomination has
subsequently been used in a non-stringent manner (e. g. Green & Oh, 2009; Itasse et al.,
2011; Thielicke et al., 2011) and is generally used as a synonym for very small unmanned
aerial vehicles. Advances in micro technologies such as microelectromechanical systems
(MEMS), miniature cameras and tiny microcontrollers with high computing power have
further pushed the interest in MAVs due to technological feasibility (Singh et al., 2005).
In the past decades, the areas of application for UAVs have grown remarkably. Due to
maturity of many UAVs, it is no longer necessary to search for special applications (Office
of the US Secretary of Defense, 2005). Civil applications mainly focus on aerial imaging
and monitoring. Today’s most popular missions (see Table 5.1 for a small selection)
are most effectively conducted using medium to large UAVs with high endurance and
payload capacity. The missions are performed either at a relatively high altitude, or over
flat and obstacle-free terrain. Therefore, manoeuvrability is of minor significance and
endurance is the most important design goal. The importance of UAVs on the civil
market is hard to quantify but probably greater than usually anticipated: In 2007 already,
Japan features the greatest usage of civil UAVs, and more than 10% of paddy field spraying
was performed using unmanned aerial vehicles (Nonami, 2007).
The range of applications for true MAVs is not yet comparable to the diversity of tasks
in larger UAVs. The small size of MAVs is advantageous when either the operational costs
must be minimized (Bronz et al., 2009), manoeuvrability needs to be high or the hazard
potential (in terms of kinetic energy) must be low. The latter two requirements become
important when operating in the urban environment or in close proximity with animals
and humans. These small vehicles can also easily fly through doors, windows and narrow
corridors (pers. experience), enabling the operation in near-earth environments (Green
& Oh, 2009). Currently, the tasks for MAVs therefore consist mainly of surveillance,
damage assessment and chemical detection inside cities and buildings (Sarris, 2001). With
progressing technology, MAVs will very likely become feasible for other missions that
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are currently the preserves of larger UAVs: In addition to the enhanced manoeuvrability,
MAVs are also easier to transport, more rapid to deploy and have lower production costs
than UAVs (Mueller & DeLaurier, 2001). These features render MAVs generally very
attractive.
types of uavs and mavs
UAVs exist over a large range of weight and size and they are categorized in four groups:
Rotary, fixed, and flapping wing aircraft, and hybrid aircraft (see Figure 5.2).
Rotary wing UAVs use one or several propellers to generate thrust to offset the weight
of the vehicle. By tilting the propeller disk, a fraction of the available thrust can be used
to translate the UAV. All rotary wing UAVs are able to perform hovering flight, the flight
velocity is therefore highly adjustable, leading to an excellent manoeuvrability.
Fixed wing UAVs offset weight by generating lift with their wings. This requires a
certain flight velocity for generating sufficient lift. One or more propellers offset the drag
resulting from lift generation and from the movement through air. Conventional fixed
wing UAVs cannot hover, the minimum flight speed and manoeuvrability is therefore
limited.
If a fixed wing UAV is capable of using solely the propeller(s) for generating lift – which
enables hovering flight – it is termed hybrid UAV. These UAVs are able to transition
between fixed and rotary wing state, and several different concepts exist.
The flight of insects, bats and birds inspired the development of flapping wing MAVs.
Here, the wings serve several purposes at once: The motion of the wings generates lift and
thrust, and the resulting averaged force can be directed in a way that allows for forward
flight and slow-speed or even hovering flight. The properties of each of the four groups
will be presented in more detail later in this chapter.
the (dis)advantage of being small
The potential applications for UAVs have shown that there are two principal demands: In
surveillance missions, endurance needs to be maximized. That will also assist in reaching
locations far away from the deployment site. A first glimpse at Figure 5.2 already conveys
the impression that endurance scales positively with size and weight. Although care has
to be taken when deriving such a relation of a collection including different UAV classes
and design goals, this impression essentially gives the correct notion (note that a large
part of the scatter in Figure 5.2 is caused by the lack of optimization for endurance of
the individual UAVs): In UAVs of varying size, a more or less constant fraction of the
total weight is used for the batteries of the propulsion system (about 30%, Mueller &
DeLaurier, 2001). In level flight, all the weight is offset by an equal amount of lift. Lift is
proportional to area, decreasing the weight of a vehicle is therefore usually associated
with a size reduction. This leads to a decrease of the Reynolds number (Re = Uf c/ν,
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where Uf = forward velocity, c = chord length, ν = kinematic viscosity), and it is known
that the aerodynamic efficiency of airfoils (in terms of L/D) deteriorates at low Re, caused
by the increasing importance of fluid viscosity (e. g. Azuma, 2007; Shyy et al., 2008).
Furthermore, the laminar boundary layer at low Re often separates from the airfoil due
to relatively low inertial forces (Pines & Bohorquez, 2006). Behind the separation, the
fluid encounters a free shear layer, which causes a transition to turbulence. The resulting
turbulence spreads out and the flow reattaches, forming a turbulent boundary layer
(Eppler & Somers, 1985). This phenomenon – the laminar separation bubble – alters the
shape of an airfoil, increases the pressure drag (Woods et al., 2001) and decreases the
aerodynamic efficiency further (Viieru et al., 2006). Small UAVs therefore fly at lower
aerodynamic efficiencies with smaller energy reservoirs, which decreases endurance (see
Figure 5.2). That gives rise to the legitimate question why small UAVs do not compensate
for the decrease in Re by moving the lift generating airfoils at higher velocities and / or
flying at higher speeds. Increasing speed above a certain limit does not only increase the
Reynolds number, but also the required total aerodynamic power. The total aerodynamic
power required by an aircraft in forward flight is a combination of several parameters,
including the induced power (power required to overcome the drag due to lift), the
profile power (power required to overcome form and friction drag of the wings) and
the parasite power (power required to overcome form and friction drag of the body or
fuselage, e. g. Anderson, 2008; Shyy et al., 2008). Both profile and parasite power scale
with velocity cubed (Uf3 ), whereas the induced power scales inversely with velocity ( U1f ),
because the angle of attack of the wing can be reduced at increasing flight speed. The
resulting total power is ’U-shaped’, with a global minimum at the speed of maximum
endurance (Ue , see Figure 5.3). Drawing a line through the origin and tangent to the total
power curve yields the point where L/D is maximal: This is the speed for maximum range
(Ur Anderson, 2008). Both Ue and Ur also relate positively to the size of the aircraft, as
power is proportional to drag times velocity, and drag is proportional to area.
Although the situation in flapping and rotary wings is somewhat different from the
fixed wing power requirements shown in Figure 5.3 (the most remarkable qualitative
difference is that the induced power does not go to infinity at zero speed), the relation
between power and airfoil speed is similar, resulting in comparable ’U-shaped’ power
curves (e. g. Pennycuick, 1969; Rayner, 1979; Stepniewski & Keys, 1984; Leishman, 2000;
Woods et al., 2001; von Busse et al., 2013). Endurance and range hence relate positively
to size (Wood et al., 2012).
Minimizing the size of an UAV is nonetheless feasible, because of the second principal
demand: Large UAVs are not able to operate in urban or cluttered environments due to
the size and the inherently smaller manoeuvrability. Small UAVs can potentially operate
in these environments which require a high manoeuvrability. In addition to the desired
reduction in size and weight, it is required to reduce the minimum speed of the UAV. This
will enhance manoeuvrability (Shyy et al., 1999a), reduce the kinetic energy of the vehicle
and improve the durability and impact behaviour (Viieru et al., 2006). The different
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Fig. 5.2: Caption next page.
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weight, endurance and size (proportional to the size of the dots). The black circle marks the MAV definition
given by DARPA.
1: md4-1000, microdrones; 2: PA-01 Vapor, PULSE Aerospace; 3: md4-200, microdrones; 4: DLX,
personal; 5: Hornet, Ascending Technologies; 6: BOLT, personal; 7: MAVerix, RWTH Aachen;
8: Quadshot, Transition Robotics; 9: White Hawk, University of Arizona; 10: MAVion, Institut Supérieur
de l’Aéronautique et de l’Espace; 11: Golden Snitch Pro, Yang (2012); 12: Hummingbird-inspired MAV,
Nakata et al. (2011); 13: Delfly micro, De Croon et al. (2009); 14: Nano Hummingbird, AeroVironment
Inc.; 15: Delfly II, De Croon et al. (2009); 16: Kestrel, R&R model aircraft; 17: Black Widow, Grasmeyer
& Keennon (2001); 18: LenAir, personal; 19: Wasp AE, AeroVironment Inc.; 20: Swallow, Carbon-Based
Technology Inc.; 21: Sirius, MAVinci; 22: Puma AE, AeroVironment Inc.
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Fig. 5.3: Idealized power vs. speed for a fixed wing aircraft.

categories of UAVs, as introduced in short earlier, each have manifold characteristics
that are discussed in more detail in the next sections with a focus on endurance and
manoeuvrability.
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FIXED WING AIRCRAFT

The knowledge about fixed wing UAVs is significantly more advanced than that about
rotary, flapping or hybrid aircraft (Mueller & DeLaurier, 2001; Viieru et al., 2006). If
endurance or range are the most important factors driving the selection of a UAV, then
fixed wing aircraft are most suitable. They generate lift and thrust in the most efficient
way, but lack any hover or slow flight capabilities (Singh et al., 2005).
endurance
In level flight, thrust (T ) equals drag (D), and lift (L) equals weight (W ). Therefore,
W
the required thrust for a fixed wing aircraft is T = L/D
(Kroo & Kunz, 2001; Green &
Oh, 2005) and hence largely depends on the ratio of the lift to drag coefficient of the
aircraft – the aerodynamic efficiency. By using several simplifying assumptions, it can
be shown that the endurance is in principal inversely proportional to the square root of
the required thrust in level flight (Green & Oh, 2005). The lift to drag ratio varies largely
among fixed wing flyers: The low aspect ratio ’wings’ of a flying squirrel (Petaurista
leucogenys) provide a maximum L/D of 3 (Azuma, 2007), and high performance sail
planes like the Nimbus-4 (aspect ratio = 38.8) have a L/D of more than 60 (SchemppHirth Flugzeugbau GmbH, 2007). It is highly desirable to maximize the aerodynamic
efficiency of the aircraft when endurance is a key requirement. It was already mentioned
earlier that this is a difficult task when dealing with small sized UAVs. In addition to
the drop in aerodynamic efficiency, the decreased efficiency of small propulsion system
deteriorates endurance further (Pines & Bohorquez, 2006): Systems with revolute joints
suffer from reduced performance at small scales due to unfavourable surface area scaling
(Wood, 2008) and small motors inherently have a lower efficiency and a lower power
ratio than larger ones (Grasmeyer & Keennon, 2001). Improvements of the endurance
can nonetheless be achieved by optimizing the airfoil design (e. g. Eppler & Somers, 1985;
Kunz & Kroo, 2001; Selig et al., 2001), or wing geometry (e. g. Torres & Mueller, 2001).
manoeuvrability
The slow flight capability and thus the manoeuvrability of fixed wing MAVs are limited,
because only the wings provide lift for compensating weight. By considering DARPA’s
size limitations, it is possible to get a good impression of the limited minimum flight
speed (Umin ) of a fixed wing MAV. The maximum size of the aircraft should be 0.15 m
according to the definitions. To enhance the slow speed capabilities, wing area must be
maximized, as lift is proportional to area. A circle with a diameter of 0.15 m provides a
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lifting area of 0.018 m2 and an aspect ratio of unity. For flight speeds 1 m/s < U < 10 m/s,
the Reynolds number ranges from 104 < Re < 105 . Very thin, cambered airfoils provide
the best performance (in terms of L/D) under these conditions (Shyy et al., 1999b), and
the peak lift coefficient of a cambered flat plate with an aspect ratio of unity is 0.9 at
similar Re (Pelletier & Mueller, 2000). These parameters allow calculating the maximum
lift produced for a range of flight speeds and accordingly the maximum take-off weight
that can be balanced in level flight (see Figure 5.4). As expected from the quadratic
relation between velocity and force, Umin is proportional to the square root of the takeoff weight. The ’Black Widow’ fixed wing MAV shown in Figure 5.2 has a span of 0.15 m
and an almost circular planform, and therefore serves as an example to get an idea about
a realistic take-off weight. The weight (W ) is given as 80 g (Grasmeyer & Keennon,
2001), which results in a theoretical Umin of 9 m/s (see dashed lines in Figure 5.4) and a
2
minimum kinetic energy (Ekmin = 21 W Umin
) of 6.5 joules (which equals the kinetic
energy of a 1 kg weight dropped from 0.7 m height and can be considered as potentially
dangerous). The velocity is by far too high for operating in cities or even inside buildings
and disqualifies fixed wing MAVs for tasks requiring high manoeuvrability.
The approach for determining minimum flight speed is however a simplification. The
slipstream of the propulsion system will modify the performance of the wing, most
notably, the lift and drag coefficients both increase in the classical tractor configuration
(Deng et al., 2012). At high angle of attack (α), which is necessary at low speeds, the
thrust of the motor contributes to lift with sin(α). This can go as far as in Green & Oh
(2009), where the fixed wing MAV finally starts to hover at an angle of incidence of
90◦ with respect to the horizontal (a manoeuvre called ’prop-hanging’). By performing
this kind of manoeuvre, a fixed wing aircraft inherits the properties of a rotary wing
MAV and therefore falls into a different category – the hybrid MAVs.
The problem with the minimum flight speed can be circumvented by applying an extra
velocity component by additional wing motion. This can be done either by spinning the
wings, or by flapping. The resulting motion also allows for enhancing the limited lift
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coefficient of a steadily translating wing (0.9 in the example given above). The MAVs
using one or more of these strategies are presented in the following sections.
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ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT

In the rotary wing category, two principles are common: The helicopter has two rotors,
sometimes both are used for creating lift (tandem, respectively coaxial helicopters), and
sometimes one of the rotors is used exclusively to compensate the torque of the main
rotor (conventional helicopters). Helicopters need additional actuators and mechanisms
(e. g. a swashplate) for generating the necessary moments and forces during manoeuvring.
The other principle is currently becoming very popular in commercial applications and
in the scientific community: Multirotors usually have three or more rotors dedicated to
generating lift (see Figure 5.5). Configurations with  4 individually controllable rotors do
not need additional actuators for manoeuvring. All moments and forces are generated by
the variation of the rotational speed of the rotors, which modifies thrust and torque. This
makes the structural design very simple and reduces the risk of mechanical and wearout
failures. Figure 5.6 demonstrates that the amount of rotors on these vehicles has little
influence on the maximum endurance. However, a certain amount of redundancy can be
achieved by using six or more motors, further reducing the risk of failure. Additionally,
the maximum thrust increases with added rotors, which increases the payload capacity.
In terrestrial mobile robots, the endurance can be largely increased by carrying additional
battery energy (Wood, 2008), which is very different from the situation in aerial robots.
Here, a relatively broad optimum battery energy exists that maximizes endurance (see
Figure 5.6).

Fig. 5.5: Conventional multirotor with six rotors and no additional actuators. This
UAV was designed by the author in 2013 to be remotely piloted with a wireless video
link during air races. A company now produces this multirotor (the ’Team-Blacksheep
GEMINI’) in larger quantities. Left: CAD drawing. Right: Finished prototype.
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Fig. 5.6: Left: Exemplary data for the static thrust vs. power input of a typical
16 g brushless DC motor with different propellers (shown in separate colours).
Power is proportional to thrust1.36 (R2 > 0.999). Right: Theoretical endurance of
multirotors with different amounts of motors (shown in separate colours), and the
dependency on battery energy. The calculation is based on a battery energy density
of 180 Wh/kg (Bronz et al., 2009), and the 16 g motor. If the total weight exceeds
60% of the combined maximum static thrust of the motors, the curves are dashed
(the remaining 40% of the maximum thrust are reserved for manoeuvring).

endurance
Steady flight requires all the weight of the vehicle to be balanced by an equal amount of
thrust generated by the rotor(s). Compared to a fixed wing vehicle of the same weight,
the amount of thrust required is therefore by a factor of L/D larger (Kroo & Kunz, 2001).
The endurance of rotary wing aircraft (Er ) is hence small compared to that of fixed wing
vehicles (Efw ), due to the large thrust requirement (Green & Oh, 2005). When assuming
equal weights, equal sources of energy respectively power and equal flight velocities,

r
the equations given in Green & Oh (2005) can be rearranged yielding EEfw
= D/L,
where L and D are lift and drag of the fixed wing aircraft at maximum L/D, and U 
Umin . Figure 5.7 demonstrates that in theory, a rotary wing aircraft has about half of
the endurance of a fixed wing aircraft with a moderate L/D of four. This relation will not
perfectly hold in practice, as endurance is influenced by a multitude of parameters.
In addition to the principally lower endurance of rotary wing aircraft, there is another
parameter largely responsible for the endurance: The disk loading (w) equals the weight
per area swept by the rotor (w = W/Adisk ) and determines the propulsive efficiency
(Stepniewski & Keys, 1984). The endurance of an existing rotary wing aircraft can be
enhanced straightforward either by lowering its weight, or by increasing the diameter
of the rotor, both measures decreasing the disk loading. The thrust of a rotor is T =
mair /t·U, where mair is the mass of air affected, t is time and U is the velocity increment
given to mair . The power required for generating thrust is proportional to force times
velocity, hence P = mair /t · U2 (Vogel, 1994). Increasing the rotor diameter (and keeping
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the total thrust at the same level) hence increases mair and allows for decreasing U. The
required power is smaller, and endurance is enhanced. Although a low disk loading
results in lower power during hovering, the required power increases rapidly at higher
flight speeds. This effect is caused by the associated lower rotational speed of the rotor
that results in a rapid increase of the advance ratio (J = 2URfn , where n = rotational
speed of the rotor, and R = radius of the rotor) with speed, which increases the profile
power (Woods et al., 2001). Rotary wing MAVs with a low disk loading do also not reach
elevated top speeds (Ellington, 1999; Whitney & Wood, 2012), which negatively impacts
range. Additionally, large rotors that use low jet velocities to produce the required thrust
are more sensitive to wind gusts – a factor that makes controlled flight of small vehicles
problematic (Lian & Shyy, 2007; Galinski & Mieloszyk, 2012). The sensitivity to wind gusts
relates to Ugust /Ujet , where Ugust is the instantaneous gust velocity and Ujet is the
velocity of the propeller jet. Horizontal wind gusts potentially change the angle of attack
of a rotor blade and create moments that tend to roll and pitch the helicopter (Sunada &
Tsuji, 2012; Neitzke, 2013). Large induced velocities in the propeller disk contribute to
limiting this effect. Vehicles with high disk loading thus have an improved gust resistance
but a shorter endurance (Neitzke, 2013). The limited efficiency of rotary wing vehicles
renders them relatively unattractive for missions requiring mainly endurance. Due to
their ability to hover, they are still number one choice when manoeuvrability or vertical
take-off and landing (VTOL) is required.
manoeuvrability
Slow speed capabilities and highly manoeuvrable flight is required at the IMAV competition (International Micro Air Vehicle Conference and Flight Competition), that is held in
Europe every year. The aim of the competition is to demonstrate recent advances in the
design and automation of MAVs and UAVs. The excellent manoeuvrability of rotary wing
MAVs inspired the author to design a small multirotor specifically for the competitions
requiring flight dynamics (see Figure 5.8). Recent advances in miniaturization and availability of very small inertial measurement units (IMUs) and powerful microcontrollers
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Fig. 5.8: Left: One of the author’s multirotors designed specifically for competitions
requiring minimal size and high manoeuvrability. The maximum dimension of the
’BOLT S|2’ is 0.19 m for 0.254 kg take-off weight. Three pairs of rotors are arranged
in a coaxial configuration for minimizing size. Right: The design proved to be
successful in several international competitions, and was additionally awarded with
a special price from the Dutch police (KLPD) for the best operational MAV.

enabled the design of an exceptionally small and lightweight custom flight controller
(see Figure 5.9). The missions at the IMAV require the vehicles to be very small, highly
manoeuvrable, fast and gust resistant. The endurance was of minor importance, as the
individual competitions required flight times of less than 5 minutes with the possibility
to swap or recharge batteries in between the competitions. The size of the vehicle was
minimized by choosing a setup with three coaxial motors. The maximum dimension

(lmax ) of this setup is lmax = (s + 2R)2 + h2 , where s = horizontal distance between
motor shafts (95 mm), R = radius of a rotor (46 mm) and h = vertical distance of the
rotors (50 mm). A conventional quadrotor design with the same rotor diameter is about
√
15% larger (lmax = 2 · s + 2R) and scores less points in the competitions due to a size
penalty factor. MAVs driven by coaxial motors suffer from decreased maximum thrust
per motor (when compared to a more conventional setup) and a further slight decrease
in efficiency (Bell et al., 2011), but the remaining endurance proved to be more than sufficient for the focussed missions. A valuable effect of the coaxial propeller configuration is
an increased disk loading that enhances the gust resistance of small-scale rotary wing
devices (Neitzke, 2013). This hexrotor – and some other designs of the author’s multirotor
series – proved to be successful in international and national competitions, scoring more
than 21 first places within four years. These multirotors are preferably piloted using live
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10 mm

Fig. 5.9: Top (left) and bottom view (right) of a custom flight controller measuring
19·19 mm. The controller stabilizes the vehicle’s attitude using data from three
gyroscopes and three accelerometers contained in an Inertial Measurement Unit
(IMU, right) weighing about 0.05 g. The total weight of the controller is about 1 g.

video transmission; automatic flight in GPS-denied areas or with the aid of GPS was
however developed and successfully tested as well.
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HYBRID MAVS

The information so far given on the characteristics of fixed and rotary wing MAVs has
shown that endurance and manoeuvrability are rather competing properties. However,
typical MAV missions in urban areas need both: Endurance is important for reaching a
specific remote area, and the ability to hover respectively manoeuvre is required to monitor e. g. places of accident or to enter contaminated buildings (Moschetta & Shkarayev,
2008; Itasse et al., 2011). The attempt to combine the advantageous properties of both
fixed and rotary wings is therefore a consequent ambition. The most straightforward
solutions are hybrid MAVs. Several different concepts exist; the most popular ones are
the tilt-body, tilt-rotor and tilt-wing configuration (Moschetta & Shkarayev, 2008). In
these concepts (see Figure 5.10), hovering flight is enabled by one or more rotors generating sufficient lift to balance weight. The rotors are tilted forward to generate thrust
in cruising flight. In this flight mode, a conventional fixed wing generates lift efficiently.
These aircraft fly relatively efficiently, they have a very good manoeuvrability and are
able to hover. Moschetta & Shkarayev (2008) performed a comparison of three hybrid
MAV concepts. The tilt-rotor concept (see Figure 5.10, middle) disqualified right in the
beginning, as on the typical low aspect ratio wings of MAVs, an important portion of the
rotors downwash is blocked by the wing in hovering flight, greatly reducing aerodynamic
efficiency. The tilt-wing concept was shown to require more power to sustain hovering
flight, and to have a larger take-off weight due to the need for wing actuation. A tilt-body
therefore seems to be the most adequate solution, unless there are special demands that
require having a horizontal fuselage during both hovering and cruising (Moschetta &
Shkarayev, 2008).
Unfortunately, the combination of the properties of fixed and rotary wing devices
comes at the cost of some drawbacks. In tilt-bodies, the use of just one single rotor for
generating lift respectively thrust generates high torque in hovering flight. Due to the low
aspect ratio wings, torque is of particular nuisance in MAVs (Jones et al., 2005). Here,
control surfaces have to be large in order to generate sufficient forces to cancel torque,
which degrades the vehicles aerodynamics (Shkarayev & Moschetta, 2007). Additionally,
the use of a single propeller causes a rotational airflow around the control surfaces
that causes problematic asymmetric flows (Jones et al., 2005; Shkarayev & Moschetta,
2007). These disadvantages can be offset by using coaxial motors: Torque as well as the
asymmetry of the jet is minimized which results in better flight characteristics (Shkarayev
& Moschetta, 2007). However, coaxial motors require hollow shafts that are difficult to
produce and hard to service. Using two counter-rotating motors at the extremities of the
wing is the better suited alternative to coaxial motors (Itasse et al., 2011). It should be
noted that a vehicle capable of hovering flight uses motors that are largely oversized for
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Tilt-rotor

Tilt-wing

Hover

Cruise

Tilt-body

Fig. 5.10: Three concepts of hybrid MAVs. In the tilt-rotor and tilt-wing configuration,
the fuselage stays horizontal during hover and cruise. This is advantageous for
manned aviation, but of secondary interest in MAVs.

cruising flight, because the power requirement in fixed wing mode is much lower than
that in rotary wing mode (Shkarayev & Moschetta, 2007). This results in unnecessary
extra weight during cruising flight. Furthermore, the aerodynamic situation on rotors
in hovering flight deviates largely from cruising flight. Fixed-pitch rotors are working
optimally only at one advance ratio (Anderson, 2008). The large variation in flight
speed therefore comes at the cost of reduced average propeller efficiency. Despite these
drawbacks, hybrid MAVs are very promising for missions that require the combination
of high manoeuvrability and endurance. These concepts currently get much attention
from the scientific community, and further interesting solutions are to be expected.
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FLAPPING WING MAVS

Flapping the wings circumvents the problem of minimum flight speed as introduced
earlier: Moving wings are able to generate lift and thrust even at very low flight speeds,
because the wing motion generates an additional velocity component. In the last decade,
hovering flight with flapping wing robots became finally possible (Delfly II and MENTOR), mainly due to advances in battery and propulsion technology (van Breugel et al.,
2008; Lipson, 2011). These advances also recently allowed the take-off of the first untethered moth-scaled flapping wing MAV (Kawamura et al., 2008). The generation of
an additional velocity component on the wings is not the only advantage of flapping
vs. steady flight: Flapping wings can potentially generate much higher aerodynamic
forces than translating wings (e. g. Lentink & Dickinson, 2009; Thielicke et al., 2011). This
increase in force is exploited by many insects, birds and bats making use of the enhanced
aerodynamics of clap and fling (e. g. Weis-Fogh, 1973), wake capture (e. g. Dickinson,
1994), leading-edge vortices (e. g. Ellington et al., 1996) or wing rotation (e. g. Dickinson,
1994; Dickinson et al., 1999). Chapters III and IV of this thesis aim at understanding
the principles of how these enhanced aerodynamics can be controlled: Camber, twist
and wing thickness each have been shown to play an important role for the development
of leading-edge vortices. Some flapping wing MAVs are already designed to benefit
from these aerodynamic mechanisms (e. g. Thielicke et al., 2011; De Croon et al., 2012).
However, the flight performance of natures flyers is still totally unrivalled by human
inventions (e. g. Ellington, 1999; Shyy et al., 1999a; Wood, 2008). Birds outperform
manned aircraft in terms of body lengths per unit time, roll rate and peak accelerations
(Shyy et al., 1999a), and ever exceeding the performance of nature’s flyers will be difficult
(Pines & Bohorquez, 2006). The performance of nature’s flyers is sufficiently impressive
to generate a strong motivation among scientists to pursue flapping flight for technical
applications (Jones et al., 2005).
enhanced manoeuvrability
Currently there are many research groups working on the implementation of flapping
flight for MAV purposes. Several advantages and disadvantages of flapping wings in
comparison with rotary or fixed wings are in discussion. Nature’s flyers demonstrate
that the manoeuvrability and agility of flapping flight is outstanding and very capable of
serving as a prototype (e. g. Shyy et al., 1999a; Wood, 2008), and more manoeuvrable
than fixed wing flight (Pesavento & Wang, 2009). Although it has not yet been proven, it
is likely that flapping flight is more manoeuvrable than rotary wing flight (Usherwood,
2009). One of several reasons for the potential advantage in manoeuvrability is the
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capability of generating higher aerodynamic forces. Lentink & Dickinson (2009) have
shown that flapping wings generate stroke averaged forces that are twofold larger than
the forces generated by translating wings – rotating wings generate comparable average
forces. However, the peak forces during a flapping cycle – which are even more important
for manoeuvring – exceed the forces generated by rotating wings by a factor of two
(Liu & Kawachi, 2001). We have shown that these effects are not limited to the low
Reynolds number regime of insect flight: Flapping wings at bird-scale can generate
very high and robust forces even at exceptionally large effective angles of attack (see
Chapters III and IV). It has also been shown in a theoretical examination using blade
element and momentum theory, that flapping wings are less disturbed by lateral wind
gusts than fixed or rotary wings (Sunada & Tsuji, 2012). Enhanced aerodynamic forces
are not the only reason for the increased manoeuvrability: Whereas insects tilt the stroke
plane for gentle manoeuvres, they also have the possibility to generate large horizontal
thrust via asymmetric flapping, which is more suitable for brisk manoeuvres (Ellington,
1999). Flapping wings hence have more possibilities to generate and direct forces than
conventional rotary wings (Ennos, 1989).
design challenges
To take advantage of these potential benefits in manoeuvrability, a lot of work in the
mechanical design of flapping wings still has to be done. AeroVironment Inc. (see
Figure 5.11, Baek et al., 2011) has recently patented a very impressive solution for a
tail-less flapping wing that manoeuvres by only changing the kinematics of the wings.
This aerobatic 160 mm span MAV (actually, it is designed to fit DARPA’s ’Nano Air
Vehicle’ program, www.avinc.com/nano) is inspired by the hummingbird and definitively
provides a very successful example for the manoeuvrability of flapping wings.
Designing flapping wing devices is especially demanding. The challenge begins already
with the construction of the wings. Currently, insect wings seem to be simpler to mimic
(Wood, 2008), due to the absence of muscles in the wings and due to their fully passive
deformation (e. g. Ennos, 1988). Owing to the large amplitude of flapping wings and the
periodic accelerations, large inertial forces are generated, making flapping wings most
attractive at small scale (Kroo & Kunz, 2001; Ho et al., 2003). There are only very few
large scale ornithopters where flapping flight was implemented successfully (DeLaurier,
1999). The design of suitable wings requires finding an appropriate balance between a
low moment of inertia (I), and sufficient bending resistance (Shyy et al., 1999a). The
power required for moving the wings is amongst others proportional to the moment of
inertia (Piner ∝ Φ2 · f3 · I, where Φ = excursion angle, and f = flapping frequency, Berg
& Rayner, 1995), and it is desirable to keep it as low as possible by reducing the wings
weight (lightweight wings are additionally required for a good manoeuvrability, Shyy
et al., 1999a). This is usually achieved by using membrane wings (e. g. Bhowmik et al.,
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Fig. 5.11: The nano hummingbird by AeroVironment Inc. Right: Multi-exposure
image of a lateral 360◦ flip. Images retrieved from www.avinc.com .

2013), designed from ultra-thin plastic film. Membrane wings generally have appropriate
properties for hovering, but are less suitable during cruising flight (see Chapter VII).
The most popular actuators for a flapping wing are rotary motors. This is actually
suboptimal, as the continuous rotary motion needs to be converted to a reciprocating
motion, which leads to a complex mechanism increasing the weight and resulting in
a fixed motion pattern (Pines & Bohorquez, 2006). Adequate actuators are still under
development; promising concepts seem to be the use of smart linear actuators such as
artificial muscles (Pines & Bohorquez, 2006), or thermal and shape memory actuators,
and electrostatic, piezoelectric, or dielectric elastomer actuators (Chen Chen & Wang,
2013). Only at very small scale, piezoceramic actuators become feasible (Wood, 2008;
Wood et al., 2012). Nature is still unparalleled in the ability to integrate actuators, control
and power (Wood, 2008), and some research for optimizing the mechanical design and
specifically the actuation of flapping wings needs to be conducted.
energy efficiency
The aerodynamic efficiency of flapping flight in comparison to the other possibilities to
stay aloft is debated in literature. Such a comparison can only be performed reasonably by
means of a simulation, as it is still extremely difficult to design two fully equivalent aerial
vehicles – one driven by flapping wings and one by rotating wings – to perform a fair
comparison of the aerodynamic efficiency in practice (Serokhvostov & Pushchin, 2012).
Whether there are advantages for one or the other propulsion principle also depends
on the situation that is analyzed (e. g. hovering vs. cruising flight, Woods et al., 2001).
Many studies propose that flapping flight is more efficient respectively more effective
than the use of rotating propellers that rely on steady-state aerodynamics (e. g. Rayner,
2001; Jones et al., 2005; Pines & Bohorquez, 2006; Zheng et al., 2013a). However, the exact
definition of the terms efficiency and effectiveness is seldom given. In flight, many tasks
are important simultaneously (e. g. generating lift and thrust or generating high forces
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for manoeuvring) and all of these might be performed with high or low effectiveness and
efficiency. Woods et al. (2001) compared the energy efficiency (defined as accumulated
energy consumption during the execution of a defined task) of fixed, rotary and flapping
wings in a simulation. The study included a procedure for optimizing the planform, flight
speed and battery size of each vehicle for minimizing energy consumption, but did not
consider the influence of non-elliptic lift distribution and unsteady aerodynamic effects.
The tasks that were analysed in the simulation included loitering, cruising and carrying
payloads. Whereas fixed wing vehicles were always most energy efficient when there
was no requirement to hover, flapping wings outperformed rotary wings at low wind
speeds. Additionally, it was shown that the energy required for a specific task generally
increases with wind speed. Therefore, flying in the ground boundary layer is assumed
beneficial (Woods et al., 2001). However, it should be kept in mind that turbulences
increase dramatically in proximity to the ground, which requires very agile aircraft and
will most likely increase the energy consumption due to the need for continuous flight
trajectory corrections.
At very low Re, flapping wings might even outperform optimal fixed wings in terms
of the minimal aerodynamic power required to support a specific weight. Furthermore,
when a flapping wing takes advantage of its own wake, the required aerodynamic power
can be reduced by up to 27% (Pesavento & Wang, 2009). There are also studies that doubt
that flapping wings are energetically superior to propeller driven MAVs (e. g. Hall &
Hall, 2001; Usherwood, 2009). A study of Liu & Moschetta (2009) has shown that the
difference in the required power for hovering in flapping and rotary wings is less than
5%. They conclude that the choice of a specific propulsion concept should be driven
by other arguments than that of aerodynamic efficiency (Liu & Moschetta, 2009), such
as the potentially enhanced manoeuvrability of flapping wing MAVs. Chapter VII will
furthermore demonstrate that flapping wing MAVs can benefit from the use of different
flight modes during the execution of separate tasks. Manoeuvring flight requires reliable
and large forces, which can be generated by flapping wings at high angles of attack:
Leading-edge vortices develop and increase the total aerodynamic force coefficients. It
has been shown that not only the lift of the wing, but also the drag contributes to keeping
a vehicle airborne (Wang, 2004), greatly enhancing slow-speed capabilities. In cruising
and gliding flight, the MAV can take advantage of the aerodynamic efficiency of attached
flow aerodynamics. Switching between flight modes enables a flapping wing MAV to
have superior slow-speed capabilities and enhanced endurance in a single device (see
Figure 5.12 and Chapter VII).
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Fig. 5.12: Advantages of using different flight modes in a flapping wing MAV.
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CONCLUSION

This chapter presented existing applications and the potential of micro air vehicles. The
specific challenges that are linked to miniaturization and the associated reduction of
the Reynolds number have been introduced. Small vehicles have a limited endurance,
but lower minimal flight velocities, reduced inertia, increased durability and impact behaviour, lower production costs and enhanced manoeuvrability. Miniaturization hence
appears advantageous. Fixed wing aircraft have the highest aerodynamic efficiency and
therefore the greatest endurance. However, the limited slow-speed capability renders
such aircraft inappropriate for operations inside cities or even inside buildings. There,
rotary and flapping wing MAVs are advantageous. Hybrid MAVs as well as flapping wing
MAVs potentially combine the advantages of rotary and fixed wing MAVs. Flapping
wings create higher peak forces and can additionally generate horizontal thrust, an important prerequisite for extra manoeuvrability. Although impressive achievements in the
development of flapping wing MAVs have recently been reported, future studies need to
concentrate furthermore on the development of appropriate actuators and mechanisms
for flapping wings. The feasibility of superior flapping wing micro air vehicles is particularly linked to advances in technology, such as batteries with high energy densities and
lightweight high power density actuators. In conjunction with the increasing knowledge
of the aerodynamics of flapping flight, it is expected to see further convincing biomimetic
applications in the very near future.
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ABSTRACT

Vertical and horizontal force of a flapping-wing micro air vehicle (MAV) has been
measured in slow-speed forward flight using a force balance. Detailed information on
kinematics was used to estimate forces using a blade-element analysis. Input variables
for this analysis are lift and drag coefficients. These coefficients are usually derived from
steady-state measurements of a wing in translational flow. Previous studies on insect flight
have shown that this method underestimates forces in flapping flight, mainly because
it cannot account for additional lift created by unsteady phenomena. We therefore
derived lift and drag coefficients using a concept for delta-wings with stably attached
leading-edge vortices. Resulting lift coefficients appeared to be a factor of 2.5 higher
than steady-flow coefficients, and match the results from previous (numerical) studies
on instantaneous lift coefficients in flapping flight. The present study confirms that a
blade-element analysis using force coefficients derived from steady-state wind tunnel
measurements underestimates vertical force by a factor of approximately two. The
equivalent analysis, using ’vortex-lift’ enhanced coefficients from a delta-wing analogue,
yields very good agreement with force balance measurements, and hence seems to be a
good approximation for lift-enhancing flow phenomena when modelling flapping flight.
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INTRODUCTION

The desire to understand the aerodynamics of flapping flight in insects, birds and bats has
been the motivation of many studies in the past. Early attempts applied the blade-element
theory (BET), a theory often used to estimate thrust and torque of revolving propellers,
to explain forces required during sustained insect hovering flight (Ellington, 1984a). The
basis of this theory is a ’quasi-steady’ approach that assumes the instantaneous forces of
a flapping wing to be identical to the forces of the same wing under steady motion with
identical angle of attack and velocity (Ellington, 1984a). The idea of the BET is to divide
the wings into small elements along the wing span. For each element, the effective angle
of attack as well as the instantaneous flow velocity is derived from detailed time-resolved
information on the kinematics of the flapping wing. The forces created by each element
can be calculated when lift and drag coefficients of the wing sections are known. Usually,
these coefficients are derived from static force measurements of a series of angles of attack
of the airfoils under steady-flow conditions in a wind tunnel. However, the application
of the BET appeared to seriously underestimate the forces observed in flapping insect
flight (Ellington, 1984a; Ennos, 1989; Zanker & Gotz, 1990). By studying the flow around
flapping robotic insect wings, Ellington et al. (1996) identified an explanation for this
discrepancy. In a scaled model of a hovering hawkmoth, they observed large vortices
on top of the wings increasing the circulation and therefore the aerodynamic forces.
These leading-edge vortices (LEVs) remain stably attached to the wing and contribute
substantially to lift throughout the full downstroke by increasing the amount of bound
circulation of the wing. Subsequent studies identified LEVs in other insects, robotic
flapping-wing devices, hovering birds and slow-flying bats (e. g. Usherwood & Ellington,
2002a; Bomphrey et al., 2005; Warrick et al., 2005; Hubel & Tropea, 2010; Muijres et al.,
2008). Lentink & Biewener (2010) suggest that LEVs are a universal and efficient high
lift mechanism for slow flapping flight over a quite large range of animal sizes.
The amplifying effect of these vortices on the lift and drag coefficients during wing
flapping (Bomphrey et al., 2005) is not present when determining lift coefficient (CL )
and drag coefficient (CD ) from steady-flow force measurements in a wind tunnel. Hence,
forces calculated with a blade-element analysis underestimate forces of flapping wings.
Although the discovery of LEVs in insect flight substantially contributed to understanding
the mechanics of flapping flight, these vortices were well known to aircraft designers
before they were found in nature: During relatively slow flight, delta-wing aircraft like
the Concorde largely rely on lift created by additional circulation of stable leading-edge
vortices (e. g. Polhamus, 1966). The sharp leading-edges of the wings of such aircraft
induce flow separation, a feature that can also be found on insect and bird wings (e. g.
Videler et al., 2004). In delta-wing aircraft, vortices are stabilized by the wing sweep
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which allows for a spanwise flow parallel to the swept leading-edge, convecting vorticity
to the wing tip and preventing the LEV to grow and detach (Wu et al., 1991). Although the
stabilization mechanisms for the LEVs in delta-wing aircraft and flapping insect wings
are probably not exactly the same (e. g. Birch & Dickinson, 2001; Lentink & Dickinson,
2009), the flow phenomena and the aerodynamic effects of these vortices are analogous
(Ellington et al., 1996). Lift coefficients for delta wings with attached vortical flow on top
of the wing range from 4 to 6 (Wu et al., 1991), which is substantially higher than the lift
coefficients of conventional wings.
Polhamus (1966) introduces a concept to predict lift coefficients of sharp-edge delta
wings (up to an aspect ratio of 4) based on the combination of potential-flow lift and
vortex lift. His theory includes a simple trigonometric relationship between the lift
(respectively drag) coefficient and geometric angle of attack. The concept was verified
by wind-tunnel measurements of sharp-edged, highly swept wings and provides a very
good prediction of total lift (Polhamus, 1968) which may find wider application than for
swept wings only.
In the present study, we measured lift and drag of a simple flapping-wing MAV. The
MAV is equipped with bio-inspired wings which have a sharp leading-edge at the outer
2/3 of the wing and a round leading-edge close to the wing base. Three-dimensional flow
patterns around the same type of wing during flapping were analysed in an earlier study,
showing a prominent and stable leading-edge vortex that developed immediately at the
beginning of the downstroke (Stamhuis et al., 2012). Classical lift and drag coefficients
of this type of wing are obtained from steady-flow measurements in a wind tunnel. We
use a blade-element analysis to estimate aerodynamic forces, by generating a set of force
coefficients using the trigonometric relationship proposed for delta-wings (Polhamus,
1966) to account for the additional circulation enabled by LEVs. The results of the
blade-element analysis using steady-flow force coefficients and force coefficients from a
delta-wing analogue are compared to aerodynamic force measurements at the MAV.
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MATERIAL AND METHODS

mav
The wings of the MAV (see Figure 6.1) are modelled from 3 mm closed-cell extruded
polystyrene foam sheet (DEPRON). The planform is inspired by the wings of swiftlets
(Collocalia linchi) with some camber at the base and a sharp leading-edge at the outer
part of the wing. The total wing span (tip-to-tip) is 0.33 m with an average chord length
of 40 mm and an aspect ratio of 8.3. The wings are mostly rigid showing only some
aeroelastic bending near the tip at higher flapping frequencies, similar to the wings of
swifts and swiftlets (Savile, 1950; Henningsson et al., 2008; Stamhuis et al., 2012). The
wings each have two rotational degrees of freedom (shoulder joint: up and down wing
excursion; and longitudinal joint: pro- / supination parallel to the spanwise axis, allowing
the wings to change geometric angle of attack (αgeo , see Figure 6.5) and are driven by
a single small geared DC motor. Flapping frequency (0 - 9.5 Hz) was set by altering
the voltage of a power supply. The specific arrangement of linkage elements makes the
wings supinate during upstroke and pronate during downstroke, resulting in very similar
kinematics as in an earlier study that focused on flow measurements (Stamhuis et al.,

0.1 m

Fig. 6.1: Flapping-wing MAV mounted on the force balance. Wing-span = 0.33 m,
average chord length = 40 mm, aspect ratio = 8.3 .
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Fig. 6.2: Wing excursion (solid line) and geometric angle of attack (angle between
Uf and wing chord; dashed line). A: Wing kinematics for a flapping frequency of
3.65 Hz in 2.28 m/s flow. B: Wing kinematics for a flapping frequency of 7.61 Hz in
2.84 m/s flow. The kinematics change at increasing flapping frequency and free flow
velocity due to increasing aerodynamic and inertial load and some elasticity in the
mechanical design.

2012). The change of geometric angle of attack and excursion throughout wing beat
cycle is shown exemplary for two different situations in Figure 6.2. The stroke plane was
set to 90◦ in relation to the free flow. To mimic slow-flight conditions, flow velocities
between 2.28 m/s and 2.84 m/s were tested in an open jet low speed wind tunnel (test
section diameter = 0.45 m; Umax = 14 m/s). The Reynolds number (Re), a measure for
the importance of inertial vs. viscous forces, is calculated as

Re =

2
vvert
+ Uf2 c
ν

(6.1)

where vvert = mean vertical tip velocity; Uf = free flow velocity; c = mean chord; ν =
kinematic viscosity
Measurements were done for Re between 8 · 103 and 1.3 · 104 . The advance ratio J,
given by
Uf
J=
(6.2)
|vvert |
is a measure for forward flight speed vs. wing tip velocity in flapping flight. It ranges
from 0.6 to 1.7 for the parameters tested in flapping flight, here.
flapping flight force measurements
Vertical (FV , ’lift’) and horizontal (FH , ’thrust’) force of the MAV was recorded with a
2-axes force balance (for details see Kesel, 2000), sampled at 1200 Hz, digitized with an
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analogue-to-digital converter and processed with MATLAB and Excel. Instantaneous
forces of eighteen successive full flapping cycles were recorded three times (n = 3) for each
setup. Flapping frequencies between 3.5 and 9.5 Hz were tested for three flow velocities
(2.28; 2.57; 2.84 m/s). Forces were integrated over the wing beat cycle to derive mean
horizontal (FH ) and mean vertical force (FH ). The mean vertical force coefficient is
derived by (Kim et al., 2009)
2FV
CV =
(6.3)
ρUf2 Awing
where ρ = density; Awing = total wing area.
lift and drag coefficients
Steady-state lift and drag coefficients (subsequently denominated ’steady’ coefficients)
were obtained from measurements of lift and drag of the isolated wings in the same
wind tunnel (Re = 1.4 · 104 ). Forces were sampled for geometric angles of attack between
-45◦ and 65◦ (step size 1◦ , n = 3). CL and CD were derived via
CL =

2L

ρU2 A
f

wing

; respectively CD =

2D

ρU2 A
f

(6.4)

wing

where L = lift; D = drag.
Maximum lift coefficient CL,max is 1.01 ± 0.01 at 11◦ geometric angle of attack (see
Figure 6.3). For the blade-element analysis, coefficients were stored in a lookup table,
non-integer values were determined via linear interpolation. An additional set of lift and
drag coefficients was created following Polhamus (1966) as explained in short earlier in
this chapter (subsequently denominated ’vortex-lift’ coefficients). For a delta-wing with
stable leading-edge vortices, total lift coefficient can be approximated using
CL = Kp sin α cos2 α + Kv cos α sin2 α ·

α
+ CL0
|α|

(6.5)

where α = angle of attack; Kp = constant of proportionality in potential-flow lift term;
Kv = constant of proportionality in vortex lift term; CL0 = lift coefficient of the MAV
wings at 0◦ geometric angle of attack.
Polhamus (1966) calculated Kp and Kv for aspect ratios up to 4 using a modified
Multhopp lifting-surface theory (Kp = 3.35; Kv = 3.45). Drag coefficient due to lift is given
as (Polhamus, 1968)
ΔCD = CL tan α
(6.6)
Total drag coefficient can be approximated as
CD = ΔCD + CD0
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Fig. 6.3: ’Steady coefficients’. Lift (triangles) and drag (circles) coefficient of the
wings in steady-flow for geometric angles of attack between −45◦ and 65◦ (Re =
1.4 · 104 , step size = 1◦ , n = 3)
where CD0 = drag coefficient of the MAV wings at 0◦ geometric angle of attack.
Lift and drag coefficients derived with Equations 6.5 and 6.7 are plotted in Figure 6.4.
blade-element analysis
We used a blade-element analysis to predict FV and FH of the flapping-wing MAV using
data derived from the wing kinematics and the two different sets of force coefficients
(’steady’ and ’vortex-lift’ coefficients). The wing planform was digitized and divided into
496 elements in spanwise direction. Lift Lr and drag Dr of each element at distance r
from the wing base (see Figure 6.5 for nomenclature) is calculated using the equation
Lr (t) =

1
ρ(vr (t))2 Ar CL (αeff )
2

(6.8)

where vr = effective velocity at r; Ar = area of wing element r; αeff = effective angle of
attack
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Fig. 6.4: ’Vortex-lift’ coefficients. Lift (dashed line) and drag (solid line) coefficients
for a wing with attached LEVs for geometric angles of attack between -45◦ and 65◦ .

and

1
ρ(vr (t))2 Ar CD (αeff )
2
Effective velocity was calculated as
Dr (t) =

vr (t) =



(rω(t))2 + Uf2

(6.9)

(6.10)

where r = radial distance of the wing element to the base; ω = angular velocity (derived
from kinematics).
CL and CD depend on the effective angle of attack (αeff ) of the blade element which
is calculated following
αeff,r (t) = αgeo (t) − αind (t)
(6.11)
where αgeo = geometric angle of attack (derived from kinematics); αind = induced angle
of attack = arctan( rω(t)
Uf ).
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Fig. 6.5: Forces and velocities on a blade-element: αeff = effective angle of attack;
αgeo = geometric angle of attack; αind = induced angle of attack; Uf = free flow
velocity; vr = effective velocity; r = radial distance of wing element; ω = angular
velocity of the wing; Lr = lift; Dr = drag; Fres = resulting force; FH = horizontal force
component; FV = vertical force component
Lr and Dr where integrated for all wing elements and resolved into horizontal (FH )
and vertical (FV ) force components:
FV (t) = cos(αind ) · Lr (t) + sin(αind ) · Dr (t)

(6.12)

FH (t) = sin(αind ) · Lr (t) − cos(αind ) · Dr (t)

(6.13)

As the stroke plane of the MAV was set to 90◦ with respect to Uf , the component of
FV supporting the weight of the MAV changes with angular position of the wing only.
Close to the upper or lower turning point of the wings, FV contributes less than when
wings are at mid-down or mid-upstroke. This is accounted for using
Fv,net (t) = cos(Φ(t)) · FV

(6.14)

where Φ = excursion angle of the wing.
Integrating instantaneous forces over one wing beat cycle for two wings yields mean
vertical force (FV ) and mean horizontal force (FH ) for two sets of force coefficients, and
is compared with the results from mean force measurements at the MAV.
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RESULTS

flapping-wing mav force measurements
In flapping flight, the MAV creates a force perpendicular to Uf (FV , ’lift’) and a force
parallel to Uf (FH , ’thrust’). Mean vertical force (FV ) and mean horizontal force (FV )
both increase with flapping frequency (see Figure 6.6). FV is always positive for the
setups that were tested; increasing Uf also increases maximal FV measured (see Figure
6.6A). The mean horizontal force is a measure for net thrust. FH is generally lower for
high free flow velocities due to increased drag of the whole MAV system, but flapping
frequencies > 8 Hz result in net thrust for all flow velocities under test (see Figure 6.6B).
The mean vertical force coefficient increases substantially with decreasing advance ratio
compared to the maximum steady-flow lift coefficient (CL,max = 1.01 ± 0.01, n = 3) for
all but two measurements (see Figure 6.7).
blade-element analysis
Mean vertical force derived from the blade-element analysis using ’steady’ CL and CD
reveals a large defect in force (see Figure 6.8A-C and summarizing Figure 6.11). For
flapping frequencies above 6 Hz, FV is underestimated by the blade-element approach
by a factor of about two. The defect is found in all free flow velocities. The slope of FV vs.
frequency calculated via ’steady’ coefficients is very small, increasing flapping frequencies
hardly produce additional FV . The defect is smaller for flapping frequencies < 6 Hz (see
Figure 6.8A-C). In contrast, the results of the blade-element analysis using ’vortex-lift’
coefficients are very similar to experimental results (see Figure 6.8A-C and Figure 6.11).
The maximal difference between FV calculated with ’vortex-lift’ coefficients and the
experimental data is 13% (see Figure 6.9), excluding the data of the two lowest flapping
frequencies, which was recorded very close to the resonant frequency of the balance
system and is therefore probably not reliable. The mean difference in FV of ’vortex-lift’
coefficients is 2.9% ± 6.9%; ’steady’ coefficients result in a mean difference of -41.6% ±
7.5% (n = 23).
The blade-element analysis using ’vortex-lift’ coefficients gives a good estimate for
the mean horizontal force (FH , see example in Figure 6.10A). At increasing flapping
frequencies respectively increasing Uf , the match between blade-element analyses and
experimental results is less precise (see Figure 6.10B respectively Figure 6.11) but the
deviation stays proportionally constant. The mean horizontal force predicted by ’vortexlift’ coefficients is higher than FH determined with the force balance measurements under
these circumstances.
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Fig. 6.6: Mean forces of the flapping wings for different Uf (n = 3; squares = 2.28 m/s;
triangles = 2.57 m/s; circles = 2.84 m/s). A: Mean vertical force (FV ) increases with
flapping frequency. B: Mean horizontal force (FH ) increases with flapping frequency
and becomes positive for high flapping frequencies. Here, the MAV creates ’net
thrust’.
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Fig. 6.7: Mean vertical force coefficient (CV ) vs. advance ratio. CV peaks at about
1.74 for low advance ratio.

At high flapping frequencies, the blade-element analysis using ’steady’ coefficients
results in an underestimation of FH (see Figure 6.10B). This underestimation is most
apparent for low free flow velocities (see Figure 6.11).
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Fig. 6.8: Results of FV for of the blade-element analysis with ’steady’ (circles) and
’vortex-lift’ (triangles) force coefficients compared to force balance measurements
(dashed line). A: Uf = 2.28 m/s B: Uf = 2.57 m/s C: Uf = 2.84 m/s. In all cases, ’steady’
coefficients underestimate mean vertical force, whereas ’vortex-lift’ coefficients
show a good agreement.
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Fig. 6.9: Force ratio: FV (blade-element analysis) divided by FV (experiment). Data for
different free flow velocities was pooled. Circles: ’Steady’ coefficients underestimate
FV by a factor of up to two. Triangles: ’Vortex-lift’ coefficients deviate by maximally
13% (excluding measurements at frequencies close to the resonant frequency of the
balance system), and on average by 2.9% ± 6.9% (n = 23).
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Fig. 6.10: A: Exemplary result for FH of the blade-element analysis at Uf = 2.28 m/s
with ’steady’ (circles) and ’vortex-lift’ (triangles) force coefficients compared to force
balance measurements (dashed line). B: Force difference of FH (blade-element
analysis) minus FH (experiment) for ’steady’ force coefficients (circles) and ’vortexlift’ force coefficients (triangles). Data for different free flow velocities was pooled.
At increasing flapping frequencies, ’vortex-lift’ coefficients tend to overestimate FH ,
whereas ’steady’ coefficients underestimate FH .
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Fig. 6.11: Mean difference (averaged on flapping frequencies, n = 8) between
mean forces measured with the force balance and mean forces calculated with
the blade-element analysis using two sets of force coefficients. Hatched bars =
’steady’ coefficients, solid bars = ’vortex-lift’ coefficients. The mean difference can
be regarded as an indicator for the offset between experimental measurements and
blade-element analyses. In this context, the standard deviation (indicated by the
error bars) is a measure for the match of the trend of FH (respectively FV ) vs. flapping
frequency. In all cases, the standard deviation of the ’vortex-lift’ coefficients is
considerably lower (between 17% and 84% of the corresponding value from ’steady’
coefficients) than the standard deviation of the ’steady’ coefficients.
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DISCUSSION

micro air vehicle
Vertical and horizontal force of a flapping-wing MAV was determined by means of a
force balance. The wings create on average enough vertical and horizontal force to keep
a small, fully equipped MAV airborne. Mean vertical force coefficient is inversely related
to advance ratio. This is due to the fact that advance ratio decreases with increasing
flapping frequency. The increase in flapping frequency causes an increase in the flow
velocity over the wing and at the same time increases the effective angle of attack. These
all contribute to an increase in aerodynamic force. The relation between mean vertical
force coefficient and advance ratio as well as the magnitude of CV is very similar to the
results reported by Kim et al. (2009). That study evaluated lift forces of a flapping wing
MAV of a size similar to ours but with flexible foil wings, where airfoil camber could be
changed using macro-fibre composite actuators. The performance of our MAV design in
generating vertical force thus seems to be reliable.
blade-element analysis using ’steady’ coefficients: mean vertical
force
Using data derived from kinematics, we applied a blade-element analysis to calculate
forces using two different sets of force coefficients. Lift and drag coefficients from steadyflow measurements of the MAV’s wings applied to the blade-element theory underestimate mean vertical force by a factor of up to two. Previous studies using a similar method
report comparable results: The ’quasi-steady’ approach has been applied to insects (e. g.
Ellington, 1984a; Ennos, 1989; Zanker & Gotz, 1990) and also to slow-speed flapping
flight of cockatiels (Hedrick et al., 2002), where the wings are exposed to large effective
angles of attack. However, in all cases the magnitude of aerodynamic forces observed
could not be explained with ’quasi-steady’ assumptions. This discrepancy can be related
to the effective angle of attack (αeff ) during the beat cycle, in particular close to the
wing tip (see Figure 6.12). Our measurements of ’steady’ coefficients show that CL,max
peaks at 11◦ geometric angle of attack; at higher angles of attack the lift decreases, as
the wing stalls in a steady-flow environment. Hence, high flapping frequencies with
relatively large αeff will increasingly seriously underestimate CL . The fact that in the
blade-element model the vertical force still increases at increasing αeff is because the
wing drag starts to contribute to the vertical force with sin(αind )CD (see Equation 6.12).
For low flapping frequencies (f < 5 Hz), the underestimation of the mean vertical force
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Fig. 6.12: Effective angle of attack as a function of spanwise position and flapping
cycle. During downstroke and close to the wing tip, the effective angle of attack
reaches 50◦ (see greyscale bar at the right).

is less prominent (see Figure 6.9), because αeff is lower and the lift enhancing effect of
leading-edge vortices is less pronounced under these circumstances.
blade-element analysis using ’vortex-lift’ coefficients: mean vertical force
Several studies prove the existence of leading-edge vortices in flapping flight and the
ability of stably attached vortices to augment lift (e. g. Ellington et al., 1996; Birch &
Dickinson, 2001; Bomphrey et al., 2005; Muijres et al., 2008; Hubel & Tropea, 2010).
Stamhuis et al. (2012) have shown that LEVs instantly developed on the same type of
wing that was flapping with very similar kinematics. An appropriate concept to model
CL and CD including additional lift created by LEVs was introduced by Polhamus (1966).
Using this concept, we model CL,max to be 2.5; a value much higher than CL,max under
steady-flow conditions. Lift coefficients that are much higher than CL under steady-flow
conditions seem to be typical for flapping and pitching airfoils. A numerical study on
rapidly pitching airfoils (Re = 1700) reveals instantaneous lift coefficients of 2.4 to 3.2 (Liu
& Kawachi, 1998). Similar lift coefficients were reported in a CFD simulation of fruit fly
wings (Re < 1800), and the presence of a stable LEV is made responsible for increasing CL
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up to a value of 3.2 at mid-downstroke of the insect wing (Wu & Sun, 2004). Modelling
CL with a concept that accounts for the additional lift of attached leading-edge vortices
hence seems to be a good approximation of aerodynamic phenomena in flapping flight.
This is also supported by Dickson & Dickinson (2004) who conclude that a ’quasi-steady’
aerodynamic model may explain the force balance of a hovering insect when appropriate
force coefficients are used.
blade-element analysis: mean horizontal force
The blade-element analysis using ’vortex-lift’ coefficients gives a good estimate of the
mean horizontal force (FH ). The decreasing precision of the match between FH predicted
by the blade-element analysis using ’vortex-lift’ coefficients and experimental data for
high flapping frequencies and free flow velocities (see Figure 6.10B and Figure 6.11)
is not necessarily a limitation of the blade-element model: In contrast to the balance
measurements, which quantify the total drag of the entire MAV system, the blade-element
analysis only accounts for the forces created by the wings. The present model does not
account for any interference drag generated by the flapping wings. It is very likely, that
the tip- and root vortices as well as the accelerated air in the wake of the wings interact
with the chassis and the mounting strut during force balance measurements (Barlow
et al., 1999). This situation will increase the total drag of the MAV, and hence decrease
the mean horizontal force (FH , ’thrust’) measured. Our blade-element model does not
account for these effects; any result of the analysis using ’vortex-lift’ coefficients will
therefore yield higher values for FH in comparison with the balance measurements (see
Figure 6.10B). An indication of the order of magnitude of interference drag is hard to
find in literature as numerous parameters influence interference effects (Barlow et al.,
1999). Tucker (1990) proposes a model to quantify the magnitude of interference drag for
bird bodies and the mounting struts. The real drag of the bodies was determined to be
10 to 41% lower when taking the interference drag into account. In Tucker’s model, the
percentage of interference drag depends amongst other parameters on the ratio of strut
drag and measured drag (the latter consists of the drag of the body, the drag of the strut
and the interference drag). If the drag of the mounting strut and the drag of the object
under test both increase with Uf , the percentage of interference drag will essentially be
constant, and its magnitude will increase with the effective flow velocity (influenced by
both Uf and flapping frequency). In our study, the increasing difference of FH vs. Uf and
flapping frequency of experimental measurements and the ’vortex-lift’ blade-element
analysis shows a similar increasing trend (see Figure 6.10B and Figure 6.11), and might
therefore be related to the effect of interference drag. Measuring the interaction of e.g.
flapping wings with the chassis and the mounting strut is a challenging task (Barlow
et al., 1999), which may be circumvented by a more advanced balance design.
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CONCLUSION

The aim of this study was to check the feasibility of extending a relatively simple bladeelement approach to include additional lift-enhancing aerodynamic effects. A concept
initially postulated for sharp-edged delta wings provides data on CL and CD under the
presence of leading-edge vortices. The resulting maximal lift coefficient is a factor of 2.5
greater than typical steady-flow coefficients, and agrees well with data reported in earlier
studies on flapping flight. The key requirement for the applicability of the ’vortex-lift’
approach is the presence of a stable LEV. As Lentink & Dickinson (2009) suggest, LEVs
in flapping flight are stabilized by the centripetal and Coriolis acceleration. As these
accelerations are relatively independent of the Reynolds number (Lentink & Dickinson,
2009), it is likely, that the ’vortex-lift’ approach is not limited to a small bandwidth
of flapping wing devices, as long as the advance ratio is low and wing geometry and
kinematics create sufficient centripetal and Coriolis accelerations to stabilize the LEV.
We believe that the approach presented in this study might be an appropriate tool to
assess and predict forces of flapping-wing flyers and MAVs that operate at low advance
ratio and potentially benefit from increased lift enabled by leading-edge vortices.
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ABSTRACT

Birds still outperform existing micro air vehicles (MAVs) in terms of manoeuvrability
and energy efficiency. Recent studies on flapping flight in birds, bats and insects have
shown that the ability to use unsteady, lift-enhancing mechanisms like the leading-edge
vortex are most likely responsible for increased manoeuvrability and slow-flight capability.
When flying at higher speeds, endurance and efficiency can be maximized using flapping
or gliding flight modes with attached, steady flow. Whereas MAVs that incorporate the
use of different aerodynamic mechanisms to increase overall performance are rare, birds
combine the advantages of steady and unsteady aerodynamics.
This study presents a flapping wing MAV design that creates lift and thrust with two
different aerodynamic mechanisms: In slow-speed flapping flight, lift is generated via
unsteady aerodynamics. During faster flight, the MAV has also the ability to intermittently
glide efficiently. This combination of flight modes was possible by using rigid wings
and wing kinematics based on swifts and swiftlets. Instantaneous and average forces
during flapping and gliding were measured at the MAV in a wind tunnel using a 2-axis
force balance. Sufficient lift and thrust to overcome gravity and drag were measured for
flapping frequencies above 8 Hz. To check the contribution of unsteady aerodynamics in
slow-speed flapping flight, aerodynamic lift was modelled using a steady aerodynamics
blade-element analysis with parameters derived from kinematics and steady-state force
coefficients. The average lift that was observed in direct force measurements exceeds
forces predicted by the model by a factor of two. However, when force coefficients
that include the extra forces enabled by leading-edge vortices are applied in the bladeelement analysis, the result closely matches the direct force measurements. Flapping
wings hence offer more aerodynamic possibilities to create forces under a large range
of circumstances than fixed or rotary wings: Efficiency or magnitude of force can be
maximized when desired; this feature is also very promising for future MAVs that need
to complete missions with complex tasks.
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INTRODUCTION

In the past decades, a range of different types of micro air vehicles (MAVs) has been
developed. The three primarily used techniques, fixed, rotary and flapping wing systems,
use different mechanisms to generate lift and thrust. Fixed wing flight is most energy
efficient when there is no hover and no slow-flight requirement. Rotary wing aircraft have
excellent hovering and manoeuvring performance, but energy efficiency of rotary-wing
MAVs is limited (Woods et al., 2001). The third technique uses flapping wings, inspired
by insects, birds and bats. Although impressive achievements in this field have been
made recently (e. g. Perez-Arancibia et al., 2011; Nakata et al., 2011; De Croon et al., 2012),
energy efficiency is still a big challenge (Pesavento & Wang, 2009).
Recent natural disasters have confirmed the need for MAVs that are able to complete
demanding rescue and reconnaissance missions. Here, the challenge is to develop aircraft
that are manoeuvrable and energy efficient at the same time (Green & Oh, 2005). One
suitable approach is to develop hybrid aircraft, that combine the advantages of helicopter
and fixed-wing aerodynamics (e. g. Pinder, 2008; Green & Oh, 2009; Itasse et al., 2011, see
Chapter V). Another approach to address this challenge is to get inspiration from nature’s
flapping flyers: Flying animals outperform present MAVs in terms of the necessary
combination of manoeuvrability and endurance (Jones et al., 2005). It may therefore pay
off to have a closer look at nature’s most sophisticated flyers. Most birds are excellent
aerial all-rounders. They are useful model organisms for MAVs, as the combination of
demanding tasks like take-off, travelling distances, manoeuvring in confined areas and
landing is daily practice in most birds.
During gliding and during medium to fast translatory flapping flight, the airflow does
not detach from the wings. Wings with a good lift-to-drag ratio (L/D) allow the bird to fly
efficiently with relatively low energy expenditure (Norberg, 1990). Slow-speed flapping
flight, take-off, landing and manoeuvring have different aerodynamic demands. Insects
have been proven to benefit from a lift-enhancing phenomenon called the leading-edge
vortex (LEV) during slow and hovering flight with high angles of attack (e. g. Ellington
et al., 1996; Birch & Dickinson, 2001). There is no aerodynamic reason why birds should
not be able to benefit from the advantages of LEVs, just like insects do (Lentink &
Dickinson, 2009). Morphological adaptations in bird wings also hint to the potential
importance of additional high-lift mechanisms: The outer part of a bird wing (the hand
wing) has very low camber. Additionally, the leading-edge of the hand wing consists of
a single vane of one feather and can therefore considered to be sharp (Videler, 2005).
Wings with low camber and a sharp leading-edge induce flow separation and are known
to facilitate the development of LEVs (Videler et al., 2004, see Chapter III). Several recent
studies of gliding and flapping flight of birds and bats (Videler et al., 2004; Muijres et al.,
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2008; Hubel & Tropea, 2010; Muijres et al., 2012c; Chang et al., 2013, see Chapters III
& IV) give evidence to the conclusion that flow phenomena like the LEV potentially
contribute to the necessary extra forces that keep birds aloft in demanding slow-speed
flight situations.
The advantages of different aerodynamic mechanisms during different flight modes to
create the necessary forces are very promising for application to MAVs. Conventional
foil wings of small mechanical flappers which produce mainly thrust during flapping
(Lin et al., 2006; Mueller et al., 2009) are not optimized for gliding flight. Therefore, a bioinspired wing might enable good performance for both flapping and gliding flight modes.
Potentially, different flight modes can be employed and the range of possible applications
for flapping wing MAVs can be greatly enlarged. A successful implementation would
result in flapping wing systems that have an efficient cruise performance and augmented
manoeuvrability at the same time.
This study focuses on the development and analysis of a flapping wing model to check
the feasibility of the implementation of different flight modes and different aerodynamic
mechanisms. The wings are inspired by swiftlets and swifts, bird species with good manoeuvring capabilities and excellent gliding performance (Henningsson & Hedenstroem,
2011). Lift and drag for gliding flight mode and slow-speed flapping flight mode were
measured in a wind tunnel. To determine the existence of additional, lift-enhancing flow
features in flapping flight, a blade-element analysis was used. Forces were calculated using
two different sets of force coefficients. The first set was derived from wind tunnel measurements of steadily translating wings. The existence of force-enhancing flow features in
flapping flight is likely, if the blade-element model does not succeed to explain the forces
measured during flapping flight (Ellington, 1984a). The second set of coefficients was
generated following the leading-edge suction analogy introduced by Polhamus (1966)
to include the extra lift enabled by LEVs. If these force coefficients succeed to model
the forces that were measured on the MAV, the existence of leading-edge vortices in the
flapping wing MAV is most likely.
Studying the forces generated by a flapping wing device in two distinct flight modes
can give new ideas for the development of MAVs that are manoeuvrable and energy
efficient at the same time.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

mav prototype
The MAV prototype (see Figure 7.1) was designed to be as light as possible in order
to check the feasibility of the mechanism in the design-phase already. Two degrees of
freedom were implemented in the mechanism for each wing. The wings can flap up and

0.1 m
Fig. 7.1: MAV prototype attached to a 2-axes force balance in the wind tunnel. The
blue line illustrates a figure-eight wing-tip path. The airfoils of the wing are sketched
at three positions.
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Fig. 7.2: Flapping mechanism. Downstroke action: The pushrod moves up (red
arrow) and rotates the wing along the spanwise axis (blue). Subsequently, the wing
is pushed down (green) and the downstroke initiates.

down along the chordwise axis and rotate along their spanwise axis (see Figure 7.2). A
rotation along the spanwise axis allows for changes in geometric angle of attack at the beat
angle extremes. The mechanism mainly consists of two coupled lever arms (see Figure
7.2): When the wing is pushed down, it rotates along its spanwise axis (lowering first the
leading-edge). The magnitude of this rotation (’pronation’) is limited by a mechanical
stop. During the upstroke, the wing rotates in the opposite direction (’supination’); in this
case, the rotation is not limited mechanically. The mechanism induces wing rotation at
the beat angle extremes and not during the actual up or down stroke. The position of the
spanwise joint was selected to be slightly in front of the centre of mass of the wing, which
resulted in the desired pronation and supination at the beat angle extremes. A miniature
servo motor with modified gear ratio was used to drive the wings and a variable DC
power supply to select flapping frequencies between 0 and 9 Hz. The wings are modelled
after the wings of swiftlets (Collocalia linchi) from 3 mm thick, closed-cell extruded
polystyrene foam sheet (DEPRON® ). The airfoil at the wing base is cambered and has a
round leading-edge, whereas the outer part has a sharp leading-edge and no camber (see
Figure 7.1). A total wingspan of 0.33 m and an average chord of 40 mm results in a full
span aspect ratio (AR) of 8.3. Similar to the wings of swifts (Savile, 1950; Henningsson
et al., 2008), the wings are mostly inflexible. Only some aeroelastic bending near the
wing tip was apparent at the higher flapping frequencies. The stroke plane was set to
90◦ in relation to the oncoming flow. To simulate slow flight situations, flow velocities
ranging from 2.28 m/s to 5 m/s were applied in an open jet low speed wind tunnel (test
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section diameter = 0.45 m, Umax = 14 m/s). The Reynolds number (Re), a measure for
the ratio of inertial forces to viscous forces, was calculated following
Re =

2
+ Uf2 )0.5 c
(vvert
,
ν

(7.1)

where vvert = mean vertical tip velocity; Uf = free flow velocity; c = mean chord; ν = kinematic
viscosity.
All measurements were performed for 6.9 · 103 < Re < 1.4 · 104 . The Strouhal
number (St) gives a measure for the ratio of the velocity induced by the flapping wing
in relation to the forward flight speed. In the current study, Strouhal numbers in the
range of 0.26 < St < 0.72 were tested in flapping flight. The Strouhal number is given by
St = f A / Uf , where f = flapping frequency, A = peak-to-peak amplitude of the wing.
kinematics
The geometric angle of attack and the excursion angle of the wing were recorded with
the MAV prototype being attached to a force balance inside the wind tunnel. A range of
flapping frequencies (3.5 Hz to 9.1 Hz) was tested. As it is difficult to derive the geometric
angle of attack directly from image series of the flapping wing, a very thin carbon rod was
attached to one wing close to the wing base. Small reflective markers at each end of the
rod ensured that changes in projected distance of the markers could be clearly visualized
with a high-speed camera (Photron Fastcam APX-RS, focal length = 80 mm, 1000 frames
per second, 1/3000 s exposure, 1024 ·1024 pixels resolution) mounted downstream of the
flapper. The images were binarized and the reflective markers were tracked automatically
with sub-pixel precision for three full flapping cycles with a custom MATLAB tool. The
data were used to calculate both the geometric angle of attack (proportional to the arcsine
of the projected distance divided by the maximal distance) and the excursion angle over
time.
force measurement
In gliding flight mode, the lift coefficient (CL ) and the drag coefficient (CD ) were evaluated for geometric angles of attack between -45◦ and 65◦ . Lift and drag of single wings
were recorded with a 2-axes force balance (for details see Kesel, 2000) at a sampling rate
of 1200 Hz. The signal was digitized using an analogue-to-digital converter (Spider 8,
Hottinger Baldwin Messtechnik) and processed to derive the force coefficients (MATLAB 7.1, The Mathworks). The wings were tested in gliding flight mode at two Reynolds
numbers (Re = 6.9 · 103 and 1.4 · 104 ). CL and CD were derived via
CL =
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where L = lift; D = drag; ρ = density; Awing = total wing area.
In flapping flight mode, the horizontal (FH , ’thrust’) and vertical (FV , ’lift’) force
components were recorded during eighteen consecutive full flapping cycles, again at
1200 Hz sampling frequency. Several flapping frequencies between 3.5 Hz and 9.1 Hz
were tested for three free flow velocities (2.28; 2.57; 2.84 m/s). Re varied between 7.7 · 103
and 1.3 · 104 . The mean horizontal force FH and the mean vertical force FV were derived
by integrating the instantaneous forces over the wing beat cycle. The non-dimensional
mean vertical force coefficient CV was derived by
CV =

2 FV
f Awing

(7.3)

ρ U2

blade-element analysis
To get insight into the role of lift-enhancing aerodynamic mechanisms, a blade-element
analysis and ’quasi-steady’ assumptions were used to predict FV and FH of the MAV.
The wing planform was digitized and divided into 496 elements along the span wise
axis. The effective angle of attack as well as the effective velocity were derived from
kinematics and the free flow velocity for each element (Thielicke et al., 2011). Lift and
drag of each element was calculated for two different cases using CL and CD from
two different data sets: The first set (subsequently denominated ’steady’ coefficients)
consists of lift and drag coefficients that were determined with force measurements of
the model wings under steady-flow conditions for a series of angles of attack (-45◦ to 65◦ ,
step = 1◦ , n = 3). The coefficients were stored in a lookup table, non-integer values were
derived by linear interpolation between the neighbouring points. The second set of force
coefficients (subsequently denominated ’vortex-enhanced’ coefficients), was derived with
the relationship between angle of attack and force coefficients as introduced by Polhamus
(1966): The total lift of a wing with stably attached LEVs can be approximated as the sum
of ’potential-flow lift’ and ’vortex lift’:
CL = Kp sin α cos2 α + Kv cos α sin2 α

α
+ CL 0 ,
|α|

(7.4)

where α = angle of attack; Kp = constant of proportionality in potential-flow lift term;
Kv = constant of proportionality in vortex lift term; CL0 = lift coefficient of the MAV
wings at 0◦ geometric angle of attack.
This theory has successfully been validated with experimental measurements of delta
wings with a full-span aspect ratio of up to 4 (Polhamus, 1968). Kp and Kv were determined by Polhamus (1966) for a series of wing aspect ratios using a modified Multhopp
lifting-surface theory. The proportionality constants of the most comparable wing geom-
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etry were selected (AR = 4; Kp = 3.35; Kv = 3.45). Drag coefficient due to lift is given in
Polhamus (1966) as
ΔCD = CL tan α
(7.5)
The total drag coefficient can be approximated as
CD = ΔCD + CD0 ,

(7.6)

where CD0 = zero-lift drag coefficient of the MAV wing.
Lift and drag of each element were integrated for the entire wing and resolved into
vertical force FV and horizontal force FH . Equivalent to the balance measurements, the
instantaneous forces for one wing beat cycle were integrated to derive the mean vertical
(FV ) and the mean horizontal (FH ) force (for more detailed information, see Thielicke
et al., 2011). The results of the blade-element analysis for the ’steady’ coefficients and the
’vortex-enhanced’ coefficients are compared to the balance measurements of the MAV in
flapping flight mode to get further insight into the aerodynamic mechanisms involved.
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RESULTS

lift and drag in gliding flight mode
The balance measurements of the aerodynamic forces in gliding flight mode show the
typical characteristics of a wing in steady-flow conditions: Lift increases linearly with
angle of attack until the flow detaches from the wings at an angle of about 11◦ (see Figure
7.3a). Here, the lift coefficient for attached flow is maximal (CL,max = 1.0 ± 0.01 for
Re = 6.9 · 103 and Re = 1.4 · 104 ). A further increase in angle of attack (α > 11◦ )
results in high additional drag. A maximum lift to drag ratio (L/D) of 8.3 at α = 5◦ for
Re = 6.9 · 103 and 8.6 at α = 7.4◦ for Re = 1.4 · 104 was measured (see Figure 7.3a
and 7.4). There is no major difference between the wing polars tested at Re = 6.9 · 103
and Re = 1.4 · 104 (see Figure 7.4). CL and CD from these steady-flow measurements
at Re = 1.4 · 104 are used as ’steady’ coefficients in the blade-element analysis. The
’vortex-enhanced’ coefficients are generated using the equations 7.4 to 7.6 given earlier in
this chapter. The lift coefficient peaks at 45◦ angle of attack (CL,max = 2.6). The maximal
L/D reaches 6.0 for α = 4◦ (see Figure 7.3b).
flapping flight mode

Kinematics
The wing excursion angle and the geometric angle of attack were examined for several
flapping frequencies and free flow velocities. Both parameters have a consistent trend
in all cases that were analyzed: The wing excursion resembles a sinusoidal oscillation,
which is slightly skewed due to different aerodynamic loads during up and downstroke
(see Figure 7.5 for two exemplary situations). The wings pronate during the first part of
the downstroke which results in a small negative geometric angle of attack (defined as
the angle between the wing chord and Uf ). The upstroke is linked to a strong supination
of the wings. This rotation is initiated just before the start of the upstroke. At elevated
flapping frequencies, some instability due to minor oscillation in geometric angle of
attack during the upstroke becomes visible (see Figure 7.5b). The total wing amplitude is
on average 74.0◦ ± 1.2◦ and practically constant (linear regression, slope = −0.19◦ per
Hz, R2 = 0.05) for all flapping frequencies (see Figure 7.6). The maximum degree of
pronation (minimum geometric angle of attack) slightly increases with flapping frequency
(−2.2◦ per Hz, R2 = 0.89) as a response to increasing aerodynamic forces in combination
with some elasticity in the system (see Figure 7.6). The maximum degree of supination
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Fig. 7.3: (a) Lift (red) and drag (green) coefficients for the wings in gliding flight
mode at Re = 1.4 · 104 . Mean values (n = 3), standard deviation smaller than line
width. (b) Lift and drag coefficients following Polhamus (1966)
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Fig. 7.4: Polar diagram for Re = 6.9 · 103 (green) and Re = 1.4 · 104 (red) in gliding
flight mode. Mean values (n = 3), standard deviation displayed as shaded area.
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Fig. 7.5: (a) Wing excursion (green) and geometric angle of attack (red) for a
flapping frequency of 3.65 Hz and Uf = 2.28 m/s. (b) Flapping frequency = 7.61 Hz,
Uf = 2.84 m/s. Mean values (n = 3), standard deviation smaller than line width.
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Fig. 7.6: Total wing amplitude (blue triangles), maximum geometric angle of attack
during upstroke (red squares) and minimum geometric angle of attack during
downstroke (green circles) for all flapping frequencies and flow velocities under test.
Linear regression (solid lines, values for R2 from top to bottom: 0.05; 0.93; 0.89) and
prediction bounds with 95% confidence level (dashed lines).

during the upstroke (maximum geometric angle of attack) also depends on flapping
frequency. Again, a high flapping frequency increases the amount of supination (3.8◦ per
Hz, R2 = 0.93, see Figure 7.6).

Forces
In flapping flight mode, the MAV creates a resulting force that can be decomposed into
a horizontal force component (FH ; ’thrust’), which is parallel to Uf and a vertical force
component (FV ; ’lift’), perpendicular to Uf . The MAV creates a positive mean vertical
force (FV ) for all configurations under test. The magnitude of FV increases with St up
to a maximum of 95.7 ± 1.4 mN at St = 0.62 (see Figure 7.7). An increment of Uf is
associated with an increase of FV . The mean horizontal force FH is a measure for the ’net
thrust’ of the MAV. When it equals zero, drag and thrust of the entire MAV system are in
balance; in a free flight situation there would be no net horizontal acceleration of the MAV.
FH increases with St, following a similar trend as FV (see Figure 7.8). As the free flow
velocity increases, the overall drag of the MAV system rises and less ’net thrust’ is created
(see Figure 7.8). FH exceeds zero for all free flow velocities when St is larger than 0.55 (see
Figure 7.8). The non-dimensional mean vertical force coefficient is proportional to the
Strouhal number (see Figure 7.9), the maximum CV for the current setup is 1.74 ± 0.02
for St = 0.71 and Uf = 2.57 m/s. It should be noted that this is substantially higher than
the maximum steady-flow lift coefficient (CL,max = 1.0 ± 0.01).
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Fig. 7.7: Mean vertical force in flapping flight mode for three flow velocities: 2.28 m/s
(green); 2.57 m/s (red); 2.85 m/s (blue). The force increases with St and is larger for
increasing Uf . Standard deviation displayed as shaded area.
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Fig. 7.8: Mean horizontal force in flapping flight mode for different flow velocities:
2.28 m/s (green); 2.57 m/s (red); 2.85 m/s (blue). ’Net thrust’ is created when St >
0.55. Standard deviation displayed as shaded area.
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Fig. 7.9: Mean vertical force coefficient vs. St. Data from all free flow velocities was
pooled. The vertical force coefficient increases with St, and CV ,max is substantially
higher than CL,max in steady-flow conditions (dashed line). Mean values, standard
deviation indicated by bars, n = 3.

Blade-element analysis
The magnitude of the mean vertical force calculated with the blade-element analysis
using ’steady’ coefficients is substantially smaller than the result from the direct force
measurement. Particularly at higher St, the difference between the forces measured and
the forces modelled with the blade-element analysis becomes increasingly important (see
Figure 7.10a): For the maximum St under test the difference in FV reaches -42 mN. In
other words, only 55% of the measured lift can be modelled with ’steady’ coefficients. There
is no such a clear trend for the mean horizontal force. The ’net thrust’ is overestimated by
the ’steady’ coefficients analysis at low St, and underestimated at high St (see Figure 7.10b).
When ’vortex-enhanced’ coefficients are applied to the blade-element analysis, the results
for FV closely match the force balance measurements (maximum deviation = 10 mN, see
Figure 7.10a). Expressed as a fraction of the measured mean vertical force, the result of the
’vortex-enhanced’ coefficients analysis deviates on average by 2.9% ± 6.9% (n = 23). The
result for the mean horizontal force seems to overestimate FH but the absolute precision
of the calculation of FH is comparable to FV (see Figure 7.10b).
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Fig. 7.10: (a) Mean vertical force difference: The force calculated with the bladeelement analysis is subtracted from the force measured with the balance. At
increasing St, the forces modelled with ’steady’ coefficients (green circles) deviate
considerably, whereas ’vortex-enhanced’ coefficients (red squares) give results
that match precisely. (b) Mean horizontal force difference: ’Steady’ coefficients
overestimate the horizontal force at low St and underestimate at high St. ’Vortexenhanced’ coefficients always overestimate the mean horizontal force.
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DISCUSSION

micro air vehicle and wing kinematics
A MAV prototype that consists of a simple and lightweight mechanism equipped with
bio-inspired wings was developed. The mechanism drives the wings by a joint with two
degrees of freedom. The geometric angle of attack changes throughout the wing beat
cycle, resulting in a large effective angle of attack during downstroke and a small effective
angle of attack during the upstroke. The maximal amount of pronation is limited by a
somewhat compliant mechanical stop, still pronation increases with flapping frequency.
Two factors are responsible for this observation: The main reason for the increase in
pronation with flapping frequency is the increase in aerodynamic load. As the centre
of lift falls into a region behind the spanwise joint, the aerodynamic load introduces a
moment (proportional to angular velocity squared of the wings), that is maximal at middownstroke and affects the magnitude of pronation. During the upstroke, the supination
is not constrained mechanically; therefore the wings will have to tendency to feather
through the flow. The angle will be proportional to the arctangent of the vertical wing
velocity divided by Uf . The second reason for the change of kinematics with flapping
frequency is inertial force. The analyses of the kinematics have shown that the wings
start to supinate just before the upstroke starts. The inertial forces on the wing are
proportional to the angular acceleration of the wing (2nd derivative of the excursion
angle), and therefore maximal around the reversal points. As the centre of mass of the
wings is posterior of the spanwise joint, the angular acceleration creates a moment that
initiates wing rotation just before the reversal points are reached. The mechanism hence
adapts to changes in flapping frequency: The increase in pronation and supination with
flapping frequency causes the system to avoid excessively high effective angles of attack
(αeff > 45◦ ), preventing CL to decrease (see Figure 7.3b).
In gliding flight mode, the wings keep a geometric angle of attack of around 0◦ with
respect to the longitudinal axis of the MAV, as the centre of lift of the wings is located
behind the spanwise joint. The resulting moment keeps the wings aligned correctly with
the MAV without the costs of an extra actuation of the spanwise joint.
Conducting direct force measurements required the MAV to be attached (’tethered’)
to a force balance. The attachment suppressed any vertical motion of the MAV, but in
a free flight situation the chassis would oscillate up and down with a 180◦ phase shift
in relation to the forces created by the wings (sum of aerodynamic and inertial force).
This additional velocity component could affect the kinematics and the effective angle of
attack and thus the forces created by the MAV. The amplitude of the oscillation can be
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assessed using the time-resolved force information from the blade-element analysis and
the vertical force caused by wing inertia. Even at the highest flapping frequency tested,
the vertical amplitude of the chassis is maximally 24 mm, which is small compared to
the total amplitude of the wing tips (200 mm). This will therefore not fundamentally
change the aerodynamic situation of the MAV.
gliding flight
The force balance measurements in gliding flight mode reveal a maximum L/D of 8.3
respectively 8.6 and a CL,max of 1.0 . A swift in gliding flight at slightly higher Re
(1.8 · 104 < Re < 3 · 104 ) has a maximum L/D ranging from 9.5 up to 12.5 and a
maximum lift coefficient of 0.96 (Henningsson & Hedenstroem, 2011). Isolated wings of
swifts (1.2 · 104 < Re < 7.7 · 104 ) perform similarly and have a CL,max of 1.1 (Lentink
et al., 2007). Although the wings were tested at lower Re, a similar maximum L/D and
lift coefficient was measured. The aerodynamic properties of the wings used in the
present study are comparable to the model organism and the MAV prototype has a good
performance in gliding flight mode.
flapping flight
For level flight of the MAV, the mean vertical force needs to equal the gravitational force,
and the net horizontal force needs to be larger than or equal to zero. When the prototype
is equipped with the appropriate motor, electronics, actuator and battery, the final weight
is estimated to be around 9 g. Level flight hence requires a mean vertical force of 88 mN.
The measurements show that in slow flight, the MAV is capable of creating a mean vertical
force of up to 95.7 ± 1.4 mN. At the same time it creates a net thrust of 7.8 ± 0.4 mN. In
slow-speed flapping flight mode, the MAV prototype hence creates sufficient vertical and
horizontal force for level flight.
The time-resolved blade-element analysis provides some insight into the role of the
up and downstroke. Most of the vertical force is generated during the downstroke. The
magnitude increases from base to tip (see Figure 7.11a), as the effective angle of attack
and the resulting velocity both increase with span. The wings create thrust during the
downstroke although the magnitude is relatively small compared to the vertical force
component. During the upstroke, the use of relatively rigid, untwisted wings has a
noticeable effect on the distribution of the vertical force and thrust: The wing base
operates at a positive effective angle of attack and generates a positive vertical force and
negative thrust of comparable magnitude. Further to the wing tip, the effective angle of
attack gradually decreases and is finally inverted. The wing creates negative vertical force
and positive thrust (see Figure 7.11b). Accordingly, ’lift’ and thrust during slow-speed
flight are not created at a constant rate throughout the flapping cycle. The forces have a
periodic pattern, which is in contrast with conventional rotary wing MAVs, that might
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Fig. 7.11: Blade element analysis, force situation at mid-up and mid-downstroke.
(a) mid-downstroke. ’Lift’ (green arrows) and thrust (red arrows) increases toward
the wing tip. (b) mid-upstroke. The outer part of the wing creates negative ’lift’ and
positive thrust. The inner part of the wing creates positive ’lift’ and drag. All vectors
drawn to scale, St ≈ 0.5, Uf = 2.57 m/s.
also have a superior efficiency in hovering flight (e. g. Hall & Hall, 2001; Usherwood,
2009). Provided that the mean forces of a rotary wing and a flapping wing are equal, a
flapping wing therefore creates much higher peak forces. For slow-speed manoeuvring of
birds in flapping flight, the aerodynamic mechanisms create large and rapidly alternating
forces (Warrick et al., 2002). Using flapping-wings as propulsion might be advantageous
in terms of manoeuvrability (Usherwood, 2009), and the ability to create large peak
forces may increase agility.
the influence of the delayed stall
As noted earlier, the maximum lift coefficient under steady-flow conditions is 1.0 ± 0.01.
At relatively low Strouhal numbers (St < 0.4), the mean vertical force coefficient in
flapping flight is similar to the CL,max under steady-flow conditions (see Figure 7.9),
indicating that the wings perform similarly in flapping flight and in steady-state gliding
flight. Low St are typical for birds during efficient cruising flight, where it is expected
that LEVs do most likely not develop on the wings (Taylor et al., 2003). The data of
the present study supports this idea. At higher St however, the value for CL,max under
steady-flow conditions is readily exceeded in flapping flight mode. The mean vertical
force coefficient peaks at 1.74 ± 0.02 at a Strouhal number of 0.71. Such an increase
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of the force coefficient during flapping is likely to be associated with the delayed stall,
respectively the development of a LEV (Kim et al., 2009). The results of the blade-element
analyses show the importance of enhanced force coefficients in flapping flight at higher
St. It was shown that the blade-element analysis using steady-state force coefficients is not
suitable for modelling flapping flight at elevated Strouhal number, where the influence
of the delayed stall increases (Nudds et al., 2004). ’Vortex-enhanced’ coefficients have a
significantly higher CL and CD magnitude, and can approximate the forces measured
in flapping flight. The leading-edge vortex is the most prominent flow phenomenon of
the delayed stall. It is known to augment aerodynamic forces in delta wings (e. g. Wu
et al., 1991) and in flapping wings of (robotic) insects (e. g. Ellington et al., 1996; Birch
& Dickinson, 2001), bats (Muijres et al., 2008), birds (Hubel & Tropea, 2010; Muijres
et al., 2012c) and MAVs (e. g. Takahashi et al., 2010; Tanaka & Shimoyama, 2010; Nakata
et al., 2011). In an earlier study (Thielicke, 2007), the same type of flapping wing as in the
present study was used during flow visualization. The kinematics as well as the Reynolds
number and Strouhal number were very similar. Ink was released from the wing to
demonstrate the existence of a prominent and stable LEV that instantly developed with
the onset of the downstroke (see Figure 7.12). The focus of the present study is on force
measurements. Nonetheless, the importance of LEVs for the MAV is confirmed with the
increase in vertical force coefficient, the success of the ’vortex-enhanced’ blade-element
analysis and the flow analysis of the same wing type in a previous study.
micro air vehicle performance enhanced by bird flight modes?
Which capabilities define the ’optimal’ MAV? One of the main fields of current research
is the development of MAVs for complex missions: These missions require the MAV to
reach a remote location that is potentially far away from the starting point. Subsequently,
the area or the building has to be explored and measurements are taken (Green & Oh,
2009; Itasse et al., 2011). These tasks require MAVs that are energy efficient and have an
enhanced manoeuvrability at the same time. A combination of the advantages of fixed
wing and rotary wing MAVs is therefore necessary.
The concept proposed in the current study enables such a combination by using two
different flight modes. Slow-speed flapping flight is enabled by LEVs which augment the
aerodynamic forces. These slow flight capabilities will greatly improve manoeuvrability
in confined areas or in indoor locations, as turning radius decreases with flight speed.
The efficiency of generating lift via LEVs at high St is supposed to be inferior to fully
attached flow aerodynamics due to an increase in drag (Taylor et al., 2003). However,
in slow speed, high angle of attack situations like take-off, landing and manoeuvring,
the sheer presence of a reliable and maximal force is relatively more important than
energy efficiency. The power requirement of a flapping wing device that benefits from
leading-edge vortices to augment lift in slow-speed flight is about 132 W/kg (Lentink
et al., 2009). This is not fundamentally different from the power requirement of up to
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Fig. 7.12: Ink is released at the leading-edge of a flapping wing at mid-downstroke
and visualizes a LEV (emphasized with white lines, data from Thielicke (2007)).

date multirotor systems (123 to 243 W/kg, W.T., unpublished observation). Flapping flight
might therefore present a suitable alternative to conventional rotary wing MAVs.
The power requirement in flapping flight mode potentially decreases with flight speed.
In cruising flight, at higher velocities and lower St, it is likely that LEVs do not develop
on flapping wings (Taylor et al., 2003). Here, exceptionally high force coefficients are
not necessary (Nudds et al., 2004), and the presence of fully attached flow aerodynamics
increases efficiency. This is demonstrated by the low power requirement of a flapping
wing MAV designed to perform cruising flight at low St with fully attached flow (63 W/kg,
FESTO, 2011).
The second flight mode that was tested – gliding flight – is suitable for the mission parts
where energy efficiency is most important and manoeuvrability is of second interest.
The efficiency is directly related to the L/D of the wings, and optimizing the L/D is
hence important. Gliding flight represents the ultimate flight mode to stay airborne
without investing much energy (Videler, 2005), and future MAVs might even benefit
from thermal updrafts (Akos et al., 2010) or soar upwind of urban buildings to regain
height (White et al., 2012).
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The efficiency of flapping wing MAVs in cruising flight might be further improved –
and may finally reach the superior cruising efficiency of fixed wing MAVs – by using a
flight strategy that combines different flight modes. Such a flight strategy is used by many
medium-sized birds that alternate between gliding flight phases and bursts of flapping
flight (intermittent flight). This behaviour is assumed to reduce mechanical power output
relative to continuous flapping flight (Rayner, 1985; Rayner et al., 2001; Tobalske, 2001).
It appears that many birds that potentially have a good gliding performance use this
strategy (Tobalske, 2001). Swifts – which are used as example for modelling the wings –
have an exceptional gliding performance, when using L/D as benchmark (Henningsson
& Hedenstroem, 2011). Model estimations suppose that these birds species can save up
to 15% energy when alternating between gliding flight and flapping flight (Muijres et al.,
2012a).
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CONCLUSIONS

The aim of this study is to show the potential of flapping wing MAVs using different flight
modes as in birds. The benefits that arise from the specific aerodynamic properties of
flapping wings were discussed. However, there are still remaining challenges on the way
to a flapping wing MAV that can benefit from bird flight modes. The wings have to adapt
to the flight mode in order to have larger effective angles of attack at slow speed flight,
and lower effective angles of attack during cruising and gliding flight to ensure energy
efficiency. Research on adaptive wings, such as membrane wings with adjustable camber,
has already been started (e. g. Kim et al., 2009). Additionally, there are control, actuation
and manufacturing issues that still need to be solved for flapping wing MAVs. Control
strategies for MAVs are currently making huge progress. For instance, the demanding
’perching’ manoeuvre of birds was already implemented in fixed wing MAVs (Roberts
et al., 2009; Desbiens & Cutkosky, 2009), enhancing the applicability of these miniature
aircraft for e. g. surveillance tasks.
Flapping wing MAVs that benefit from bird flight modes and strategies can be a
promising solution for tasks consisting of covering a distance and manoeuvring in small
or confined areas with just one single device. They might soon become the biologically
inspired alternative to hybrid MAVs like tilt-bodies and tilt-wings when the advances in
available technology continue to evolve rapidly.
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Summary and Conclusions

Summary and conclusions
This chapter concludes the thesis and summarizes the answers to the questions posed in
the introduction.
Chapter II: Digital particle image velocimetry

Q:

How can flow fields be captured and how accurate are these
measurements?

Digital Particle Image Velocimetry (DPIV) is a two dimensional flow visualization technique. DPIV was used to retrieve highly detailed information on the flow field generated
by flapping wings. The chapter gives an introduction to the technique by supplying background information and performing several accuracy tests. PIVlab, an automatic analysis
tool that was developed for and during the studies on flapping wing aerodynamics, is
introduced in short.
In DPIV, a sheet in a fluid seeded with neutrally buoyant particles is illuminated using
a laser. The illuminated sheet is filmed, and the velocities of groups of tracer particles
are calculated by digital cross correlation. DPIV analyses typically start with image
preconditioning. Several pre-processing techniques are introduced: Contrast limited
adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE) enhances the image contrast locally and
improves valid vector detection by about 5%. High-passing of the image data suppresses
low frequency background information and can improve the signal-to-noise ratio of the
correlation signal e. g. in cases with very inhomogeneous lighting. Intensity capping is a
pre-processing technique that suppresses the increased impact of bright particles on the
correlation signal. The filter attenuates bright particles while leaving the other particles
unaffected. The valid vector detection probability increases again by about 5%.
After preprocessing the images, a cross correlation is performed. This correlation
can be performed either in the spatial domain (direct cross correlation, DCC) or in the
frequency domain (discrete Fourier transform, DFT). Synthetic particle images were
generated to test the accuracy of several different correlation techniques, and to analyse
the influence of a number of important parameters: Particle image diameter, particle
density, sensor noise, particle pair loss, motion blur, shear and processing speed. The
tests show that the DCC approach and the advanced DFT multipass algorithms (with the
multi pass, grid refinement, window deformation technique) perform similarly well. The
accuracy is consistently very good over a large range of particle sizes, densities, noise,
out-of-plane displacements, motion blur and displacement gradients. A conventional
single pass DFT approach performs much worse, but the processing speed is significantly
higher.
Further tests with experimental image data finally show that the DFT algorithms with
several passes outperform all other algorithms. Experimental images are much more
challenging as they combine many of the parameters that were tested separately in the
synthetic images.
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Several post-processing methods are presented: Manual validation techniques usually
require an experienced user, which is not necessary during automatic data validation.
The best results are achieved by a combination of both.
Gaps in the dataset need to be filled via interpolation. A range of interpolation
techniques is evaluated using experimental and synthetic flow data with known velocities.
A boundary value solver is shown to give the best results that are even better than
two-dimensional spline interpolation.
Even the best performing correlation algorithms give results with a small amount of
random error. This measurement noise deteriorates the result of the analyses particularly
when calculating derivatives. Smoothing algorithms improve the velocity estimates by
reducing both the maximum and the mean deviation from the real velocities. The best
performing smoothing algorithm is a penalized least squares method.
Several additional features of PIVlab are introduced. The possibility to highpass the
velocity field, to generate line integral convolution images and to automatically calculate
the circulation of vortices enhances the analysis and interpretation of two dimensional
velocity maps.

A:
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The chapter shows how flow fields can be captured with high precision, and that DFT multipass algorithms give the most accurate
results under challenging conditions (bias error < 0.005 pixels and
random error below 0.02 pixels for very small interrogation areas
measuring 16 ·16 pixels). The importance of pre- and post processing of the data is demonstrated. The most promising algorithms
were implemented in PIVlab and used for the analyses in the
following chapters.

Summary and conclusions
Chapter III: The influence of wing morphology on the 3D flow pattern of a flapping
wing at bird scale

Q:

Which aerodynamic mechanisms generate lift in the slow speed
flapping flight of birds, and how do airfoil design parameters influence these mechanisms?

The influence of airfoil design parameters under steady flow conditions has been subject
to intensive research in the past. Hence the knowledge has advanced remarkably: Wing
camber increases lift and the lift to drag ratio (L/D), and a low airfoil thickness is beneficial
at low Reynolds numbers (Re). Flapping flight however largely deviates from steady
and fully attached flow conditions. Leading-edge vortices (LEVs) can enhance the force
coefficients, but the role of wing design parameters during the slow speed flight in
birds is unknown to date. The flow around several wing models was mapped in three
dimensions and over time by combining many two-dimensional analyses from different
perspectives and positions. The analyses were performed in PIVlab using five samples
and automatically generated three-dimensional masks of the wing. The wing models are
based on airfoil data of a freely gliding pigeon, printed in 3D and cast with transparent
resin, which allows for a flow visualization in the direct vicinity of the wing without
shadows. Wing models with different amounts of airfoil thickness and camber were
tested. The wings were flapping sinusoidally in a water tunnel at Re ≈ 2.4·104 and a
Strouhal number (St) of 0.2  St  0.4, typical parameters for the flapping flight in
birds. The circulation of the wing and of leading-edge vortices – which is proportional
to lift according to the Kutta-Joukowski theorem – were determined via the area integral
of spanwise vorticity.
The pigeon-like ’standard’ wing generates prominent and stable LEVs during the
downstroke, which was visualized using the Q-criterion. Only at the highest Strouhal
number, the LEV detaches from the wing before the downstroke ends. The total spanwise
circulation is mostly proportional to the effective angle of attack, and circulation is
maximal close to the wing tip. The importance of LEVs increases substantially with the
Strouhal number: Averaged over all wing types, the contribution of the LEV to the total
bound circulation increases from 37% at St = 0.2 (representing cruising flight with small
angles of attack on the wing) to 72% at St = 0.4 (representing slow speed flight with large
angles of attack).
A modification of the airfoil geometry influences the flow patterns significantly, but
does not change to flow topology fundamentally. Wings with a high thickness decrease
the circulation of the LEV by about 16%. In the highly cambered wing model, the
circulation of the LEV is reduced remarkably by about 30%, but the total circulation of
the wing (’conventional’ + LEV circulation), and thereby lift, increases. In the highly
cambered wing, the circulation near the wing tip decreases due to a weaker LEV, but this
loss of circulation is more than compensated by additional circulation at the wing base.
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The observed LEVs are very comparable to what has been described in insect flight
previously. The strength of LEVs is related to the effective angle of attack as well as to
the time span during which high angles of attack are applied. No significant spanwise
flow within the LEV core can be measured in any of the wing types. However, some
weak spanwise flow exists behind the LEV on top of the wing. Vortices are stable in most
cases, even without spanwise flow inside the core. This lack of spanwise flow might be
caused by the low resulting flow velocity gradient between the wing’s base and the tip. In
comparison to a wing in hovering flight, the spanwise velocity gradient on a translating
and flapping wing is much lower.
The small effect of wing thickness respectively leading-edge radius on the LEV circulation can be explained by the unimportance of leading-edge sharpness at low Re, which
is not different from the situation in steady-state aerodynamics. Leading-edge sharpness
seems to become increasingly important only at higher Re. Cambered wings generate
more ’conventional’ circulation, and less LEV circulation. This effect has not been studied
before, because previous studies measured average forces on flapping wings at lower Re.
The effects of thickness and camber on the strength of leading-edge vortices correlates
well with the theoretical pressure gradients at the leading-edge of the wing models: Thin
wings, and wings with low camber generate higher adverse pressure gradients, which
facilitates the detachment of fluid.
Birds need high force coefficients at slow flight speeds which can be ensured by
the generation of LEVs. Birds can actively modify wing camber during a stroke cycle
and hence have potential control over the strength of LEVs. Bird wings are thin and
non-cambered at the outer half, where the effective angle of attack is large. Here, the
development of LEVs is facilitated. At the inner half of the wing, bird wings are thicker
and more cambered, increasing the ’conventional’ circulation, and suppressing LEVs.
These differences between arm and hand wing can also be observed in bats. Such kind of
wings might therefore use different aerodynamic mechanisms to generate forces at the
base and at the tip.

A:
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Birds use a combination of aerodynamic mechanisms to generate
lift in flapping flight. The effective angle of attack, the amount of
airfoil camber and to a lesser extend also wing thickness determine
which aerodynamic mechanism dominates. In slow speed flight a
great deal of lift is enabled by the generation of leading-edge vortices.

Summary and conclusions
Chapter IV: The effects of wing twist in slow-speed flapping flight of birds: Trading
brute force against efficiency

Q:

Do the flapping wings of birds have to be twisted? Is energetic efficiency in conflict with the ability to generate large forces?

Wing twist is the torsion of a wing along the spanwise axis. Propellers are usually twisted,
allowing the propeller to operate at a constant effective angle of attack over the full span
that is close to the angle of attack with the maximum lift to drag ratio. This enhances the
propulsive efficiency.
The analogy of propellers and flapping wings was often used to explain why flapping
wings also need to be twisted: Twist should enable the full wing to operate at the ’best’
effective angle of attack. This angle was supposed to be smaller than about 10◦ , because
the wings would otherwise stall. Recently, it was shown that conventional stall does
hardly occur on flapping wings at low and at high Re. The aim of the study presented in
this chapter is to compare the efficiency and the aerodynamic forces of twisted and non
twisted wings that emulate the slow-speed flapping flight of birds.
Transparent wing models that are based on the wings of freely gliding pigeons were
built. These wings are equipped with different amounts of spanwise twist (0◦ , 10◦ , 40◦ ).
The models were tested at Re ≈ 2.4·104 and 0.2  St  0.4. The setup for capturing 3D
flow information was identical to the study presented in the previous chapter. The circulation (proportional to lift according to the Kutta-Joukowski theorem) was determined
as the area integral of spanwise vorticity in an area around the wing. The induced drag
was determined by assuming a momentum balance, and the ratio of circulatory lift and
induced drag (Lcirc /Dind ) serves as a measure for the mechanical flight efficiency. Span
efficiency, which relates the ideal induced power to the real induced power, is used as an
additional measure for aerodynamic efficiency. The span efficiency was calculated from
the downwash distribution behind the wing.
The results show the development of leading-edge vortices on the non twisted wings
at all St, and on the moderately twisted wing at the highest St. The highly twisted wing
does not generate any LEVs. This wing type however interacts much less with the fluid
as was to be expected from the small effective angle of attack. Again, no noteworthy
spanwise flow in the vortex core can be detected over the whole twist range.
The distribution of spanwise circulation of the non twisted and the moderately twisted
wing departs largely from an elliptic distribution. The magnitude of circulation furthermore decreases significantly with wing twist. The largest amount of circulation is found
in the non twisted wing. This wing type also generates the highest amount of induced
drag. Lcirc /Dind is lowest in the non twisted wing and decreases further when St is
increased. Lcirc /Dind is inversely proportional to the tangent of the mean effective
angle of attack (αeff ) – similar to what has been found in insects and delta wings before.
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Span efficiency follows a very similar trend and is in a comparable range to what has
been found during measurements of flapping bird flight before.
Wing twist is the ’counterpart’ to St, it decreases the mean effective angle of attack,
whereas αeff is positively related to St. Vorticity accumulates over time in the LEV with
a rate that is proportional to αeff as long as there is no effective vorticity drain – no
matter how much twist is applied. The results agree well with the results of other studies
that analysed wing twist in insect flight.
Every increase in force hence comes at the cost of reduced efficiency, which is not
fundamentally different from the situation in steadily translating wings. But unlike
steadily translating wings, the magnitude of the aerodynamic force can be much higher
in flapping wings. It is likely that wing twist is used in cruising flight, where efficiency is
important. Span efficiency might then be optimized by variations of camber and twist
over span. But in slow speed flight, high forces are needed, which can be enabled by the
generation of LEVs. Furthermore, drag can potentially contribute to the vertical force,
helping to offset body weight.
Earlier studies have shown that some birds have twisted wings. Recent experiments
revealed furthermore that birds benefit from LEVs in slow speed flight. Therefore, wing
twist is likely to be used to control leading-edge vortices, and not to strictly prevent any
flow separation. Wing twist might not be used to decrease the effective angle of attack at
the wing tip, but to increase the angle at the wing base, making the whole wing operate a
higher αeff .

A:
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Bird wings do not need to be twisted to prevent stall. Wing twist is
beneficial only in the cases where aerodynamic efficiency is more
important than the generation of sufficient and robust lifting forces,
which appears unlikely in the case of slow-speed flight.

Summary and conclusions
Chapter V: Micro air vehicles – Linking aerodynamics with application

Q:

What are the benefits of flapping-wing locomotion and how can
this knowledge be applied?

Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) are used for many tasks like e. g. atmospheric surveys,
crop spraying and search and rescue missions. Micro air vehicles (MAVs) are UAVs with a
maximum dimension around 0.15 m. The number of applications is still limited, although
MAVs clearly have advantages when costs or hazard potential need to be minimized
or when manoeuvrability is important. This is often the case when operating in urban
environment or in proximity to animals or humans, respectively. MAVs are easier to
transport and more rapid to deploy than larger UAVs.
One of the major challenges in the development of small UAVs is endurance and
range, which scale with the size of an aircraft. A small size is also associated with a low
Reynolds number. Here, airfoil performance decreases due to an increasing importance
of viscous forces. Airfoils commonly suffer from the development of laminar separation
bubbles, and additionally, the efficiency of small propulsion systems is low. Small aircraft
reach only limited speeds, which further decreases the maximum range.
Four common types of MAVs are presented in the chapter: Fixed, rotary and flapping
wing devices and hybrid aircraft. The knowledge about fixed wing aircraft is currently
most advanced, but other types of MAVs are getting increasingly into focus. The endurance of fixed wing aircraft is very good, it increases with the lift to drag ratio (L/D),
which is mostly influenced by airfoil and wing design – an area of very active research.
The manoeuvrability of fixed wing aircraft is strongly limited, because sufficient lift can
only be generated at flight velocities that are significantly higher than zero: The minimum
speed of a conventional fixed wing MAV is too high for operating in urban environment.
Rotary wing MAVs circumvent the problem of minimum flight speed by moving
their wings relative to the aircraft. Here, two principles are common: ’Conventional’
helicopters and multirotors. The latter principle is mechanically simpler and possibly
safer due to redundancy, which results in a more reliable aircraft. The endurance of rotary
wing devices is maximal for one specificbattery size, but generally much smaller than
fixed wing aircraft by a factor related to Drag
Lift . The endurance of rotary wing aircraft
can be increased by lowering the disk loading – either by increasing the rotor diameter, or
by lowering take-off weight. A low disk loading however negatively impacts the efficiency
at higher speeds and the top speed. Rotary wing devices are hence not well suited for
tasks that mainly require range or endurance. The manoeuvrability is however excellent,
which is supported by the author’s custom and highly manoeuvrable multirotor designs
winning numerous national and international flight dynamics competitions.
Hybrid MAVs combine the advantageous properties of fixed and rotary wing devices.
Tilt-body concepts seem to be the most favourable design for MAVs. However, the
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performance in cruising and hovering flight will be inferior to a pure fixed respectively
rotary wing device, due to some drawbacks that come with the combination these two
principles.
Similar to rotary wing devices, flapping wing MAVs also move the wings with respect
to the airframe and they can therefore generate sufficient aerodynamic forces at very low
speeds or even in hovering flight. Flapping flight is extremely manoeuvrable, because
larger peak forces can be generated with flapping wings in comparison to rotary wings.
The aerodynamic mechanisms are also supposed to be more robust and less prone to
disturbances of e. g. wind gusts. Designing flapping wing MAVs is however especially
demanding. More research on efficient actuators is needed, as conventional rotary actuators are not the optimal solution to drive flapping wings. The efficiency of flapping wing
propulsion is currently debated in literature. It appears likely that flapping wings have an
efficiency that is similar or even superior to revolving wings at low Re. Furthermore, the
efficiency and versatility of flapping wings could be improved by using more than one
flight mode, as in birds.

A:
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Further research on the aerodynamics and dynamics of flapping
wing propulsion is needed to optimize flapping wing MAVs. These
might finally outperform rotary wing MAVs in terms of manoeuvrability, and come very close to the excellent aerodynamic efficiency
of fixed wing aircraft, resulting in high performance MAVs.

Summary and conclusions
Chapter VI: Reliable force predictions for a flapping-wing micro air vehicle: A ’vortexlift’ approach

Q:

Can the forces of a flapping-wing MAV in slow flight be reasonably
modelled by taking into account the extra forces enabled by LEVs?

Early studies on the aerodynamics of flapping flight applied the blade-element theory
to explain the forces that are generated during insect hovering. This theory uses force
coefficients of steadily translating wings together with detailed information on the wing
kinematics to calculate aerodynamic forces. It has been shown previously, that the forces
in insect hovering flight are seriously underestimated by the blade-element theory. Soon,
an explanation was found: During insect hovering flight, stable leading-edge vortices
augment the force coefficients considerably. Such stable LEVs did not develop in steadyflow measurements in a wind tunnel and were hence not accounted for in the steady-state
force coefficients.
LEVs are known from aircraft flight for quite a while. In delta winged aircraft, these
vortices were shown to increase force coefficients by a factor of 2 to 3. Here, lift and drag
under the presence of LEVs can be predicted effectively by using a model that includes a
’leading-edge suction analogy’. This model assumes the resultant aerodynamic force to
be mostly perpendicular to the wing’s surface.
The goal of the study presented in the chapter is to apply such a model to predict the
forces of a flapping wing MAV in slow flight where a great deal of lift is enabled by the
presence of LEVs.
The horizontal and vertical forces in flapping flight mode were measured with a force
balance in an open jet wind tunnel for several flow velocities and flapping frequencies
at 8·103 < Re < 1.3·104 . Two sets of force coefficients are used for the blade element
analysis: Steady-state coefficients derived from wind tunnel measurements of the wing at
angles of attack between -45◦ and 65◦ , and coefficients generated by the delta wing theory.
The blade-element analysis is used to model the mean vertical and the mean horizontal
force of the flapping wing MAV.
The use of steady-state coefficients yields vertical force estimates that underestimate
the measured forces by a factor of about two (-42%). The delta wing coefficients however
give a very good match between calculated and measured vertical force. The mean
deviation is only 2.9%. The match for the horizontal force is also reasonable, but less
precise at increasing flapping frequencies or increasing free flow velocities and tends to
overestimate the mean horizontal force. This deviation in the horizontal force estimate
is explained by the fact that the force balance measurements incorporate the forces
generated by the whole MAV system, including the interference drag of the mounting
struts. The blade-element model however only accounts for the forces generated by the
wings.
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The poor match of the model using steady-state coefficients is explained by the effective
angle of attack: The angle of attack reaches values of up to 45◦ at the highest flapping
frequencies. The steady-state coefficients are hence not suitable, as the wing stalls at an
angle of attack of about 11◦ under steady flow conditions. The match between the bladeelement model with steady-state coefficients and the force measurements is therefore
only reasonable at low flapping frequencies and it deteriorates at higher frequencies.
The delta-wing coefficients predict that the aerodynamic forces increase more or less
steadily with the effective angle of attack, as there is hardly conventional stall in flapping
wings and in delta wings. The force coefficients are much higher in this model and agree
well with other studies on flapping wings that generate high forces due to the presence of
LEVs.

A:
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The forces of a flapping wing device that operates at high effective
angles of attack can be effectively modelled and predicted using a
relatively simple blade-element approach that incorporates a theory
originally developed for delta wings. The prerequisite for the application of this model to flapping wing devices is the development of
stable LEVs.

Summary and conclusions
Chapter VII: Using bird flight modes to enhance overall flapping wing micro air vehicle
performance

Q:

What advantages result from applying the flight modes of birds to
MAVs?

Flapping wing micro air vehicles have made impressive progress in the past. Several very
capable and manoeuvrable flapping wing MAVs have recently been designed. However,
energy efficiency is still one of the major challenges. MAVs need to be energy efficient
and manoeuvrable at the same time to be able to perform complex missions. Birds
can manoeuvre exceptionally well and they are assumed to have a high aerodynamic
efficiency. Therefore they are very interesting model organisms for high performance
MAVs.
During gliding and cruising flight in birds, the airflow stays fully attached to the wings.
Wings with a good L/D allow birds to travel with a very low energy expenditure. In
slow speed flight, birds can benefit from the extra forces enabled by the presence of
leading-edge vortices. Hence, different aerodynamic mechanisms are used in different
flight modes, which is also very promising for an implementation in MAVs. It might
result in augmented endurance and enhanced manoeuvrability. Bio-inspired wings are
likely to play an important role for enabling a good performance in both flight modes.
A flapping wing MAV was designed for this study. The wings are inspired by the
wings of swiftlets. They were made from lightweight polystyrene foam, and equipped
with camber and a round leading-edge at the wing base. Further to the tip, the camber
was gradually reduced to zero, and the leading-edge was sharpened, according to the
wing morphology of swiftlets. A lightweight mechanism was designed with one actuator
that drives a two-degrees-of-freedom joint in the shoulder. Pro- and supination occur
passively at the beat angle extremes, allowing for a small effective angle of attack during
the upstroke, and a large effective angle of attack during downstroke.
The horizontal and vertical forces and the kinematics were captured with the MAV
positioned in an open jet wind tunnel. In gliding flight mode, the MAV reaches a
maximum L/D of 8.6 which is very comparable to the model organism, the swiftlet. In
flapping flight mode, the wings are adapting to changes in flight velocity and flapping
frequency by passively adjusting the degree of pro- and supination, which helps to limit
the effective angle of attack to angles below 45◦ . A positive mean vertical force (’lift’)
is generated at all flapping frequencies, the maximum force (≈ 96 mN) develops at the
highest free flow velocity and at the highest flapping frequency tested. The net horizontal
force easily exceeds zero, indicating the generation of a thrust force that is larger than
the total drag. The mean aerodynamic forces are sufficient to keep a fully equipped MAV
airborne.
A time-resolved blade-element analysis shows that most of the positive vertical force is
generated during the downstroke, and most of the thrust is generated during the upstroke.
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These fluctuations indicate that in comparison to a rotary wing propulsion, larger peak
forces are generated, which is supposed to be beneficial for enhancing manoeuvrability.
A flapping wing MAV that is using bird flight modes will benefit from the efficiency of
fully attached flow aerodynamics in cruising flight, and from the large and reliable forces
generated via LEVs in slow speed flight. The energy requirement of flapping wing MAVs
in slow speed flight is not fundamentally different from more conventional rotary wing
devices. Cruising flight however is supposed to be much more efficient than slow-speed
flight, due to the use of attached flow aerodynamics. Gliding flight is the ultimate flight
strategy to stay airborne without investing much energy. And flapping wing MAVs that
are able to perform gliding flight are potentially able to benefit from thermal updrafts
or soar upwind of urban buildings. The efficiency of cruising flight might be further
improved by using an additional bird flight strategy: Several studies have shown that birds
save energy when they alternate between flapping and gliding flight mode (intermittent
flight). This might be an interesting strategy also for flapping wing MAVs.

A:
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Flapping wing MAVs with the possibility to use bird flight modes
can be a very adequate solution for completing tasks that require a
MAV to be manoeuvrable and energy efficient in one single device.

Nederlandse samenvatting en conclusies

THESIS CONCLUSIONS

This thesis analyses the aerodynamics of slow-speed flapping flight in birds using physical
models and time-resolved, 3D flow visualization with a custom DPIV tool.
It was shown that flow separation plays an important role in the flapping flight of
birds. Leading-edge vortices develop at high effective angles of attack and enhance the
circulation and hence the aerodynamic force. The intensity of leading-edge vortices can
be greatly influenced by the airfoil design, such as camber and thickness. It is likely that
birds and bats benefit from these possibilities to control LEVs. The aerodynamic efficiency
however decreases with the development of LEVs. The efficiency can be modulated and
improved by twisting the wings. That does however decrease the magnitude of the
aerodynamic force coefficients and can most likely not be afforded in all flight modes:
At higher flight speeds, force coefficients do not need to be maximal, and wing twist
increases both the L/D and the span efficiency. Low flight speeds require maximal force
coefficients and efficiency becomes of secondary interest.
Such a competition between efficiency and peak forces also exists in technical flight:
Fixed wing aircraft are very efficient in cruising flight, but – unlike birds – do not generate
enough lift in slow speed flight. Rotary wing devices can generate sufficient forces in
slow and hovering flight, but – again unlike birds – have an inferior efficiency at higher
flight speeds. Flapping wing micro air vehicles can combine the advantages of rotary
and fixed wing aircraft. A prototype and a method that may predict the aerodynamic
forces generated in slow-speed flapping flight using a theory of delta-wing aircraft was
developed. The MAV is equipped with bird-inspired wings that perform very well in
both gliding flight and slow-speed flapping flight.
The combination of flight modes enables to develop micro air vehicles that might one
day have a similar performance as birds: Exceptional manoeuvrability in combination
with an outstanding aerodynamic efficiency.
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Dit hoofdstuk is een samenvatting inclusief conclusies van het proefschrift en is bedoeld
om vragen die in de introductie gesteld zijn kort te beantwoorden.
Hoofdstuk II: Digital particle image velocimetry

Q:

Hoe kunnen stromingsvelden vastgelegd worden en met welke
nauwkeurigheid?

Digital Particle Image Velocimetry (DPIV) is een twee-dimensionale stromings- visualisatietechniek. In de studies in dit proefschrift is DPIV gebruikt om zeer nauwkeurige informatie te krijgen over het stromingsveld van een vleugel in slagvlucht. Dit hoofdstuk geeft
een introductie van de techniek, door achtergrond-informatie te geven en verschillende
nauwkeurigheidstests uit te voeren. PIVlab, een instrument dat automatische analyses
kan doen, is ontwikkeld voor en tijdens onze studies aan de aerodynamica van vleugels
in slagvlucht, de methode zal hier kort worden geïntroduceerd. Bij DPIV wordt in een
vloeistof met neutraal drijvende deeltjes een 2D vlak verlicht door middel van een laser.
Dit vlak wordt gefilmd met een zeer snelle digitale camera en de snelheden van groepen
deeltjes in opeenvolgende beelden worden berekend door een digitale correlatie. DPIV
analyses beginnen meestal met de pre-conditionering van de afbeelding. Er zijn verschillende voorbewerkingstechnieken: ’Contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization’
(CLAHE) versterkt het contrast van de afbeelding lokaal en verbetert de detectie van
valide vectoren met 5%. Toepassing van een hoog-doorlaatfilter op de beeldgegevens
onderdrukt de achtergrond-storing van lage frequenties (bijvoorbeeld een inhomogene
belichting) en kan de signaal-ruis verhouding van het correlatie signaal verbeteren. Intensiteit aftopping is een voorbewerkingstechniek die het sterke effect van erg heldere
deeltjes op het correlatie-signaal onderdrukt. Het filter dempt de heldere deeltjes en
laat de andere deeltjes ongemoeid. De detectie-kans voor goede, valide vectoren neemt
hierdoor met ongeveer 5% toe.
Na het voorbewerken van de beelden wordt een kruis-correlatie uitgevoerd. Deze
correlatie kan worden uitgevoerd in een ruimtelijke domein (direct cross correlation,
DCC) of in een frequentie domein (discrete Fourier transform, DFT). Gesimuleerde
deeltjes-afbeeldingen zijn gegenereerd om de nauwkeurigheid van verschillende correlatie technieken te testen en om de invloed van een paar belangrijke parameters te
analyseren. Deze parameters zijn: diameters van de afgebeelde deeltjes, ruimtelijke
dichtheid van de deeltjes, sensorruis, deeltjespaar-verlies, bewegingsonscherpte, schuivende lagen en verwerkingssnelheid. De tests laten zien dat de DCC-benadering en
de DFT-benadering met herhalende algoritmen (met herhalingen, raster verfijning en
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venster vervorming) beide goed functioneren. De nauwkeurigheid is constant goed over
een grote reeks van deeltjesgroottes, deeltjes-dichtheid, ruis, buiten het veld verplaatsing van deeltjes, bewegingsonscherpte van deeltjes en verplaatsings-gradiënten van
deeltjes. Een gebruikelijke ’single-pass’ DFT-benadering presteert veel slechter, maar de
verwerkingssnelheid daarvan is significant hoger.
Verdere tests met afbeeldingen uit experimenten laten uiteindelijk zien dat de DFTalgoritmes met meerdere herhalingen beter zijn dan alle andere algoritmen. Experimentele afbeeldingen zijn veel moeilijker te analyseren dan de gesimuleerde afbeeldingen,
omdat ze verschillende parameters samenvoegen, die in de gesimuleerde afbeelding apart
gemeten zijn.
Verschillende post-verwerkingsmethoden zijn besproken: Validatie-tests met manueel
aanwijzen vereisen echter een ervaren gebruiker, die niet nodig is bij vol-automatische
data validatie-tests. De beste resultaten worden verkregen bij een combinatie van de
twee.
Lege plaatsen in de dataset worden opgevuld met behulp van interpolatie. Een reeks
aan interpolatie-technieken is geëvalueerd door experimentele en gesimuleerde beelden te gebruiken met bekende stroom-snelheden. Een grenswaarde-solver bleek de
beste resultaten te geven, zelfs beter dan tweedimensionale spline-interpolatie. Zelfs
de best presterende correlatie-algoritmen geven resultaten met een kleine hoeveelheid
standaardfouten. Deze meet-ruis verslechtert het resultaat van de analyse, specifiek bij het
berekenen van afgeleiden. ’Smoothing’ algoritmen verbeteren de snelheidsschattingen
door het reduceren van de maxima en van de gemiddelde afwijking van de werkelijke
snelheden. Het best werkende ’smoothing’ algoritme is de ’penalized’ kleinste-kwadraten
methode.
Verschillende extra functies van PIVlab worden besproken. The mogelijkheid om het
snelheidsveld te filteren met een hoog-doorlaatfilter, om lijnintegraal-convolutie-beelden
te genereren en om automatisch de circulatie van de wervels te berekenen, verbetert de
analyse en interpretatie van twee dimensionale snelheidsverdelingen.

A:

Het hoofdstuk laat zien hoe stromingsvelden vastgelegd kunnen
worden met hoge precisie en dat DFT herhalings-algoritmen de
meest nauwkeurige resultaten geven onder moeilijke condities (bias
fout < 0.005 pixels en toevallige fout beneden 0.2 pixels voor erg
kleine interrogatie gebieden 16·16 pixels). Het belang van pre- en
post-bewerking van beelden en data is verduidelijkt. De meestbelovende algoritmes zijn geïmplementeerd in PIVlab en gebruikt
voor de analyses in de volgende hoofdstukken.
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Hoofdstuk III: The influence of wing morphology on the 3D flow pattern of a flapping
wing at bird scale

Q:

Welke aerodynamische mechanismen genereren lift tijdens slagvlucht van een vogel vliegend met lage snelheid, en hoe beïnvloeden
verschillende vleugelprofiel-parameters deze mechanismen?

In voorgaand onderzoek is de invloed van een vleugelvorm-ontwerp intensief bestudeerd onder constante stromingscondities. De kennis over dat onderwerp is dan ook
vergevorderd: Vleugel-welving verbetert de lift en de lift/weerstand-ratio (Lift/Drag,
L/D), en een dunne vleugelvorm heeft voordelen bij lage Reynolds-getallen (Re). De
stromingscondities tijdens slagvlucht wijken echter sterk af van constante en volledig
aanliggende stroming-condities. Er treden dan voorrand-wervels (leading-edge Vortices,
LEVs) op die verantwoordelijk zijn voor sterk verhoogde lift coëfficiënten.
De rol die de vleugel-ontwerp-parameters spelen tijdens langzame slagvlucht is nog
steeds niet duidelijk. Om hier licht op te werpen zijn stromingspatronen rond verschillende vleugelmodellen vastgelegd in drie dimensies en in de tijd, door het combineren van
series tweedimensionale analyses uit verschillende perspectieven en posities. De analyses
zijn uitgevoerd in PIVlab door gebruik te maken van vijf opname-series en geautomatiseerde maskering van de vleugels. De vleugel-modellen zijn gebaseerd op vleugelvormgegevens van een zwevende duif, een moeder-vleugels is geprint in 3D waarvan afgietsels
zijn gemaakt met transparante hars met ongeveer dezelfde licht-brekingsindex als water. De transparante hars zorgt ervoor dat er geen schaduwen ontstaan en de stroming
dichtbij de vleugel goed gevisualiseerd kan worden. Vleugelmodellen met verschillende
vleugeldikte en welving zijn getest. De vleugels volgden een sinusvormig slagvlucht-pad
in een watertunnel bij een Re ≈ 2.4·104 en een Strouhal nummer (St) van 0.2  St 
0.4, wat typische parameter-grootten zijn voor slagvlucht van vogels. De circulatie rond
de vleugels en de LEVs (samen en apart)– welke proportioneel is aan de lift volgens het
Kutta-Joukowski theorema – zijn bepaald door oppervlakte-integralen van de vorticiteit
te nemen van doorsnede-vlakken dwars op de vleugel.
De op de duif gebaseerde ’standaard’ vleugel genereert prominente en stabiele LEVs
tijdens de neergaande slag, welke zijn gevisualiseerd door gebruik te maken van het Qcriterium. Alleen bij het hoogste Strouhal-getal laat de LEV los van de vleugel voordat de
neerslaande slag eindigt, vooral nabij de vleugeltip. De totale circulatie langs de lengteas
is meestal evenredig aan de effectieve hoek van aanstroming, en de circulatie is maximaal
dichtbij de vleugeltip. Het belang van LEVs neemt toe met het Strouhal-getal: gemiddeld
neemt over alle vleugel-types de contributie van de LEV aan de totale gebonden circulatie
toe van 37% met St = 0.2 (is gelijk aan een kruisvlucht met kleine hoeken van aanstroming
op de vleugel) tot 72% bij een St = 0.4 (gelijk aan langzame vlucht met grote hoeken van
aanstroming).
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Aanpassingen van de geometrie van de vleugelvorm beïnvloeden de stromingspatronen significant, maar veranderen de basale stromingstopologie nauwelijks. Dikkere
vleugels verminderen de circulatie van een LEV met ongeveer 16%. Bij het sterk gewelfde
vleugelmodel is de circulatie van de LEV eveneens merkbaar verminderd, nu met ongeveer 30%, maar de totale circulatie van de vleugel (’conventionele’ + LEV-circulatie)
neemt juist toe; daarbij is de circulatie dichtbij de vleugeltip verminderd door een lokaal
zwakkere LEV, maar dit verlies aan circulatie wordt gecompenseerd door sterkere circulatie aan de basis van vleugel. De LEVs die we gevonden hebben in de analyse zijn goed
te vergelijken met wat voorheen beschreven is voor insectenvlucht: De sterkte van de
LEVs is gerelateerd aan de effectieve hoek van aanstroming en ook aan de tijdsperiode
waarin hoge hoeken van aanstroming worden toegepast. In geen van de vleugeltypes
kon een significante stroming van vleugelbasis naar -tip (binnen de LEV) geregistreerd
worden. Een stroming met lage snelheid parallel aan de vleugel-as naar de tip toe is wel
aanwezig net achter de LEV, bovenop de vleugel. De wervels zijn stabiel in de meeste
gevallen, zonder dat daar stroming naar de tip toe in de vortex-kern voor nodig is. Deze
afwezigheid van die stroming kan veroorzaakt zijn door het slechts kleine verschil in
stroomsnelheid tussen de vleugelbasis en de vleugeltip. In vergelijking met een vleugel in
een hangvlucht is de de snelheidsgradiënt langs de lengteas op een translerende vleugel
en vleugel in slagvlucht veel lager.
Het kleine effect van vleugel dikte resp. voorrand-radius op de LEV-circulatie kan verklaard worden door de lage importantie van de vorm en de scherpte van de leading-edge
bij lage Re. Dat is niet anders dan bij steady-state aerodynamica: leading-edge scherpte
lijkt belangrijker te worden met toenemende Re. Gewelfde vleugels genereren meer
’conventionele’ circulatie, en minder LEV circulatie. Dit effect is niet eerder bestudeerd
in voorgaande studies die wel gemiddelde krachten gemeten hebben bij slagvlucht bij
een lagere Re.
Het effect van de dikte en welving op de sterkte van de LEVs correleert goed met
de theoretische druk gradiënten bij de leading-edge van de vleugel modellen: Dunne
vleugels, en vleugels met weinig welving genereren negatieve drukgradiënten, die de
loslating van stroming en daarmee het ontstaan van LEVs faciliteren. Vogels hebben
hoge kracht-coëfficiënten nodig bij lage vliegsnelheden, en juist die kunnen worden
gegenereerd met behulp van LEVs. Vogelvleugels zijn dun en niet of nauwelijks gewelfd
in de buitenste helft, waar juist de effectieve hoek van aanstroming groot is. Dat faciliteert
het onstaan en bestaan van LEVs. Aan de binnenste helft van de vleugel is de vleugel
dikker en meer gewelfd, waardoor de ’conventionele’ circulatie gestimuleerd wordt en
LEVs worden onderdrukt. Vogels kunnen actief de welving van hun vleugels aanpassen
tijdens een vleugelslag-cyclus en hebben daardoor een zekere mate van controle over de
sterkte van de LEVs. Een dergelijke (algemene) vogelvleugel gebruikt dus verschillende
aerodynamische mechanismen om krachten te genereren nabij de basis in vergelijking
met het deel nabij de tip, afhankelijk van de vliegsnelheid.
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Vogels gebruiken een combinatie van aerodynamische mechanismen om lift te genereren tijdens slagvlucht. De effectieve hoek van
aanstroming, de lokale hoeveelheid welving in het vleugelprofiel en
in mindere mate ook de vleugeldikte bepalen welk aerodynamisch
mechanisme dominert. Tijdens langzame vlucht is een groot deel
van de lift gegenereerd door LEVs.

Nederlandse samenvatting en conclusies
Hoofdstuk IV: The effects of wing twist in slow-speed flapping flight of birds: Trading
brute force against efficiency

Q:

Moeten de vleugels van een vogel in slagvlucht getwist zijn?
En: Conflicteert energetische efficiëntie met het potentieel om grote
krachten te genereren?

Vleugel-twist is de verdraaiing van een vleugel langs diens lengteas. Propeller-bladen
zijn over het algemeen getwist, wat er voor zorgt dat ze een constante effectieve hoek
van aanstroming over de gehele spanwijdte hebben. Dat is dan idealiter de hoek van
aanstroming voor de beste lift/drag-verhouding en zorgt voor een optimale voortstuwingsefficiëntie. De overeenkomst tussen propellers en vleugels in slagvlucht is vaak
gebruikt om uit te leggen waarom vleugels in slagvlucht ook getwist moeten zijn: Twist
zou de volledige vleugel in staat moeten stellen om te opereren bij de ’beste’ effectieve
hoek van aanstroming. Deze hoek was kleiner verondersteld dan ongeveer 10 graden,
omdat de vleugels anders zouden overtrekken. Recentelijk is duidelijk geworden dat conventioneel overtrekken nauwelijks voorkomt bij vleugels in slagvlucht, zowel bij lage als
bij hoge Re. Het doel van de hier gepresenteerde studie is het vergelijken van de efficiëntie
en de aerodynamische krachten van getwiste vleugels en niet getwiste vleugels tijdens een
nabootsing van langzame slagvlucht bij vogels. Daartoe zijn transparant vleugelmodellen
gemaakt, gebaseerd op de oppervlakteverdeling en de profielvormen van de vleugel van
een vrij zwevende duif. De vleugelmodellen zijn voorzien van verschillende mates van
twist: 0, 10 en 40 graden verschil tussen basis en tip. De modellen zijn getest bij een Re ≈
2.4·104 en 0.2  St  0.4. De opstelling voor het vastleggen van de 3d stromingsinformatie was identiek aan die in de studie gepresenteerd in het vorige hoofdstuk. Circulatie is
eveneens berekend uit de oppervlakte-integralen van dwarsdoorsnede-stromingsvelden
en Lift is berekend uit de circulatie m.b.v. het Kutta-Joukouwski-theorema. De geinduceerde weerstand is gevonden m.b.v. een momentum-balans. De verhouding Lift
vs. geinduceerde weerstand is een maat voor de mechanische efficiëntie (Lcirc /Dind ).
De aerodynamische efficiëntie over de lengterichting van de vleugel is berekend uit de
verdeling van de downwash (neerwaartse stroming) achter de vleugel; deze relateert het
ideale geïnduceerde vermogen aan het gevonden geïnduceerde vermogen als een extra
maat voor aerodynamische efficiëntie.
Het niet-getwiste vleugelmodel laat de ontwikkeling van LEVs zien op bij alle St. Op
de matig getwiste vleugel is dat alleen zichbaar bij de hoogste St. De extreem getwiste
vleugel genereert geen LEVs; dit vleugelmodel interacteert duidelijk veel minder met de
vloeistof vanwege de kleine hoek van aanstroming door de hoge twist. Er kon over de
hele twist reeks in de LE-vortex-kern geen noemenswaardige stroming richting de tip
aangetoond worden.
De verdeling van circulatie over de lengte van de niet getwiste en gemiddeld getwiste
vleugelmodellen van de vleugel volgt slechts gedeeltelijk een elliptische verdeling. De
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circulatie vermindert bovendien significant met de vleugel-twist. De grootste circulatie
is gevonden in de niet getwiste vleugel. Dit vleugeltype genereert ook de grootste geïnduceerde weerstand. (Lcirc /Dind ) is het laagst in de niet getwiste vleugel en neemt
af met toenemende St. (Lcirc /Dind ) is omgekeerd evenredig aan de tangens van de
gemiddelde effectieve aanstroomhoek (αeff ), wat overeenkomt met wat is gevonden bij
insecten en bij delta vleugels. Aerodynamische efficiëntie in de lengterichting van de
vleugel volgt een vergelijkbare trend en in een vergelijkbare range als wat er eerder is
gevonden voor vleugels in slagvlucht.
Vleugel-twist is in zekere zin de ’tegenhanger’ van St, het vermindert de gemiddelde
effectieve hoek van aanstroming, terwijl de αeff positief gerelateerd is aan de St. Vorticiteit accumuleert in de LEV evenredig met αeff , zolang als er geen effectieve uitstroom
van vorticiteit is. Onze resultaten komen goed overeen met de resultaten van eerdere
studies aan vleugeltwist bij insecten.
Elke toename in kracht veroorzaakt een verminderde efficiëntie, wat niet fundamenteel
verschillend is van de situatie voor gestaag translerende vleugels. Maar anders dan in
translerende vleugels kunnen de aerodynamische (piek-)krachten op de vleugels veel
hoger zijn tijdens slagvlucht. Waarschijnlijk is het zo dat de vleugel-twist gebruikt wordt
tijdens kruisvlucht, waar efficiëntie erg belangrijk is. Aerodynamische efficiëntie over
de spanwijdte (lengterichting) van de vleugel kan geoptimaliseerd worden door locale
variaties in welving en twist. Maar tijdens langzame vlucht zijn grote krachten nodig
(gevormd door opwekken van LEVs) wat juist weer ten koste van de efficiëntie gaat.
Additioneel kan de vleugelweerstand potentieel ook bijdragen aan de verticale kracht,
wat helpt om het lichaamsgewicht te compenseren.
Eerdere studies hebben laten zien dat sommige vogels duidelijk getwiste vleugels
hebben. Recente experimenten laten eveneens duidelijk zien dat vogels baat hebben bij
LEVs in langzame vlucht en ze zelfs nodig hebben om voldoende lift te ontwikkelen.
Vleugel twist lijkt derhalve gebruikt te worden om de LEVs te stabiliseren en niet zozeer
om stromingsloslating te voorkomen wat voorheen gedacht werd. Vleugel twist wordt
waarschijnlijk niet gebruikt om de effectieve aanstroomhoek bij de vleugeltip te verminderen, maar juist een toename van de hoek van aanstroming bij de vleugelbasis mogelijk
te maken, zodat de gehele vleugel een hoge aanstroomhoek heeft.
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We hebben laten zien dat vleugels bij vogels niet getwist moeten zijn
om overtrekking te voorkomen. Vleugel twist is alleen voordelig in
gevallen waar efficiëntie belangrijker is dan de generatie van
voldoende en krachtige lift, wat echter nauwelijks een rol speelt
tijdens langzame vlucht.

Nederlandse samenvatting en conclusies
Hoofdstuk V: Micro air vehicles – Linking aerodynamics with application

Q:

Wat zijn de voordelen van slagvlucht? En hoe kan deze kennis
worden toegepast?

Onbemande luchtvoertuigen (unmanned aerial vehicles, UAVs) worden gebruikt voor
verschillende taken zoals atmosferisch onderzoek, gewasbesproeiing en zoek- en reddingsmissies. Micro luchtvoertuigen (micro aerial vehicles, MAVs) zijn UAVs met een
maximale dimensie van ongeveer 0.15 m. Het aantal toepassingen voor dit soort voertuigen is nog steeds beperkt, terwijl MAVs duidelijk voordelen hebben wanneer kosten of
risico geminimaliseerd moeten worden of als manoeuvreerbaarheid belangrijk is. Dit is
vaak het geval wanneer er in een stadse omgeving geopereerd moet worden of dichtbij
dieren en mensen. MAVs zijn makkelijker te transporteren en sneller inzetbaar dan
UAVs.
Een van de grootste uitdagingen in de ontwikkeling van kleine UAVs is het uithoudingsvermogen en het bereik, welke beide toenemen met de grootte van het vliegend
voertuig. Kleine afmetingen zijn verbonden met met een laag Reynolds getal waarbij de
aerodynamische prestaties door een toenemende belangrijkheid van de viskeuze krachten
verminderen. De vleugels ondervinden normaliter onder die omstandigheden nadeel
van de ontwikkeling van loslatingsbubbels in de laminaire stroming. Daardoor is de efficiëntie van klein-schalige voortstuwings- of vlieg-systemen laag. Kleine luchtvoertuigen
bereiken daardoor slechts een beperkte snelheid, dit verlaagt het maximale bereik nog
verder.
Vier typen MAVs worden naar voren gebracht in dit hoofdstuk: met vaste vleugels,
met draaiende vleugels, met slagvlucht-vleugels en een hybride type. De kennis over
MAV’s met vaste vleugels is op dit moment het verst gevorderd, maar andere typen
krijgen tegenwoordig ook steeds meer aandacht. Het uithoudingsvermogen van een
MAV met vaste vleugels neemt toe met de verhouding van lift (L) tot weerstand (drag,
D), dwz de L/D, welke het meest beïnvloed word door het aerodynamisch profiel en het
vleugel ontwerp – een gebied van veel en actief onderzoek. De manoeuvreerbaarheid van
een MAV met vaste vleugels is beperkt, omdat genoeg lift alleen gegenereerd kan worden
bij vliegsnelheden die significant hoger zijn dan nul. Dat heeft direct tot gevolg dat een
vaste-vleugel-MAV door de benodigde minimale vliegsnelheid van een (conventionele)
vaste vleugel ongeschikt is voor in een stadse omgeving.
MAVs met roterende vleugels vermijden het probleem van minimale vliegsnelheid
door het bewegen van de vleugels ten opzichte van het voertuig. Hier zijn twee welbekende voorbeelden van: de gewone helikopters en de multi-rotors. De laatst genoemde
groep is mechanisch simpeler en mogelijk veiliger, wat voor een betrouwbaarder luchtvoertuig zorgt. Het uithoudingsvermogen van multi-rotors is direct afhankelijk van
de batterij-grootte, maar altijd lager dan van een vaste-vleugel-ontwerp met een factor
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gerelateerd aan Drag
Lift . Het uithoudingsvermogen van een draaiende-vleugel-systeem
kan toenemen met: het verlagen van de ’disk loading’, het vergroten van de rotor-diameter,
of een lager startgewicht. Echter, een lage ’disk loading’ heeft een negatief effect op de
efficiëntie bij hoge snelheden en bij topsnelheid. Draaiende vleugels zijn derhalve niet
geschikt voor taken die bereik en uithoudingsvermogen eisen. De manoeuvreerbaarheid
is echter uitstekend, wat wordt geïllustreerd door de op maat gemaakte en hoog manoeuvreerbare multi-rotor ontwerpen door de auteur van dit proefschrift, die hier nationale
en internationale wedstrijden mee gewonnen heeft.
Hybride MAVs combineren de voordelen van vaste en draaiende vleugels. Ontwerpen
met kantel-vleugels lijken het beste alternatief voor dergelijke MAVs. De prestaties in
kruis- en hangvlucht zijn echter minder dan een ontwerpen met een vaste respectievelijk
een roterende, vleugel, wat komt door nadelen die meekomen met het combineren van
deze twee principes. Net zoals bij draaiende vleugels, bewegen slagvlucht-MAVS hun
vleugel ook ten opzichte van het vliegtuig en daardoor kunnen zij genoeg aerodynamische kracht genereren bij lage snelheden of zelfs bij hangvlucht. Een slagvlucht-MAV is
extreem manoeuvreerbaar, doordat er hogere piekkrachten gegenereerd kunnen worden
met vleugels in slagvlucht in vergelijking met draaiende vleugels. De achterliggende
aerodynamica is waarschijnlijk zowel krachtiger als minder gevoelig voor verstoring door
bijvoorbeeld windvlagen. Het ontwerpen van slagvlucht-MAVs is echter geen senicure.
Meer onderzoek naar efficiënte actuatoren is nodig, aangezien een conventionele draaiaandrijving niet de optimale oplossing is om op-en-neer-gaande vleugels aan te drijven.
De efficiëntie van slagvlucht-voortstuwing is momenteel in discussie in de literatuur. Er
is hoe langer hoe meer consensus dat vleugels in slagvlucht een efficiëntie hebben die
dichtbij ronddraaiende vleugels bij lage Re komt, of zelfs beter is. Bovendien kan de
efficiëntie en veelzijdigheid van vleugels in slagvlucht verbetert worden door gebruik te
maken van meerdere manieren van vliegen, zoals bij vogels.
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Verder onderzoek naar de aerodynamica en dynamica van slagvluchtvoortstuwing is nodig om slagvlucht-MAVs te optimaliseren.
Deze kunnen uiteindelijk de MAVs met draaiende vleugels overtreffen waar het manoeuvreerbaarheid betreft, en kunnen dichtbij
de uitstekende aerodynamische efficiëntie van een vaste vleugel
komen - wat resulteert in hoog-presterende MAVs.

Nederlandse samenvatting en conclusies
Hoofdstuk VI: Reliable force predictions for a flapping-wing micro air vehicle: A ’vortexlift’ approach

Q:

Kunnen de krachten van een slagvlucht-MAV goed gemodelleerd
worden door rekening te houden met de extra krachten gegeneerd
door de LEVs?

In vroegere studies naar de aerodynamica van slagvlucht zijn ’blade-element’-theoriën
toegepast om de krachten die gegenereerd worden te kunnen schatten, zoals bijvoorbeeld
bij een insect in hangvlucht. De ’blade-element’ theorie gebruikt normaliter kracht coëfficiënten van een gestaag translerende vleugel om, samen met gedetailleerde informatie
over de vleugel-kinematiek, de aerodynamische krachten uit te rekenen. Toepassing op
een insect hangvlucht liet zien dat daarmee de berekende krachten veel te laag uit komen.
Later is hiervoor een verklaring gevonden: een insectenvleugel gedraagt zich niet als een
vleugel in glijvlucht maar heeft stabiele LEVs op de vleugels ide de kracht coëfficiënten
aanzienlijk vergroten. Zulke stabiele LEVs zijn niet aanwezig bij metingen aan stabiele
vleugels in een in een wind tunnel en zijn hierdoor niet van invloed op steady-state
kracht-coëfficiënten.
LEVs zijn al enige tijd bekend in de vliegtuig-aerodynamica. Bij een vliegtuig met
delta-vleugels vermeerderen de LEVs de kracht-coëfficiënten met een factor van 2 tot 3.
Tegenwoordig kunnen lift en drag bij aanwezigheid van LEVs effectief voorspeld worden
door een model te gebruiken dat ’leading-edge suction analogy’ gebruikt. In die analogie
wordt er van uit gegaan dat aerodynamische krachten, inclusief extra bijdragen door de
aanwezigheid van LEVs, voornamelijk loodrecht gericht zijn op het vleugel oppervlak.
Het doel van de studie in dit hoofdstuk is om ’leading edge suction analogy’ model te
gebruiken om de krachten van een MAV in slagvlucht te berekenen tijdens langzaam
vliegen, omdat dan waarschijnlijk een groot deel van de opwaartse kracht geleverd wordt
door de aanwezige LEVs. De horizontale en verticale krachten tijdens slagvlucht zijn
gemeten met een krachtbalans in een open-uitstroom-windtunnel voor verschillende
stroomsnelheden en slagfrequenties bij 8·103 < Re < 1.3·104 . Twee sets van kracht
coëfficiënten zijn gebruikt voor de ’blade-element’ analyse: Steady-state coëfficiënten
afgeleid van de windtunnel metingen van de vleugel bij statische aanstroomhoeken tussen
-45 graden en 65 graden, en coëfficiënten gegenereerd door het bovengenoemd deltavleugel-model. De ’blade-element’ analyse resulteert in modellering van gemiddelde
verticale en horizontale kracht van de slagvlucht-MAV.
Bij gebruik van steady-state liftcoëfficiënten levert schattingen van de verticale kracht
op die ongeveer een factor 2 kleiner zijn dan de gemeten krachten. Gebruik van de deltavleugel coëfficiënten geeft echter een erg goede match tussen de berekende en de gemeten
verticale kracht. De gemiddelde afwijking is maar 2.9%! De horizontale krachten komen
ook redelijk overeen, maar minder precies bij hogere slagfrequenties of toenemende vrije
stroomsnelheden; de gemeten krachten zijn hier hoger dan de berekende schattingen.
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Deze afwijking in de horizontale kracht-schatting komt waarschijnlijk door het feit dat
de weerstandskracht van de hele MAV wordt gemeten, inclusief de de montage-steunen
en aandrijfsysteem, terwijl het ’blade-element’ model alleen de krachten die gegeneerd
zijn door de vleugels berekend.
Een oorzaak waarom het model sterk onderschat bij gebruik van de steady-state
coëfficiënten ligt waarschijnlijk in de effectieve hoek van aanstroming: de hoek van aanstroming bereikt een waarde van 45 graden bij de hoogste slagfrequenties. De steady-state
coëfficiënten zijn hierdoor in feite niet niet bruikbaar, aangezien de vleugel overtrekt bij
aanstroomhoeken boven ongeveer 11 graden onder stabiele stroming condities. De match
tussen het ’blade-element’ model met steady-state coëfficiënten en de kracht metingen is
daardoor alleen redelijk bij lage slagfrequenties waar de aanstroomhoeken relatief klein
zijn, en het wijkt af bij hogere frequenties waar de hoger verticale vleugelsnelheid zorgt
voor gtote aanstroomhoeken.
Gebruik van deltavleugel-coëfficiënten resulteert in een min of meer geleidelijke toename van de aerodynamische krachten evenredig met de effectieve hoek van aanstroming,
aangezien er praktisch geen conventionele overtrekking plaats vindt bij vleugels in slagvlucht en bij delta vleugels. De kracht-coëfficiënten zijn veel hoger in het ’leading-edgesuction’ model en komen goed overeen met andere studies over vleugels in slagvlucht
die hoge krachten genereren door de aanwezigheid van LEVs.
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De krachten van een vleugel in slagvlucht die grote effectieve
hoeken van aanstroming doorloopt kan goed gemodelleerd en
voorspeld worden door gebruik te maken van een relatief simpele
'blade-element' benadering, bij incorporeren van de theorie over
liftontwikkeling bij deltavleugels. Een vereiste voor de toepassing
van dit model op vleugels in slagvlucht is dat inderdaad stabiele
LEVs aanwezig zijn.

Nederlandse samenvatting en conclusies
Hoofdstuk VII: Using bird flight modes to enhance overall flapping wing micro air vehicle performance

Q:

Welke voordelen hebben MAVs van het gebruik van vluchtmodellen
van vogels?

Slagvlucht MAVs hebben indrukwekkende vooruitgang geboekt in het recente verleden en verschillende zeer capabele en manoeuvreerbare slagvlucht-MAVs hebben het
daglicht gezien. Energie-efficiëntie is echter nog steeds 1 van de grootste uitdagingen.
MAVS moeten energie-efficiënt en manoeuvreerbaar tegelijkertijd zijn om te kunnen
presteren in complexe missies. Vogels kunnen uitzonderlijk goed manoeuvreren en er
wordt aangenomen dat ze hoge aerodynamische efficiëntie hebben. Daardoor zijn ze
zeer interessante modelorganismen voor hoog-presterende MAVs.
Tijdens zweef en kruisvlucht bij vogels blijft de luchtstroom volledig aanliggen aan de
vleugels. Vleugels met een goede L/D zorgen ervoor dat vogels afstand kunnen maken
met lage energie-uitgaven. Tijdens langzaam vliegen kunnen vogels profiteren van de
extra kracht die vrijkomt door de aanwezigheid van LEVs. Verschillende aerodynamische mechanismen worden daarbij gebruikt tijdens verschillende vlieg-modi, wat een
veelbelovend principe kan zijn voor toepassing in MAVs. Het kan resulteren in extra
uithoudingsvermogen samen met verbeterde manoeuvreerbaarheid. Biomimetische
vleugels zullen een MAV waarschijnlijk in staat stellen om goede prestaties te leveren in
beide vlucht modi.
In het kader van dit onderzoek is een slagvlucht-MAV ontworpen met vleugels geïnspireerd door de vleugels van zwaluwen. De vleugels zijn gemaakt van lichtgewicht
polystyreen schuim en uitgerust met welving en een ronde voorrand aan de vleugel basis,
terwijl verder naar de tip de welving is gereduceerd tot nul en de voorrand is verscherpt,
net zoals de vleugelmorfologie van zwaluwen. Een lichtgewicht aandrijfsysteem met een
enkele actuator drijft het systeem aan. Het schoudergewricht heeft twee vrijheidsgraden en pro- en supinatie gebeurt passief bij de uiterste slaghoeken. Dit zorgt voor een
kleine effectieve hoek van aanstroming tijdens de opslag en een grote effectieve hoek van
aanstroming tijdens de neerslag.
De horizontale en verticale krachten en de kinematica van de MAV zijn vastgelegd
in een open-uitstroom-windtunnel. In zweefvlucht-modus bereikt de MAV maximale
L/D-waarden van 8.6, wat goed overeenkomt met het model-organisme, de zwaluw. In
slagvlucht-modus passen de vleugels zich aan aan de veranderingen in vluchtsnelheid en
slagfrequentie door passief de hoek van pro- en supinatie te veranderen. Dit limiteert de
effectieve hoek van aanstroming onder de 45 graden. Een positieve gemiddelde verticale
kracht (’lift’) word gegeneerd bij alle slagfrequenties, de maximale kracht (ongeveer
96 mN) is gevonden bij de hoogste vrije luchtsnelheid en bij de hoogste slagfrequentie die
getest is. De netto horizontale krachten worden gemakkelijk groter dan nul, wat impliceert
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dat de stuwkracht groter is dan de totale weerstand. De gemiddelde aerodynamische
krachten zijn genoeg om een volledig uitgeruste MAVs in de lucht te houden.
Een stap-voor-stap ’blade-element’ analyse laat zien dat de meeste positieve verticale
kracht wordt gegeneerd tijdens de neergaande slag en de meeste stuwkracht tijdens de
opgaande slag. Deze resultaten laten zien dat in vergelijking met een roterende-vleugelsysteem grotere piekkrachten worden gecreëerd, wat waarschijnlijk zeer voordelig is voor
een hoge manoeuvreerbaarheid.
Een slagvlucht-MAV die gebruik maakt van vogelvlucht-modi zal profiteren van de
klassieke aerodynamica tijdens kruisvlucht en van de grote en betrouwbare krachten
gegenereerd door de LEVs in langzame vlucht. De energie die een slagvlucht-MAVs bij
lage snelheid nodig heeft is niet fundamenteel verschillend van die voor meer conventionele draaiende vleugels. Kruisvlucht kan echter veel efficiënter uitvallen, door het
gebruik van glijvlucht-aerodynamica en zweefvlucht is de beste vliegstrategie om in de
lucht te blijven zonder veel energie te verbruiken. Slagvlucht-MAVs die ook zweefvlucht
kunnen uitvoeren zijn potentieel in staat gebruik te maken van de thermische opwaartse
luchtstromen of stijgende winden bij stedelijke gebouwen. Mogelijk kan de efficiëntie
van kruisvlucht verder verbetert worden door gebruik te maken van nog een andere
vogelvlucht-strategie: verschillende studies hebben laten zien dat vogels energie besparen wanneer ze wisselen tussen slag- en zweefvlucht (’intermittent flight’). Dit kan een
interessante strategie zijn voor slagvlucht MAVs.

A:
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Slagvlucht-MAVs die de mogelijkheid hebben gebruik te maken
van verschillende vogelvlucht-modi, kunnen een erg goede oplossing zijn voor het uitvoeren van de taken die van een MAV
gevraagd worden, waarbij manoeuvreerbaarheid en energie
efficiëntie gecombineerd worden in een enkel apparaat.

THESIS CONCLUSIES

In dit proefschrift is de aerodynamica van langzame slagvlucht bij vogels geanalyseerd
door gebruik te maken van fysische modellen en temporele 3D stromingsanalyse met
een speciaal geoptimaliseerde DPIV methode. Dat de stromingsseparatie een belangrijke
rol speelt in de slagvlucht van vogels wordt daarbij onomstotelijk duidelijk. Voorrandwervels (LEVs) ontstaan bij een hoge effectieve hoek van aanstroming en verhogen
de circulatie en daarmee de aerodynamische kracht. De intensiteit van de voorrandwervels kan sterk beïnvloed worden door het vleugel ontwerp, zoals welving en dikte.
Waarschijnlijk profiteren vogels maar ook vleermuizen van de mogelijkheden om LEVs
gecontroleerd te gebruiken. Met het ontstaan en gebruik van LEVs neemt de aerodynamische efficiëntie echter af. De efficiëntie kan worden gemoduleerd en verbeterd door
het toepassen vleugel-twist. Dat vermindert echter de grootte van de aerodynamische
kracht-coëfficiënten en kan waarschijnlijk niet worden gebruikt in alle vlucht modi.
Bij hogere vliegsnelheden hoeven krachtcoëfficiënten eigenlijk niet maximaal te zijn
en twist verbeterd dan de L/D en de aerodynamische efficiëntie langs de vleugel. Bij
lage vliegsnelheden zijn maximale krachtcoëfficiënten nodig en efficiëntie wordt van
ondergeschikt belang. Een dergelijke wisselwerking tussen efficiëntie en piekkrachten
bestaat ook in technische vlucht: luchtvoertuigen met vaste vleugels zijn erg efficiënt
in kruisvlucht maar, in tegenstelling tot vogels, genereren ze nauwelijks genoeg lift in
langzame vlucht. Draaiende vleugels kunnen genoeg kracht genereren in hangvlucht,
maar in tegenstelling tot vogels hebben ze een inferieure efficiëntie bij hogere vliegsnelheden. Slagvlucht micro air vehicles (MAVs) kunnen de voordelen van draaiende en vaste
vleugel luchtvoertuigen combineren. Een ontwikkeld prototype en een rekenmethode
om aerodynamische krachten te voorspellen door gebruik te maken van de theorie van
een deltavliegtuig laten dit beide zien. De MAV is uitgerust met door vogel geïnspireerde
vleugels, die goed presteren in zweefvlucht en langzame slagvlucht. De combinatie van
vlucht-modi maakt het mogelijk om een MAV te ontwikkelen die uiteindelijk eenzelfde
prestatie heeft als een vogel: Exceptionele manoeuvreernaarheid in combinatie met een
uitstekende aerodynamische efficiëntie.
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